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CHAPTER-I 

INTRODUCTION 

Nepal is a small independent country situated on the north

eastern frontier of India between the east meridians of 80° and 

88° and the north parallels of 26° and 30°. With an area of 

• 

54718 square miles and an average length of 500 miles and breadth 

of 100 miles mainly along the south slopes of the Himalayas, and 

a population over 1.60 crore,ll Nepal is a mere fraction in the 

Asian political setup viewed in relation to her immediate 

neighbours.ll This is a landlocked country bordered by India on 

the west (U.P.) south (U.P. and Bihar) and east (West Bengal), 

and by China (Tibet) and Himalayan ranges in the north. 

The name of the country 'Nepal' which for the first time 

. h h . ' . 31 . h. appears 1n t e At arvaparlSl§ta and also 1n some Budd 1st texts 

and in Kautilya's Arthasastra, is supposed to be derived from 

-
Nipa, the first ruling dynasty of Nepal, prefixed to Ala ( the 

---- ·--·- ·------- - -

l/ 1981 Census, HMG, Nepal. 

1/ India is twenty-two times bigger in size and forty-four 
times larger in population and China is seventy-five times 
bigger in size and sixty times larger in population than 
Nepal. 

3/ ~ql\'f if'TlW«f n.~t~ltutt t=I'IT I cttH~.t=t'lf: ~·4~lil \1~ d 
r-atld II 

Atharvaparisista, Kurmavibhaga 
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• 
- 3p./ 

house or settlement area), meaning the settlement area of Nipa.~ 

It has to be admitted that since the earliest known period of 

history the country has been known by the name Nepal. 

Authentic documentation of the ancient history of Nepal is 

not readily available. Most of it is shoruded in mystery with 

only legends throwing some flickering light. One such legend 

suggests that the valley of Kathmandu was once a great lake 

which was dried by :hanjusri Bodhi-Satva from Nahachin, by cutting 

an opening at the rockhill at Chobar. This Bodhisatva was also 

responsible for humanising the valley. According to the chroni-

cles the first ruling dynasty of the valley was Gopala (Cowherds) 

who actually were the Nipas from whom the name Nepal originated. 

Eight generations of the Ni.pa dynasty ruled over Nepal.41 They 

were followed by Abhiras known as Nahi:;;apaJd! (Buffalo-keepers). 

Only three kings of this dynasty ruled over this country.2f The 

third dynasty which ruled over Nepal was of the Kirantas. Altoge

ther thirty Kiranti kings are supposed to have ruled over this 

country.6/ 

17 Scholars are divided in their opinion whether the word Nepal 
is of Sanskrit or non-Sanskrit origin. Recently Gyanmani 
Nepal has examined critically all the arguments related to 
the origin of the word Nepal in his book Nepal Nirukta (the 
etymology of the word Nepal), PP. 1-40. 

1/ Gopal~£aja Vamsavali Folio no. XVII. 

:lf Ibid. 

§/ ~. Folio. No. XVII, XVIII. 

• 
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The last Kirant.i. ruler was defeated by the Lichchhavis who 

migrated into the valley from Vaisali (North Bihar, India) and 

are supposed to haveestablished a monarchy in Nepal11 in the 

first or second century A.D. But we do not know much about the 

Lichchhavi rulers of Nepal who ruled before the middle of the 

• 

fifth century. Recorded history begins with the rule of Manadeva 

I whose Changunaraya~a Piller inscription of A.D. 464 is perhaps 

the oldest of the Lichchhavi inscriptions found to date. Besides 

• 

him, other famous Kings of the period were Amsuvarma, Narendradeva, 

"· S1vadeva II, and Jayadeva II who all had the genius for the 

reconstruction of the country. When the Lichchhavis came to 

power, a golden age in the history of Nepal began. The nation 

entered a new phase of prosperity in art and culture. Painting, 

architecture and sculpture flourished and reached a new height 

of development. Friendly relations with Tibet developed in this 

period and new routes through the Nepal mountains leading to 

Tibet were discovered. The caravans of merchants passed from 

India to •ribet and China through Nepal along these routes. Thus, 

Nepal in this period maintained friendly relations with Tibet and 

China on one hand and India on the other. Besides, Nepal made all 

round development in the time of the Lichchhavis, and hence the 

period is regarded as the golden age in the history of Nepal. 

V f1iiM 1 '{ftH llif f ':f q I ~=1 ,(4.1.1 1J 

'" iiijftl t'f\fT ~ -"·@If f'tqnt~ 
Pasupgti Purana 1i12. 
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• 
After Jayadeva II Nepal passed through a dark period in the 

absance of authentic historical documents. What happened to the 

later Lichchhavi rulers is not known. In the beginning of the 
' 

"fi-lirteenth century when the thread of history can be pick~d-~p 

again we find Ari Malla upon the throne of the valley kingdom.~ 
This was the beginning of the rule of the Malla dynasty which 

lasted for more than five and a half centuries, till the later 

part of the eighteenth century. Towards the end of the fourteenth 

century Jayasthiti Malla sat upon the throne of the valley 
1Y 

kingdom. He brought about major changes in the politics, admi-

nistration and social structure of the society. 

• 

Sometime in the last quarter of the fifteenth century the / 
7C 

kingdom of 1'-Jet1al valley was fragmented in more than three parts-,-

~J and naturally became very w~~· Consequently, it was easy for 

Prithvi Narayan Shah to exterminate the Malla dynasty and 

consolidate Nepal in A.D. 1769. 

7A/ Gopalaraja Vamsavali folio no. 25,32. 

7B/ Ibid, folio no. 59 

7C/ Dhanvajra Vajracharya, Itihas Samsodhanko Praman Prameya, 
pp. 133-43. 
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Review of the Work done so far: • 

History writing in the modern sense was introduced in Nepal 

by the Westerners. The earlier attempts to write history are 

seen in such works as the Nepala Mahatmya and the svayambhu 

Purapa. The chronicles or the Vamsavalls are only little better 

than the mythological accounts of the Puraya. The Western 

scholars brought to the east a new understanding to bear on 

history and new methods in historical research. The new methods 

in historical research consisted of the use of inter-disciplinary 

skills in studying history like palaeography, numismatics, 

archaeology, art and architecture and ceramics. 

The study of history and culture in Nepal was started by 

the early British administrators serving in Nepal, Colonel 

Kirkpat~ic being the pioneer among them. He visited Nepal in 

1793 on a political missions, but his stay was brief. In his 

short stay he collected many informations and later on in 1811 

he wrote a book§/ which is the first book ever published on 

Nepal. This book describes the contemporary Nepal together 

with a historical sketch. The book has now become a source 

in itself for the history of Nepal. But Kirkpatrick could not 

give a comparative description of the ancient and medieval 

history of Nepal. He based his account solely on the later 

chronicles. 

~ W. Kirkpatrick,An account of the Kingdom of Neeaul. 
(London: w. Bulmer and Co., 1811). 

• 
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Another valuable work is Francis ~milton's book which was 

published in 1819.-~ Hamilton has also given a detailed account 

of contemporary Nepal in his work, but his treatment of ancient 

and medieval Nepal is so brief that we can not utilize it 

seriously. 

However, the foundation of a systematic research based upon 
. v· 

western tradition was laid in Nepal by Brain Houghton Hodgson, 

the British Resident in Nepal. He stayed at Kathmandu for 21 

years (1822-43) and collected rich material for Nepalese studies. 

He discovered a lot of original documents from the different 

libraries and monastries of Nepal. After 1823 he wrote many 

important articles on different aspects of Nepalese history 

and culture. His research consisted of different methods such 

as search, inquiry, coLection, classification and description. 

However, his two books, Illustrations of the Literature and 

Religion of the BuddhistslQl' and Essays on the Lcal19ldC!9.~, 

~/ Francis Hamil ton - An account of the King,dom of~ ,Ne_Eal and 
of the terrotories annexed to this dominiq_:n...J2::l_llouse of 
Gorkha (Edinburgh; 1819). 

lQ/ B.H. Hodgson- I~lustrations of the Liter~ure and ReligiQll 
of the Buddhi~ (Serampore; 1840) 

R.L. Mitra states that 'Before Hodgson's time all that was 
known of Nepalese culture was crude, vague and shadowy, 
derived from secondary and by no means reliable sources. 
He it was who established the subject on a sound philosphic 
basis'. R.L. Mitra, Sanskrit Buddhist literature_Qf Nepal 
(Calcutta, 1882), Preface P. XIII. 

• 
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literature and Religion of Nepal and Tibetll/ are illuminating • 

for the study of Nepalese medieval social life. Besides these, 

the manuscripts and the Newar caste listll/ collected and prepa-

red by Hodgson are also illuminating for the study of Nepalese 

medieval social life. Although Hodgson did a creditable work, 

there are several mistakes in his account. I have examined his 

works while dealing with the social structure of medieval period. 

. ~ h Hodgson was preceded by Damel wr~g t. Although Wright 

was not an orientalist, he presented the history and culture 

• 

of Nepal in the year 1877. Through his book History of Nepal 0 

with an introductory sketch of the country and people of Nepal.ll/ 

But his description is based on the oral naration of two 

Nepalese Pandits Munsi Siv Sankar Sing and Gunananda; and such 

information can hardly be regarded as authentic work from the 

chronological point of view. Yet its descriptive portions 

dealing with Nepalese social and cultural life have been 

utilized in the present work, because of their usefulness as an 

eye witness account of the socio-economic and political system. 

---~--.,·-

1!/ B.H. Hodgson- Eassys Q.!L!:he Lan_g,qqge Litex:~.Et A.Il9 .. _1i~ligi,_qn 
of_NeEa.l_and Tibet (London; 1874). It contains altogether 
nineteen essays, reprint of magazine's articles mostly on 
Nepalese subjects related to social and religions studies. 
But there are several mistakes in presenting the subjects. 
Properly on account of the quck informants of Nepal where 
he took their assistance. 

11/ These are preserved in the India Office Library, London. 

1:11 D. Wright, History of Nepal with an introductory sketch o~ 
the Coy_ntu_~ _P~eo_p_l_e __ Q.{ .~Pa..l:., ( Cambridge; 1877) 
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Inspired by the interest of the European scholars in the 

study of Nepalese history and culture Bhagwanl..t/Indraji, in 

collaboration with the German scholar G. Buhler, presented a 

research article "Inscriptions from Nepal"W which paved the 

way for a further and fruitful study of Nepalese history. 

Later they also published a short account of the history of 

Nepal under the title "Some considerations on the History of 

Nepal"l2/ based on the inscriptions from Nepal. It was for 

the first time that inscriptions of Nepal were used to inter-

pret the history of Nepal. 

J' 
Cicil Bendall preceded Indraji. He visited Nepal in 

A.D. 1885 and published four inscriptions in his book ~ 

Journey of Literarx and Archaeological Research in Nepal and 

Northern India during the winter of 1884-85.1§1 Bendall was 

• 

shown utmost courtesy by the government, and thus he had a free 

1i/ Bhagwanlal Indraji, "Inscriptions from Nepal .. , Indiag 
Antigu~y, Vol. IX (1880), PP. 163-94. 

15/ B. Indraji and G. Buhler, "Some Considerations on the 
History of Nepal" Indian Antiquary, Vol. XIII ( 1884), 
pp. 411-28. Also published as Twenty-tbfe~-~q~cription~ 
f!:.Q.m .. J'!eJ>.~lLt:.QQ.e.ther .w.i.i;.h som~ _q_q_nsidera~J.Qafi .o~e. 
ChronoJ:.o._gy _of_~e.Qal., ( Bombay; 1885). 

1§/ C. Bendall, ~ Journey of Literary and Archaeologi£9..! 
Research in Nepal and Northern India during the winter 
of 1884-85 (Cambridge; 1886). 

• 
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access to the newly constituted Bir Library (at present, 

National Archives). Although the primary object of Bendall's 

visit was the acquisition of the Sanskrit manuscripts forthe 

Cambridge University Library,!ll a good deal of attentionwas 

also paid to the study of the Nepalese inscriptions. InA,D. 

1903, he wrote a research article on the history of Nepal 

-

"A History of Nepal and surrounding kingdoms (A.D. 1000-1600) "ll( 

The most creditable work of Bendall was to obtain a palm-leaf 

copy of the manuscript of the old chronicle composed about the 

end of the fourtee~ century. It was later named Gopalara ia 

Vamsavall4 12/ It is a rare find for the early medieval period. 

I have also utilized it in my present study. But Bendall had 

failed to understand the importance of the chronicle in the 

light of the colophon dates. 

!1/ C. Bendall, Catalogue of the Buddhi~ Sanskrit ~~4~~~iPt§ 
i~~h~~~ersity_Librery, Cambridge with introductory 
notices and Illustrations of the Palaeography and 
Chrono1o9y of Nepal and Bengal (Cambridge; 1893). This 
was publ1shed later in a separate volume in 1902 under the 
title Catalogue of_§.c:mskrit Nanuscripts in Briilih Museum • 

.!.§/C. Bendall, "A History of Nepal and Surrounding Kingdoms 
(1000-1600)." Journal of Asiatic Society of B~qga! Vol. LXXII 
(1903) pp. 1-32. Also published as Historical Introduction 
to H.P. Sastri's ~talogue of Ps~mleaf and Selected P~Re~ 
M(s~r.i:J2.~ .. belongirrg_tq__t{!e_Da~.Library, Nepal, Part r. 
Calcutta 1905). 

121 Recently, this Vamsavali has been published by Nepal Research 
Centre, Kathmandu, with its English and Nepali translation 
edited by n.v. Vajracharya and K.P. Malla. 
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Another Indian scholar, who took keen interest to explore 

the Nepalese source material was H.P. Sastri. He first showed 

his interest by publishing some articles about Nepal in 1884 and 

three years later, in 1887, he went to Kathmandu which he 

revisited the very next year with Prof. Cicil Bendall. In 

1887, he published an important article "Notes on Palm-leaf 

Manuscripts in the Library of H.E. the Maharaja of Nepal". 201 

During his trips to the valley of Kathmandu he obtained much 

information on the Nepalese studies which he has described 

in his report published in the year 1901. In 1905, his impor

tant book on manuscript catalogue with a historical introduction 

by Cicil Bendall came to light. 211 Its prefaces, introduction 

and a detailed description of manuscripts are useful in 

understanding the scope, nature and literary contributions of 

Nepalese social and cultural life. I have not missed to 

utilize it in the present study. 

~Q/ H.P. Sastri, "Notes on Palm-leaf Manuscripts in the 
Library of H. E. the l'laharaja of Nepal." Journal of Asiatic 
Society ot_§engal, (1897), pp. 310-16. 

21/ H.P. Sastri, A Catalogue of. Palm-leaf and selected paper 
~~£Lipts_Q~onging to the Darbar Library, Nep~l. Wdth 
a. _I!i.stqr.~c~al_ In_t::rodw:~-~i.Q.~ _by C;hc_i]:__Be_nd_a_l.l, (Calcutta; 1905) . 
Its second volume was published in 1916. 
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'v/ 
Another notable scholar for Nepalese studies was Sylvain 

• 

Levi, an eminent French scholar, who visited Nepal in the last 

days of Maharaja Bir Samser. He was an erudite scholar of 

Sanskrit, vastly learned in orientology and possessed a 

thorough knowledge of the history of India, Tibet and China. 

He collected some valuable documents including some chronicles 

compiled by scholars of the early nineteenth century. He was 

the first scholar to utilize the Chinese source to write the 

Nepalese history. He has brought out a wealth of material. 

He published his well-known book Le Nepal Vols. I and II in 

1905.~2/ Levi has tried to explain the social structure of 

the medieval period in his book, but has committed many 

mistakes. First, he did not know that he had ignored many 

inscriptions. Second, he based his account only an the later 

chronicles which can not be taken to be authantic sources 

for the period under study. However, Levi!s work is so 

exhaustive that even now it is peerless so far as the 

political history of Nepal is concerned. 

~Sylvain Levi, Le Nepal 2 Vols. (Paris; 1905). Its third 
Part was published in 1908. These books as well as the 
many articles Levi wrote, being in French, are a little 
difficult to be properly utilized by those who lack a 
knowledge of French Language. However, I have utilized 
the type-script English translation rendered originally 
by the author himself while staying in Nepal in three 
volumes preserved in Keshar Library Kathmandu. 

• 
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In the year 1923, a long article on Newar culture was 

published by K.P. Chattopad~~aya.lJ/ It is an anthropological 

study. The caste system, believed to have been organised and 

established by Jayasthiti Malla, was studied by Chattopadhyaya. 

He believes that there is no difference between the caste 

system imposed by Jayasthiti Malla and the one that was present 

when he was studying the subject in Nepal. But Chattopadhyaya 

has simply re-arranged and summarised the lists discovered and 

studied by earlier writers, Hodgson, Write and Levi. In fact, 

these lists also suffer from mistakes due to the ignorance of 

the modern scholars about the idiosyncracies of the Nepalese 

society. I have examined all these lists while dealing with 

the social structure of the period. 

The researches done by foreigners did make an impact on 

Nepalese historians. As early as 1942 appeared D.rt. 1(~gmi•s 
' 24/ . h' h R . article "Sources for the H1.story of Nepal"- 1.n w l.C egm1. 

presented a short survey of the sources for writing the 

history of Nepal, mainly based on the published previous 

works. Although, original sources lying in Nepal did not get 

proper treatment in that survey. Regmi drew attention to the 

-----------·-----
W K.P. Chattopadhyaya, "An Essay on the History of Newar 

Culture", Journal of the Asiatiaue Society of ;§gngal..&.. 
Vol. XIX (1923), pp. 465-560 

.W D .R. Regmi, "Sources for the History of Nepal", 
Journal of the Bihar _A!lq_Q_r iss a. Re~~r.£h, .§.q_~i.e.~y, 
Vol. XXVIII, Part I (1942), pp. 24-42. 

• 
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wrong readings of the Nepalese inscriptions made by European 

scholars. 

In 1947, two Nepalese scholars Nayaraj Pant and Totraraj 

Pandey published a book on Nepalese history in Nepalil2/ 

chiefly to serve as a text book. 

Since 1951 many Nepalese scholars have taken interest in 

• 

this field. 
,_ .. 

But some of the early scholars used the Vamsaval~s 

as a major source of history-writing. Hence their studies 

came under severe scrutiny by a group of young historians 

belonging to the Itihas Samsodhan Maoaala (an organisation 

to correct history). The works of the ,andala revealed one .. 
thing beyond doubt, namely that history is above the domain 

of eulogists and story-tellers. History writing requires 

certain basic skills. To illustrate, to write the history 

of ancient and medieval periods of Nepal one requires the 

knowledge of epigraphy, Sanskrit and Newari as well as of the 

basis elements in iconography and architecture. But the work 

of the Ma~~ala has suffered from certain limitations. The 

members of the Ma~qala thought that their primary responsi

bility ended with the exposition of the loopholes of others, 

but did not pay attention to the work of writing the history 

-----·--·- < ... ___ _ 

~ N.R. Pant and T.R. Pandey, Nepalko Samksipta Itihas 
(a short histor} cf Nepal) (Banaras; 2004). 
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of Nepal themselves. But since 1963 they have published 

the historical journal PYrqim~/ which may be taken as an 

important attempt to explore the history and culture of Nepal. 

In 1958, another book dealing with the early medieval 

history of Nepal was brought out by an Italian scholar, 

L. Petech.~ Through his book Petch enriches our information 

by adding colophons from many unpublished works picked up 

from different sources. He has also collected all the 

colophons so far published in different works. For the 

first time we have all the scattered data collected together 

at one place in the chronological order. Petech has a 

separate chapter in his book dealing with the social 

structure of the medieval period. But, petech follows 

Levi so far as the medieval castes are concerned. His 

description is also based on the later chronicles which, 

as already mentioned, cannot be taken to be authentic 

sources. 

In 1965, D.R. Regmi published his book Medieval Nepal 

(250::!,5302,.11/ The other three parts of the same volume 

were published in 1966. This work is of a superiorment as 

compared with his other works on Nepal. The first and 

1§/ Luciano Petech, l'l!~i.e.v:al. hi.s.t;o_cy_Q.f Ne.J2.a..l. (Rome: 1958). 

• 

2.7/ D.R. Regmi, Megi_e_val Nepa...l, 4 Vols. (Calcutta; 1965 and 1966 
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second Volumes of this work deal with the political and social 

condition of medieval period, whereas the remaining parts are 

appendices on the source material for the history and culture 

of Nepal. Dr. Regmi has described many aspects of the social 

life of the medieval period in his books, but on many points 

he is also confused. As he tried to touch all the aspects, 

he could not be critical in his account of the different 

areas of his study~e relies mostly on the later chronicles 

and the present practice among the Newars, so far as the 

social and culture life of the medieval period is concerned. 

Out of the large number of works published so far, we 

do not have anyone solely devoted to the social life of Nepal 

in the medieval period. Although we do come across a few 

works dealing with some particular aspects of the subject, 

they hardly discuss critically the social and cultural life 

of the period. The present researcher has tried to reconstruct 

an understandable image of the social life of medieval 

Nepal under the limitations mentioned below. 

• 

27A/Dr. Regmi's theis Political and Economic History of Neeal from the 
- earliest time to A·.D. 1800) presented to Patna University for the 

degree of Ph.D. contains some points of political and economic 
importance for the study of the early history of Nepal. But many 
religions and social aspects have not been examined well although 
they have found a place in it. 

• 
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§ource Material 

The following section discusses the source material utilized 

in the present study. 

!n§£riptio~~:- Inscriptional records are very helpful for 

the present study. Inscriptions are numerous in the late medieval 

period, specially since the time of Jayasthiti Halla. They are 

found in practically all the temples and monastries and in 

personal collections. Some of the inscriptions have since been 

published. Host of the inscriptions of the period are written 

in Newari language called Ne;eal Bha~ or Desa Bha§Sil (language of 

the country) with some additional paragraphs at the top in 

incorrect Sanskrit. Generally the royal epithets are found in 

Sanskrit language. A few inscriptions of early seventeenth 

century are found in Nepali language, the national language of 

the present time. 

The era used in the inscriptions of the period without 

exceptions is Nepal Era which is taken to commence on Oct. 

20,879. 
I 

In some cases Kali, Saka, Lak9ma~a, Vikrama and 

Salivahana eras were also concurrently adopted. While men

tioning the date, the Hindu Calender was commonly used and the 
I 

form of reckoning w·as the usual Sveta Varahakalpa af?ta 

Vimsatitame Kaliyugasya Prathama-Chara~e, etc. 

• 
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In the beginning, scholars had not paid much attention to 

the collection of the inscriptions of the medieval period. Their 

interest was largely confened to the history of the ancient 

period. In about 1942, D.R. Regmi~~ drew attention on this 

point and tried to attract the pen of the scholars. Later, 

in 1965-66 he published his scholarly book 11,ed:h~ . .'V:~l:. .~e..P.a.l in 

four volumes, the last two being appendix. More than hundred 

inscriptions and Thyasaphus are published in his book. 

In the present study I have utilized the following ins-

criptional records for first hand information contained 

in them:-

( 1) Published in ~si.i.§.V:~_l\f~..P~l,_ Vol. III by D .R. Regmi. 

( 2) Published in M~di~YS1__.tqeJ2i!l:.: Colo:e,hons and 

inscriptions121. 

(3) Published in Dolakhako Aitihasik Roop Rekha121. 

(4) Publisbed in Nuwakotko Aitihasik ;:<.oop Rekha.W 

-- ·--·-------
lQ/ Regmi, Op. cit (f.n.24), pp.24-42 

12/ T.R. Vaidya and H.R. Sakya, Medieval Nep~
Colophons ang_Inscriptions (Kathmandu; 1970). 

1Q/ D.V. Vajracharya and T.B. Srestha, Dolakhako 
Aitihasik RooE ~~ (An outline history of Dolakha), 
pp.83-187. 

11/ D.V. Vajracharya and T.B. Srestha, Nuwakotko Aitihasik 
Roop Rekha (An outline history of Nuwakot), pp.3-1~ 
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(5) P . . A' 'h . S ' .llf ubl1shed 1n ChaiJ£ULNarayanko 1t1 as1k amagr1. 
• 

(6) Published in N~alko Kehi Mallkalin Abhilekha. 33/ 

(7) Published in Gorkhako~itihasik Sam~~~-~/ 

(8) Published in Ti~llia - Chitlana Bhekko Aitihs§ik 

S . 35V 
-~gr1.-· 

(9) Published in different issues of Abhilekha Sangraha.
35

A/ 

(10) Preserved in the collection of CNAS, T.u. Nepal. 

(11) Preserved in the personal collections of D.V. 

Vajracharya and Gyanmani Nepal. 

(12) Preserved in National Archives of Nepal. 

I have been able to explore personally some new inscriptions 

of the medieval period, which are given in an appendix of the 

present work. 

32/ 
("K a thiDa nd u; 

33/ M.P. Khanal, ~Ealko Kehi Malla Kalin Abhilekha 
(Some Inscriptions of the Malla Period) (Kathmandu,2029). 

;MI D. v. Vajracharya and T'.R. Vaidya, ~hako Aitil!asik 
Samagr~ (Historical documents of GorJ~ha) (Kathmandu; 2029). 

]§/ D.V. Vajracharya and H. Rana, Tistung-Chitlant Bhekko 
Aitihasik Samagri ( Historical documents of Tistung
Chitland area) (Kathmandu, 2029). 

35A/ Samsodhan Mandal Abhilekha Sangrah 12 Vols. (Kathmandu, 
2018-20). 
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Thyasaphus (Diaries):- Thyasaphus are the next important 

source for our study. The word literally means a book of which 

the folios are attached in a manner that the reader passes from 

• 

one leaf to another, without turning it over. Thyasaphus provide 

a first hand information abo-:_tt the events of the day and also 

actual dates through the writings of one who lived through the 

occurrences. These rrhyasaphus deal mostl:r: with religious events, 

recording how the festivals, rituals and other cultural ceremonies 

were performed. We have many 'rhyasaphus of the late medieval 

period, only some of which have been published. 

The following Thyasaphus are utilized 1n the present 

study. 

( i) Published in D .. ,;. ~egmi • s h§.9ieval Nepal, 

Vols III and IV. 

( ii) Published in Dolakhak2_~i tihasik ~~2Q£ _<eKha 361 

d P h . ~ p d h . . '1 . . . . b h 37/ an ·anc all ~san -ad at.!l::;;o A1t1~as1K Bl ec ana.-

36/ Vajracharya and Srestha, QP~ __ cit (f.n. 30) pp. 191-96. 

37/ D.v. Vajracharya and T.B. Srestha, P~ncp~~i_?.~~~ 
~ddhatiko Aitihasik Bibech~Q~ (Historical Analysis of 
Panchayat System), PP. 241-46. 
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(iii) Published in Ptirnima Vol. XII, XIII.~/ 

(iv) Published in Voice of History Vol. VIII.12/ 

(v) Published in Itihas Prakas Vol. II.iQ/ 

(vi) Preserved in National Archieves and CNAS, T.U. 

Kathmandu. 

(vii) Preserved in the Private collections of D.v. 

Vajracharya and T.R. Vaidya, Kathmandu. 

,_ . 
Chronicl~- Chronicles, known as Vamsava11~ in Nepal, 

are regarded as one of the main sources for the study of social 

life in the medieval period. They help us to understand the 

origin of festivals and other religious activities including 

the caste hierarchy and other social aspects of the period. 

Even though the chronicles are unreliable, so far the political 

history is concerned, they provide us clues about the social 

change and other aspects of the period under study. Generally 

the chronicles deal with the religious activities of the period, 

often giving an account of the origin of festivals with certain 

mythical stories, e.g. of the appearance of a deaty in dream 

~ G.V. Vajracharya, "An Unpublished Thyasaphu" 
(in Nepali) PGrqima, Vol. XII (2023), pp. 22-39. 

39/ T.R. Vaidya, "A letter obtained from Thimi" 
(in Nepali), voice of History, Vol. VIII No. I 
(1982), pp.lB-35. 

iQ1 Yogi Naraharinath, Itihas Prakas vo~. II, No. 3, 
pp. 567-70. 

• 
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• 

or actually in person before a king or a priest. 

Broadly speaking the ~avalis in Nepal are of two types: 

Ancient and Modern. The ancient chronicle which is called 

Gopalaraja Vamsavali was compiled during the reign of Jyasthiti 

Malla (A.D. 138-95). It was traced by Cicil Bendall in Nepal 

Government Library.111 Other similar Vamsavalis are found in short 

form, such as the one used by Kirkpatrick for the historical 

chapter in his book on Nepal, one published by L. Petech42/ and 

one published by D.V. Vajracharya. 43/ All these Vamsavalis are 

compiled in Sanskrit excepting the portions of the early medieval 

period in the Gopalaraia Vamsavali which is written in Newari 

Language. I have utilized all these ~avalis in the present 

study. 

The second group of chronicles, called Bhasa Vamsavalis 

because they are written in Nepali Language, were compiled in 

the nineteenth or early twentieth century. There are many 

texts of this category, but they generally have the same 

description and charter, with the exception of a few which 

reveal slight changes. I have utilized all the published 

~Recently this Vamsavali has been published by D.V. Vajracharya 
and K.P. Malla with Nepali and English translation. 

~/ Petech, op.cit. (f.n. 26), pp. 213-7. 

~ D.V. Vajracharya, "Samksipta Gopalaraja Vamsavali" 
£gntributions to Nepalese Studies Vol. v. No. I 
(1977) pp. 116-25. 
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chronicles used earlier by D. Wright, B. Indraji, s. Levi, 

Hodgson, Yogi Naraharinath44/ and Department of Archaeology, 

Nepal,~ as well as some unpublished chronicles preserved in 

the collections of many traditional Buddhist Vajracharyas and 

Hindu priests in Kathmandu. 

• 

Even though the chronicles cannot be relied upon for authen

tic historical dates, because they give much importance to the 

contemporary tales based on the Puranas, yet they shed valuable 

light on the social life of the people in the period under study. 

B. Indraji correctly pointed out that though these Vamsavalis 

contain main elements of historical truth as a whole they do not 

possess any vanue what so ever.!§/ s. Levi expresses practically 

the same opinion about the Bhasa Vamsavalis.~ 

As the other sources with a few exception provide little 

information about social condition, particularly in caste 

organisation, we have again to take recourse to the Vamsaval~. 
,_ : 

But the statements of the Yamsaval~s have to be examined 

carefully before they are accepted. 

iii Yogi Naraharinath, ~a Upadesa, pp. 22-23. 

' - ; !21 Department of Archaeology, Nepal, Bhasa Vawsaval~ 
Vols 2. (Kathmandu; 2020 and 2023). 

~/ Indraji, OP. cit (f.n. 14), pp. 411-28. 

~Levi, OP, cit, Vol II {f.n. 22), pp. 172-239. 
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~nuscripts and Colophons:- Manuscripts form an important 

source for the social study of the medieval period. We have 

hundreds of manuscripts dealing with the different aspects of 

social life which are preserved in different libraries and 

research institutes in India and Nepal. In Nepal, the National 

Library, National Archives and Keshar Library are the most 

important centres where a good number of useful manuscripts 

are preserved. A catalogue of manuscripts from Darbar Library 

' -was prepared by H.P. Sastri in two volumes. Later, the Library 

itself published in Sanskrit many volumes on different subjects 

which provide easy reference for finding out the manuscripts 

concerned. In 1902, Cicil Bendall published a catalogue wherein 

he included many manuscripts preserved in the Cambridge Univer-

• 

sity Library. The scholarly labour of Tucci and R. Sankrityayana 

have enabled us to avail of original source material from 

manuscripts preserved in the Tibetan monasteries. L. Petech 

has also done considerable work infuis area. He has collected 

together in the chronological order all the colophons in 

diffarent published works. 

Apart from their usefulness for the stu4y of social history 

manuscript colophons can be of considerable help for the study 

of political history. At the end of the manuscripts the writeys 

used to mention their names and in addition the names of Kings 

and the chief events of the time. Many historical dates and 
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events have been authenticated by comparing the accounts given 

in colophons with those found in the chronicles. 

Coins:- Another source material for the social history of 

medieval Nepal is coins. Different kinds of ~oins (clay coins, 

copper coins and silver coins) are obtained from different areas 

in Nepal. But, it may be noted that no specimen of coins is 

available for the medieval period before the beginning of the 

sixteenth century. Indra Si~hadeva (A.D. 1533-50) of Dolakha 

th f . . . . . 48/ h' h was e l.rst ruler l.n Nepal to ml.nt sl.lver col.ns~ , w l.C were 

later on followed by Mahendra Malla (A.D. 1560-74) and other 

rulers of the Kathmandu valley. From the available coins we 

can find out many things of the king: his character, work, 

period of rule, taste and religious temperament. These coins 

are imprinted the names of the .kings, the date of their rule, 

different emblems such as Qamar_y (double drum), trident, flower-

vase, discus, mace, lion, conch-shell, sun, bow and arrow, sword 

and wreath, etc. one coi-n of Chakravartendra Malla bears a 

triangular bow and arrow and noose, besides a lotus and a yak's 

tail. The malla kings of Patan inscribed the Astamangala (the 

eight Buddhist signs) on their coins and also indicated their 

faiths by including such terms as ~an~~h, Karunamaya, 

Talejumaju and Kumarimaju. Mostly the coins were made of 

--,,-~~~~-- ----------
~ Khanal OP. cit. (f.n. 33) pp. 12-3 

• 
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silver and weighed 80-90 grains. 

It is noted from a thorough study of the Malla coins that 

the rulers of Nepal might have copied certain features of the 

designs of their contemporary Mughal kings in India. Walsh 

suggested that the strong resemblance the coins of some of the 

Malla rulers bear to those of Ghiyas Uddin Mahammad Shah of 

Bengal (A.D. 1596-1637) suggests that Mahendra Malla possibly 

copied his designs from the contemporary Nuslim coins of Bengal. 

King Pratapa Malla (A.D. 1641-74) of Kathmandu inscribed some 

Arabic legends on his coins, such as Jahangir and San Ilahi, 

from which Muslim influence on the coins of Nepal can be clearly 

noted. 

External Accounts:- It is from the writings and accounts 

of foreigners that many facts about the history and culture of 

Nepal have come to light. We have classified these sources 

into two main groups: Chinese sources and accounts of European 

travellers. 

Chinese sources are limited. It is only very recently 

they have been used for the study of Nepalese history and 

culture. For the first time E. Bretschneider labouriously 

collected passages from the Yuan and Ming annals of China and 

Tibet, and published them under the title "Medieval Researches 

OONAT€0 IN TH£ 
S~CR£0 ME~O~~ tiRI< M\1\0!·H 

if ~~~~tl~ Pr~:s:~;~~~·CtHI.R~ ~ ~ 
\\1.!' .U 1Kt I i)l 

• 
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from Eastern Asiatic Sources". Later s. Levi noted these Chinese 

sources in detail in his book Le NepQi. L. Petech has also noted 

a few more passages from Chinese history. G. Tucci has added to 

our knowledge more facts from the Chinese and Tibetan sources. 

Through these sources we can trace the political, social, 

cultural and economic history of Nepal from ancient times. We 

have utilized these references whenever needed. 

The second source, the accounts of European travellers, also 

shed much light on the history and culture of Nepal. Since the 

sixteenth-seventeenth century Nepal was visited by Christian 

missionaries from Europe. In the beginning they were not allowed 

to settle and preach their religion in Nepal. Thus Nepal was 

only a highway for the Capuchin Fathers while going to Tibet or 

returning to India. But later they were allowed residence in 

Nepal and also freedom to preach their creed. Whether as temporary 

visitors or permanent incumbents of the resident missions, some 

European Padres made observations in writing on different aspects 

of Nepalese social life and polity. The accounts given by 

Father D' Andrade, who wrote in 1628 from his camp in west Tibet, 

Father Desideri, who visited Nepal in early January of 1722 and 

stayed there for a fortnight, Father Grueber, Tavernier, Marc, 

Francisco Della Penna etc. are of considerable help for the 
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present study. These accounts are available in the following 

texts:-

(1) c. Wessels, Early Jesui~_Travellers in Central 

Asia 1603-1721 ( The Hague, 1924). 

/ 
(2) Filippi De Fillippi, Account of Tibet 1 the 

travels of Ippolito Desideri of Pistoria, 

S.J. 1712-27. ( London, 1937) 

(3) L. Petech has also quoted some other sources in his 

book Documenti dei Mis§ionari Italiani nel Tibet e 

nel Nepal Vols. VII. (Rome: State Publishing Office, 

1952-56). 

Most of these accounts are in Italian and so it has been 

difficult for us to cite the original sources. We have based 

our accounts on the English or Nepali translations published 

hitherto. D. R. Regmi has published some portions of these 

narratives in English. Accounts of Father Desideri and Marc 

are translated in Nepali Language also.~ 

i2/ Nepali, a monthly journal, Kathmandu No. so. 
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Apart from these sources, we have some historical documents 

in Tadapatra which also provide us some information on our 

subject. Some Dharapaus (ledger book) of the medieval period 

have also come to our notice. From these we draw information 

about the socio-economic condition of the period. The images 

of the deities and the statues of the period are helpful for 

studying the dress and ornament of the period. The statues of 

all the Malla kings down to Jayasthiti Mall are available in 

the three old palaces of Kathmandu valley. 

Limitations: 

Under this research topic 'SOCIAL LIFE IN NEPAL UNDER THE 

MALLAS' I propose to study the Malla society of Kathmandu 

valley. No other kingdom of the medieval period has the word 

Nepal in their records to denote themselves, for, in those days 

Nepal meant the valley of Kathmandu and its vicinity which were 

under the control of the Malla rulers of Kathmandu valley. The 

Mallas of the late medieval period extended their kingdom upto 

the area which now extends the east from No. 1 Dudh Kosi to 

the boarder of :Nakawanpur in the west. This was the area of 
------·----------------

• 

Nepal in the medieval period. So I have studied the social life 

of the people of these areas from the fifteenth to mid-eighteenth 

century. 
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For m.~-field study I have particularly concentrated on the 

valley of Kathmandu proper. I have also noted material about 

Dolakha, Nuwakot, Banepa, Dhulikhel etc. in Nepal. 

• 



CHAPTER-TWO 

SO£!& STRUCTUR§. 

The Nepali society in the Malla period was a complex one 

consisting of many castes and ethnic groups. Truely speaking, 

Nepal has always been a meeting ground for different peoples 

and cultures. Situated at the natural boundary and watershed 

that runs through the middle of the largest continent in the 

world, the land has attracted people from all directions and 

given them shelter. The various styles of life, social customs, 

housetypes and attitudes contributed to the complex nature of 

the society. 

Racially speaking the peoplf~ in the medieval period fall 

into three main divisions:- Aryan, Mongoloid and mixture of 

Aryan and Mongoloid features. 

The people of third category i.e. mixture of Aryan and 

Hongoloid features, popularly known as Newar, were the 

dominant group in the society. Although they are generally 

supposed to be the ancient inhabitants of the country, their 

origin has been a controversial question in the ethnographic 

study of Nepal. In fact, how the term Newar came to be applied 

to the people of Nepal valley is not fully ascertainable. 

Scholars are divided in their opinions. Suniti Kumar 

• 
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Chatterjeelf suggests that the term Newar originally was used 

for designating the inhabitants of Nepal. According to him, 

through the current practice in Newari language of interchanging 

'P' and ·~· respectivelyfor •w• and 'r' the name Nepal became 

Newar. Baburam Acharya a,\so holds a similar view. According 

to him the term Newar possibly originated from the term N§U2ar .. Y 

He suggests that the original word was Nepar which came to be 

pronounced as Nepal by the people in Nagadha who invariably 

rendered 'R' into 'L'. He thinks that Nepars were possibly 

the autochthones of the valley; they probably belonged to 

Austro-Asian race. According to him it is quite natural 

linguistically for Nepir to become Nebhar and then to be 

changed into Newar. But .the theory of Baburam Acharya cannot be 

accepted as the term Nepar is known neither to the ancient 

historical documents and legends nor to Nepal in modern times. 

Since the earliest known period of history the country has 

been known by the name Nepal.J/ 

----------------
1/ Suniti Kumar Chattarjee, "Kirat Jana Kriti: The Indo-Mongoloids 

their contribution to the History and Culture of India" 
Jou;:_~_qJ.~ Asiatic Society q_~ Beng_cu_, Vol. 16,2 (1950), 
pp. 169-70, "18 3. 

Y Baburam Acharya, "Nepal, Newar Ra Newari Bhasa" 
Ne..£C!.!...!'ianskrit:i.c Parisad Patrika, NO I (2009), p.2. 

1/ The name of the count~y 'Nepal' appears for the first time in 
Atharvaparisista, followed by some Buddhist texts and the 
Kautilya's Arthasastra. In the records of Nepal it occurs 
first in the-Tis~g-inscription of Vasantadeva dated A.D. 512. 
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• 
Sylvain Levi, relying on Kautilya, Chinese travellers• reports 

and later chronicles, held that the Newars were a marginal Tibetan 

people at a very early time and entered the valley as pastoralists 

and traders.il Likewise, v.s. Doherty says that •a major ancestral 

portion of the Newar people seems to derive from the south-

eastern Tibetan sphere, at an early but uncertain date, and their 

entry into the valley was from the north and not from the south 

as an I . . . :J./ 
ndo-Mongol~an group of less clearly northern or~g~n. 

Newar tradition as set out in the chronicles of Nepal gives 

a different origin of the term Newar. It ascribes the currency 

of the term to the coming in of the Karanataka prince Nanyadeva. 6/ 

If the tradition is to be believed the original Newars were drawn 

from the Nayars of South India and were Brahma-hs.atr iya~ ( oa.tr iya who 

became Brahmana by penance). Some scholars have examined the 

traditional belief and as a result some of them, for example, 

V.A. Smith21, have come to support the explanation of chronicles, 

pointing out in their support some cultural similarities between 

the Nayars of Karnataka and the people of Nepal valley. One such 

---------------------·--------
i/ Sylvain Lev~, ~-Nepal Part I, p. 233. 

:J./ Victor S. DOherty, "Notes on the origins of the Newari" 
Hima~an Anthropology, the Indo-Tibetan int~fg~, p.444. 

6/ Devi Prasad Lamsal (ed.), Bbisa Vamsavali (Chronicle written 
in Nepali Language), Vol. 2. p. 26: 

7/ V.A. Smith, Histou of FiQe .. ¥~s._in .I.Qqig_and Cylon, p. 10. 
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• cultural similarity between South India and Nepal valley, as 

pointed out by the scholars, is that of the group of temples in the 
/ 

two areas. Specially the ancient Siva temple, the Mahadeva Kovil of 

Beypore, south of Calicut, is taken to be a deliberate copy of 

the multiroofed Nepalese temple architecture.~/ Some temples 

in Kathiawar and Malabar are also seen in Nepalese pattern, 

though with some modified design. 9/ 

The origin of this architecture is uncertain. There are 

all sorts of theories which trace the origin to either China or 

India or suggest that it was evolved in Nepal. It is beyond the 

scope of the present study to explain how and where this type 

of temple architecture originated, but regarding the argument 

of Smith and others, it may be pointed out that the earliest 

reference to this architecture of Nepal is made by the Chinese 

and is preserved in the Tang annals about the middle of the 

seventh centurylQ/ and that we cannot connect Nanyadeva belonging 

to the twelfth century with a cultural trait which occured in 

the sixth-seventh century. 

~/ Percy Brown, ~ndian Architecture (Hindu and Buddhist), p.161. 

9/ Ibid. 

lQ/ J.C. Regmi points out that there in numerous stories temples 
are mentioned as resembling crown of clouds. J.C. Regmi, 
Lichchhavi Sanskriti, p. 452 
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Supporting the argument of the chronicles, Gopal Singh 

Nepali says that nowhere do we find the reference to the term 

Newar earlier than the period of Nanyadeva. 111 Dr, Nepali 

further argues that the Nayars of South India being a military 

people, during those early days constituted the bulk of the 

Chalukya soldiery and when the Chalukyas invaded North India 

they came to this side. Later on when Nanyadeva, the Chalukya 

commander-in-chief, invaded Nepal he had the Nayars with him, 
I 

Dr. Nepali points out that the present Sre~r~has among the Newars 

are traditionally connected with the Nayars of South.1Y 

Dr. i>Jepali 's theory is based on a reference in later 

chronicles that Nanyadeva conqured and ruled over Nepal. About 

Nanyadeva's conquest of Nepal we have no records other than the 

Nepalese later chronicles which, however, are thoroughly 

unreliable. The ancient historical documents have altogether 

omitted the socalled conquest of Nanyadeva. We have some 

references in the Gopalaraja Va~sa~!{ which throw some light 

on the relation between these two powers. According to this 

source the Karnataka invasion occured in A.D. 1111 (14 years 

after Nanyadeva•s victory over Tirahut), but the same was badly 

-----------------------
!!/ Gopal Singh Nepali, The Newars, p. 28 

ll/ Ibid. , p. 29 

• 
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13/ - - .. repulsed by the force of Nepal.--- The compiler of the Qoealaraia 

Vamsavali does not mention whether Nanyadeva was the commander 

of this troop or not. The same source records another attack by 

the ~~takas in 1244 (133 years after of the first invasion ) 

during the reign of Rarna Sirnha, the great grandson of Nanyadeva, 

but again it did not succeed.l1/ In 1243, Rarna Sirnha again 

invaded Nepal, but again victory went in the favour of Nepal.12/ 

Thus the theory that Nanyadeva conquered and ruled over Nepal 

is not substantiated. Nanyadeva•s dynasty never ruled over 

Nepal. As the gopalar~j_a Vaxn~ave~;l{ was not properly read and was 

little understood, scholars did not critically evaluate the 

statement of the modern chronicles. Sylvain Levil§/ accepted 

all the facts of the story given by these chronicles and was 

followed by other scholars. 

as Dr. Nepali suggests.ll/ 

I 

Again, Srestha is not a caste name ·-
It was an official designation. 181 

Very lately it carne to be used as the family surname and appears 

first in an inscriptions of 1769.12/ 

1~/ Gopalaraja 
/- ~ 

folio 33. Vamsavall., no. 

lil Ibid., folio no. 36 

1-V Ibid., folio no. 38 

16/ Sylvain Levi, Le Nepal, II pp. 217-20. 

11/ Nepali, op.cit. (f.n. 11), p. 29. 

18./ Dhanva jr a Ba jr acharya, "Madhyakal in Nepal" , N~C!l_P._a,_r_icl}a.Y2,, 
p. 105. 

1~/ D.P. Bhandari (ed.), Collection of Inscriptions, Part XI, p.16. 
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Burton-page suggests that the name 'Nepal' was derived from 

an Indian Prakrit form Nevala meaning the country/people of a 

damp, low-lying area. 201 But this theory is also cannot be accepted 

as we do not find Nevala to be used in any ancient literature for 

the said purpose. Again, Burton-page does not explain how the 

word Nevala came to be pronounced as Nepal. 

It seems that the word Newar was derived from the country's 

name Nepal itself. In ancient times the word Nepal was used both 

for the country and the inhabitant as we find first in the 

Tistung inscription of Vasantadevalll, dated A.D. 512 and later 

in some other Lichchhavi inscriptions.lZf After a few centuries 

the word Nepal was pronounced as Newar by interchanging 'P' and 

'L' respectively for •w• and·~·. It is interesting to note 

that the people of Kathmandu valley (Nepal) have never used the 

word Newar to designate themselves. No historical record 

from the Nepal valley and its vicinity uses the word Newar. The 

term Newar came to be used in records since the seventeenth 

century or a little earlier in the writings mostly of people who 

were outsiders. 23/ But some of the present Newari terms are found 

---------------------------
.f.Q/ J. Burton-page, ''The name Nepal", Bulletin of the School of 

oriental and ~~ican_Studies, part 3 (1954) p.16, 
quoted in victor's article, op.cit. (f.n. 5), p. 442. 

l1/ Dhanvajra Bajracharya, LichchhaQi Kal Ka AbfiAlekha 
(Inscriptions of Lichchhavi Period), p. 110 

~Ibid., pp. 309-11. 

~ D.R. Regmi, Medieval Nepal, part I, p. 12. 
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to have existed during or even before the eleventh century. In 

• a Copper Plate inscription of A.D. 1100,li/ the name Ida Bhavo. 

and in another inscription of 1162l2/ two names Bhingu Bhavo 

and Harsa Vayi are found which are similar to present Newar names. 

The word Bhavo and Vayi or Mayi were used to honour a Newar man 

and woman respectively even in late medieval period. 

Thus, the term Newar is not derived from Nayar. It is only 

a corrupt form of the word 'Nepal' which was used to designate 

the inhabitants of the country. In the course of centuries, much 

cultural influence has been exerted on the Newar culture by 

various immigrant groups, both of Tibetan and Indian origin. 

These immigrants were ~imately absorbed into the Newar community. 

Thus, the present Newar population is a complex of many ethnic 

groups, such as the Gopalas (Nipas), the Abhiras, the Kiratas, 

the Lichchhavis, the Koliyas and the Mallas . All these people 

who happened to use the then existing language called Nepal Bhasa 

(later named Newar Language) as their mother tongue mixed into the 

broad Newar group. 26/ There is no connection of any religion or 

caste for being Newar. The Newars are racially called the group 

of a mixture of Aryan and Mongoloid features. 

1,1/ M. R . Pant and A. D. Sharma, ,!he 1:Wo Earli.e.st Copper-Plate 
i~criptions from Nepal, pp. 1-5. 

25/ Ibid. 

~§/ Gautam Vajra Bajracharya, "The Similarity of Newar language 
with the Languages of Tamang and Limbu", (in Nepali) PU.roima, 
Vo 1 • 2 ( 2 0 21 ) , p. 44. 
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Caste was the principal basis of social hierarchy among the 

Newars of medieval Nepal. But K.P. Chattopadhyay found the 

Newari caste system to be different from the Indian system and 

concluded that the castes and hereditery occupational sections .. 
are infact religious organizations as much as secular ones. 271 

Rosser has concluded that with reference to the Newar caste 

'Status group' is perhaps a better term for the facts of the 

situation than is caste'~. But scholars have not interpreted 

correctly the social organisation of the Newars. The medieval 

documents are full of evidence which clearly describes the 

society under the caste system. It was based on the same Hindu 

principle which stipulates a five-fold division of society 

headed by the Brahmana followed in order by the K~atriya, the 

• I 

Va~sya, the Sudra and the untouchable. According to the modern 

chronicles it was King Jayasthiti Malla (A.D. 1381-95) who 

introduced the caste system in medieval Nepal by making several 

1 f . d . . ' t 29/ I th' t k h aws o soc~al an rel~g~ous ~mpor ance.-- n ~s as e 

was assisted by five Brahmanas from the Indian plain who •compiled 

from sastras such laws as w·ere formerly in existence but had 

2.7../ K. P. Chattopadhyay, .. An essay on the History of Newar 
Culture" Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. 19 
(1923), p. 470 • 

.£§./Colin Rosser, "Social mobility in the Newar caste system", 
Cas~ And Kin in Nepal. India and Ceylon, p. 110 

29/ Lamsal, op.cit. (f.n. 6), p. 37. 
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fallen into disuse through lapse of time•.JQ/ But there is a 

great controversy among the scholars whether Jasthiti Malla made 

such type of reforms or not. Two major points, which go against 

the explanation of the chronicles, are noteworthy:-

(1) The historical records of the times of Jayasthiti Malla 

and his successors do not say anything about the reform of any 

kind. The Gopalaraja Vamsavali, compiled in A.D. 1389 in 

Jayasthiti Malla's reign which clearly notes all the events, 

even of insignificant, of his time, does not mention the 

reforms made by Jayasthi ti Malla. 

(2) The available sources (later chronicles) credit him 

with the introduction of the caste system in Nepal, but we find 

the four VarQas and the various castes from very early times. 

Nepalese society has been based on the caste system at least 

from the Lichchhavi times as indicated by the inscriptions of 

those times.111 

A minute study of the documents of the period shows that 

in the times of Jayasthiti Malla an attempt was made to bring 

the administration of justice more in unison with the Smftis. 

This is evident from some references in the Gopalaraja Vamsavali 

and some epigraphic sources. Describing him as the next Rama 

incarnation321 and comparing his reign with Rama-Rajya, which 

----------------·------
30/ Sylvain Levi, ~cit., (f.n. 4), pp, 232-36. 

11/ Bajracharya op,cit., pp. 29, 429, 519, 530, 

~/ ~opalaraia V?msavali, folio no. 30. 
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was an ideal state, these sources imply some excellent work 

done by Jayasthiti Malla. In a copper plate inscription dated 

A.D. 1388~ he has been referred to as 'skilful in preaching 

duties and morals' (~14,~flt88 ) and as •one who has 

taken the vow to protect the society• ( efctil ntl'tll'" ) . The 

colophon of the manuscript Vamakesvaratantra dated A.D. 1388 

notes some reforms made by Jayasthiti Malla in polity, religion 

and other aspects of social life.~ We find that many ancient 

scriptures were translated into the local language to provide 

the knowledge of Hindu law and regulations to high level 

officers. In A.D. 1386, Manika, the court poet of Jayasthiti 

Malla, translated ~akosa to teach chief minister J"ayata's 

son. 3~1 Again he wrote a book r~n~vany~~ Sa~, a commentry 

on the Naradasrnrti, as desired by chief minister Jayata.~ 
Two other books ,tlariss}!~nqra~dan(!W and Vidagdhamukha

ma~Qana~ were copied respectively in A.D. 1368 and 1389 to 

33/ Sankarman Rajvamsi, "The inscription of Hanchandra dated 
A.D. 1388 and its explanation" (in Nepali) Purnima Vol. 4, 
(2021 v.s.) p. 54. 

~/ Regmi, op.cit., (f.n. 23), p. 354. 

3.2/ Cicil Bendall, Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit Nanuscripts 
in University Library, pp. 187-8. 

1§/ H.P. Sastri, Catalog~~-o£_~~~m=!~and s~~ted paper 
manuscripts belonging to the Darbar library, Nepal, 
Vol. one, p. 43. 

37/ Luciano Petech, Mediaey:q_l:_ History o.L~~al Q_. 7_5.Q-.l4.80, 
p. 132. 

~ Regmi, op. c~t. (f.n. 23), p. 359. 
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teach Jayata. Likewise, Jayapati, a scholar from Lalitpur, 

prepared a book MahakaraQqika which is a hand-book of the 

important ancient Smftis.12f All these facts tend to support 

the suggestion that Jayasthiti Malla organised the medieval 

caste system by making laws of social and religious importance. 

What led Jayasthiti Malla make such reforms is another 

pertinent question. It appears that in the medieval period 

the introduction of Vajrayana rituals and practices was 

motivated the Buddhist monks to return to domestic life. 

They had to be grouped into a new caste because they could 

not be accepted back in the fold of the caste they had left 

at the time of becoming a monk. As there were various kinds 

of people, there was a state of confusion in the society and 

the regular inflow of people of different castes from different 

direction made the confusion worse confounded. The social and 

religious ties were getting loose. People had begun to do 

whatever they liked, without caring for the sanctity of 

social and religious rules. Because of the growing influence 

of tantricism the practice of Vedic religion declined, causing 

confusion and disorder in the society. People were not very 

serious about following the duties prescribed for different 

stages of life or for the caste system or for marriage. 

39/ Sastri, op.cit,, (f.n. 36), p. 68 
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J·ayasthiti Malla realised the need for solving properly these 

hard and intricate problems to avoid any great crisis for Nepal. 

Rising to the occasion he w·as quick enough to formulate and 

enforce various laws, rules and regulations for the systematic 

functioning of the Nepalese society. He formulated laws defining 

the position and functions of the people of different castes and 

professions. This was done according to the Code of Nanu. 

Therefore it cannot be denied that the system of law in Nepal 

was based on the principles laid down by ancient thinkers, 

specially Manu. The caste rules were formulated on the same 

line. But it is not to be forgotten that J-ayasthiti l'"lalla 

only reorganised the caste system in the society. It would be 

a grave error to regard castes as having been introduced by 

Jayasthiti Halla. To suggest that they never existed before 

will be quite against the facts. We have evidence showing 

that castes in Nepal developed in accordance with the occupations 

assigned to different social groups in historical setting. 

The Lichchhavi inscriptions refer to the Brahrna~a1Q/, K9atriya,111 

Vaisya42/ and Sudra, 43/ and record that the Lichchhavi Kings 

iQ/ Bajracharya, op.cit., (f.n. 21), p. 28. 

,i!/ Ibid. 

i£1 ~' p. 60. 

43/ Dr. Regmi (op.cit., f.n. 23) does not note the absence of a 
reference to the Sudras and Antyajas or the Cha~gales in 
Lichchhavi inscriptions. But the inscription of Narendradeva 
clearly mentions the four Var~as including the Cha~dalas. 
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were always anxious to maintain the society under the Var~asrama 

system.ii/ The same policy was continued in medieval times in an 

organised form by Jayasthiti Malla. In the medieval period the 

term Var~a~rama appears first in the Kumbheswor inscription of 

Patan dated A.D. 1392 in the life time of Jayasthiti Malla. 45/ 

Likewise, the Patan Thambutol inscription dated A.D. 140346/ and 

the Pharping Kochhutol inscription of A.D. 1406i2/ say that the 

meritorious deed recorded in them were intended to enhance the 

welfare of the people belonging to the four Varl).as. The 

Bhadgaon royal palace door gold plate inscription of Yaks a Mall a 

dated A.D. 1453 says that the work of constructing the wall of 

the fort was done by the people of the four Varl).as. 4?/ One 

inscription of King Parthivendra Malla dated A.D. 1678 has also 

a reference to the existence of the Varl).a system. 49/ 

44/ Bajracharya, op.cit., (f.n. 21), p. 29. 

45/ D.R. Regmi, Medieval Nepal, Part III, pp. 31-5. 

~ Dhanvajra Bajracharya, Inscriptions of medieval period 
(unpublished) CNAS, T.U. Nepal. 

iZ/ D.R. Regmi, Medieval Nepal, Part II, p. 745. 

~/Yogi Narahari Nath, ~tiha§ Pr~~as, No. 1., pp. 56-61 

121 Dhanvajra Bajracharya, et.al. (ed.) Itihas Samsodhan 
Ko Praman Prameya, p. 136. 
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Many writers discussed a lot over this reform i.e. caste 

organisation of the medieval period. ~though Jayasthiti Malla 

presented a network of sixty-four castes based on occupational 

characteristics of different families or social strata, scholars 

have interpreted it differently. The list of sixty-four castes 

was revised by Sylvain Levi2Q/who presented another re-arranged 

list of fourty-seven castes. But levi is not justified in doing 

so. He not only failed to deal with the problem of medieval 

castes in its proper background but also gave a distorted picture 

of the system, as he depended totally on the later chronicles for 

his source. The Jatiyamanqala, a work of the early eighteenth 

century, mentions eighty divisions of castes. An elaborate 

study of the caste system has been made by K.P. Chattopadhyaya.51/ 

Earlier British scholars, such as B.H. Hodgson, 52/ F. Hamilton2ll 

and H.A. Oldfielct, 54/discussed this problems in details. Later, 

Petech~treated it with the help of latest sources. But these 

·-------~-----------------
50/ Levi, op.cit, {f.n. 30), pp. 232-6. 

21/ I\.. P. Chattopadhyaya, "An Essay on the History of Newar 
Culture" Journal oUhe Asig,tic Society of Bengal, Vol. 
19 {2023), pp. 460-560. 

2l/ B.H. Hodgson's manuscript on this subject is preserved in 
India Office Library, London. I have cited the relevent 
portions from the article of K.P. Chattopadhyaya, 
Appendix, D,E and F. 

~F. Hamilton, An account of t~e-~~ngdom of Nepal, pp. 25-45 

W H.A. Oldfield, S~t£.hes from NeJ:?al_, Vol. I, pp. 175-88. 

2~ Petech, op.c~. (f.n. 37), pp. 181-9, 
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earlier studies of the caste system leave much to be desired • 

These scholars have simply re-arranged and summarised the lists 

discovered and studied by Hodgson, Wright and Levi. Moreever, 

these lists suffer from mistakes arising from an ignorance of 

the idiosyncracies of the Nepalese society. In this respect 

Hodgson and Oldfield did a more useful work and produced a more 

reliable list of castes as they existed during the thirties and 

forties of the nineteeth century. Hodgson gathered his information 

in 1824, nearly fifty years after the capture of the Nepal valley 

by the Gorkhalis. 

The scheme of castes in Nepal seems to have developed 

according to the pattern of a complex Hindu society in India. 

Thus, naturally the privileges and disabilities, including the 

position of the castes in the scheme of heirachy were determined 

with reference to the injunctions of the ancient law-givers. 

The Brahmanas and K~atriyas occupied a dominent position 

in the society and enjoyed the most advantageous situation. 

The Upadhyayas are mentioned as the Brahmanas of the highest 

class by all the scholars (Hodgson, Oldfield, Levi, K.P. 

Chattopadhyaya, Petch etc.) except Hamilton. As, however, the 

caste of high class Brahmal).as occurs also in older historical 

lists, the high position of the Brahma~as cannot be considered 

to of very recent origin. 
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The Brahmanas enjoyed the most honourable status in the 

• society of medieval period. They rendered religious service and 

f . d . . . 561 s . th unct~one as counsellors ~n pol~t~cal matters.-- omet~mes ey 

were appointed on the post of chief minister. 57/ The Brahmaqas 

had much influence over the people because of the great importance 

attached to worship and religious festivals. The Brahmanas received 

huge gifts from Kings and wealthy men. 58 / The temples were richly 

endowed for their support by their Jajaman§ (clients) who paid 

them fees for the ceremonies performed at different sacraments. 

Each family had a special priest whose office was hereditary. 

The Rajguru (Royal Priest) was a wealthy and influential person 

in the state and had a large income from the government lands 

and the fines imposed for violation of the caste rules.22f 

'I'he Brahmaq.as enjoyed concessions in regard to punishment 

for certain crimes. They could not be given capital punishment. 

They were not subject to taxes levied by the King. 'rhe lands 

----------------------------
56/ Jyanmani Nepal, Nepal fu~ (Etymology of the word Nepal), 

p. 365. 

5,7/ Gautam Bajracharya, "Historical Explanation of a Thyasaphu" 
(in Nepali) fqFBima, Vol. 16, (2040 B.S.), p. 373. 

2.§/ Nohan Prasad Khanal, Changu Nsi,rayan Ka Aitihasik samagri 
p. 371. 

22/ Lamsal, Q~ cit. (f.n. 6), p. 37 
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owned by them were generally free-holds gifted by the Kings or 

feudatories, hence there was no question of paying land-tax by 

them. 

A Brahma~a could not be enslaved even in conditions of utmost 

hardship. 601 The records of medieval period mention the crime of 

committing murder of a Brahma~a as one of the most heinous ones. 

It was one of the five great crimes for which the punishment was 

death.§J/ 

If a person of a lower caste indulged in sexual intercourse 

with a married Brahmana woman he was punished by cutting his 

penis and made to eat it and was killed. In case the Brahmana 

woman was a widow tne lower caste person would be punished by 

cutting his penis and be killed. 'l'he Brahmana woman lost her 

caste • .§~/ 

---- -----~-------

60/ In Western Nepal in the region between the Bheri river and 
Mahakali river in Practice Brahma~as and Rajputs could be 
enslaved. In 1803, this system was stopped through a royal 
proclamation. (Regmi research series Vol. 1, No.2, p. 44). 

§!/ Khanal, op.cit. (f.n. 58), p. 319. 

62/ J.C. Regmi, Nepalko Baidhanik Parampara, pp. 166-7. 
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Next to Brahma~a in social prestige came the Buddhist 

priests popularly known as Banras. But no scholar has given a 

clear picture about the Buddhist group of people in mediaval age. 

The lists given by Hodgson, Oldfield, Hamilton and others show a 

great diversity. In the medieval period after the dissolution 

of the monastic order the monks discarded celebacy and took to 

domestic life. They married women from other castes and came to 

be treated as a distinct caste. In medieval Nepal four sub-

divisions of Buddhist priests are known: Bajracharya, Brahmacharya 

Bhik~u, S~kya Bhiksu and Chailaka.§JI 

The Bajracharyas, named after the Bajra sect of Buddhism 

and also known as Gubhajus, were oxthodox Buddhists. Their high 

status, ranking next to Upadhyaya Brahma~a, was recognised by all 

people. Until half a century ago they used to accept Brahma:q.a 

boys into their caste which shows their recognition of the 

relatively higher status of the Brahma:q.a caste. 64/ The Bajracharyas 

were supposed to be the descendents of those Brahmana monks who 

I - -are said to have been forced by Sankaracharya to enter into the 

--------
63/ Hodgson's list also shows four divisions of the Buddhist 

group of people, but he mentions Sakya Vamsa instead of 
Brahmacharya Bhik~u. B.H. Hodgson, Essays"on the languages, 
literature and_£eligiQB_of Nepal and Tibet, p. 63. 

64/ Oldfield, op.cit, (f.n. 54), p. 184. 
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family life.§2/ The Brahmacharya Bhik~us also claimed a similar 

status. These Buddhists, excepting the Bajracharyas, were 

debarred from doing priestly duties, but assisted the Gubhaju 
, 

in conducting reLgions ceremonies. The Sakya Bhik~us, however, 

claimed a descent from the monks converted from K~atriya class. 

The fourth one, the Chailakas, represented a heterogenous group 

coming from all the Dvil! castes.§§/ 

Next to the Brahma~as, but similar to Buddhist priests in 

social hierarchy, were the Josis (astrologers) 671. They have 

been described as the progeny of a Brahmana and a Newar female.~ 

'rhus, the Josis were partly Brahma~a and partly non-Brahmana. 
I-

Their hereditory occupation was to expound the Sastras and 

assist the Brahma~as in all the ceremonies and religious 

activities of the Newars. They were divided into five groups 

named after their occupations namely Pithach~rLa (worshipper of 

different gods) Sivacharya (worshipper of Sivalinga), Karmacharya 

(worshipper and storekeeper of Taleju, the li~ deity of the 

Mall a kings), Guruvacharya and Devacharya. 691 Josis also prepared 

------
£21 D. Wright, History of Nep~~~third edition, p. 185. 

§§/ Regmi, op.cit., (f.n. 23), pp. 658-9. 

~7/ Some Scholars have listed them in the vaisya order. It is 
dealt in length later in connection with Vaisya caste. 

§§/Hamilton, op.cit., (f.n. 58), p. 33. 

£2/ Regmi, .Q.P_~cit., (f.n. 62), pp. 169-70. 
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the horoscope of a baby on its birth. Similarly, Grahada~alQ/ 

could be seen only by the Josis who also foretold disturbances 

in nature and Planets at a particular time and their consequenses. 

Belief in astrology was a notable feature of the society. One 

could not do any thing new without consulting the astrologers. 

The Josis gave suggestions on the basis of calculations made 

according to the ancient treatises. 

Next to the priest groups in caste hierarchy were the 

K~atriyas. The K~atriyas occupied a dominent position in the 

society and enjoyed the most advantageous situation. The 
, 

Nahabharata Santiparva (60.24) states that the K~atriyas were 

charged with the duty of protecting the other castes. Nanu 

(I.89) also assigns the K~atriyas the duty to protect people 

from both internal and external enemies. 71/ Thus the king was 

a K~atriya and so were the ministers. The K~atriyas dominated 

the society because they were a military caste with responsibility 

to maintain internal law and order and protect the country from 

external aggression. The monopoly of arms in their hands made 

them the protector of the society and brought them much power and 

influence. 

The K~atriyas in medieval Nepal were of various subdivisions, 
, 

such as Mallas, Tbakurs, Rajputs, Amatyas, Pradhan, Sre~~ha, 

Kayastha, Rajlavat and Patrava~~a, etc. 

2Q/ ~hadasa means the good or bad effects of the position 
of planets on any individual. 

1!/ ~\!_Smriti, I. 89. 
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The ruling dynasty, the Mallas, were regarded to be the high 

grade Ksatriyas. The Mallas were known i~ India as a republican 

tribe in the time of the Buddha. Manu makes an allusion to them 

along with the Lichchhavis. 72/ Kautilya refers to them as a group 

of petty rulers. Although according to the Manusmriti the Mallas 

were to be treated as a low caste (Vratya), because of their 

neglet of caste rules, 731 the Mallas of Nepal invariably claimed 

their descent from Raghu. 74/ They were acknowledged as 

S - I • 75/ • - w d uryavams!.- and !S_sat!2£_atnakarendu. They were also calle 

Rajput, 77/~hakur or Tbakujuju. In Newari the term Juju is applied 

to designate a king. So the royalties and their relatives all 

were called 1'hakur or ~akujuju. The Mallas also took the 

surname of 'Varma• and 'Bhallok' to designate a high grade 
iL • w 
"~atr1.ya. 

72/ Manusmrti, x. 22 

73/ The Mallas of ancient India are mentioned as Ksatriyas 
who had given up their prescribed duties. 

74/ Bajracharya, oQ.~it., (f.n. 49), p. 29 

72/ Narahari Nath, "Jayajyoti Mallasya Silalek.ha", .§s.!!E?.kr_:i:.t 
Sangesa,, Year 1, No. 12 (2010), p. 69. 

Z~l Baburam Acharya, "Mallasamayabhilekha", Sanskrit Sandesa, 
Year 1, No. 8 (2010) p. 36. 

2?.1 Mahesh Raj Pant, "Patanko Raja Visnu Mallako Gotra", 
Purpima, No. 49 (2038), p. 36. 

1§/ Yogi Narahari Nath (ed.), Sanskrit Sandesa, Year 1, No. 10, 
(2010)' p. 14. 
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In the K~atriya order next to the ruling dynasty was the 

Amatya. The term Amatya is said to owe its origin to the former 

occupational status as ministers and army generals. In fact, 

Amatya is applied to designate the minister in the Manusmrti, 

Kautilya•s Arthasastra and also in the Lichchhavi inscriptions.121 

Later on, the ministers and their descendents used it as their 

family surname. 

The term Pradhan was derived from the term Eradhananga 

(chief minister) which in the beginning was not used as family 

surname. It refers to the chief minister in an inscription of 

A.D. 1283.~Q/ Similarly the inscriptions of A.D. 1453~~/ and 

1572~2J' also use the word f£adhananga to designate a minister. 

In late medieval period it was used as a family surname. 

F ' 
The term .Sre~'\;-ha originated from Si§ta, the counsellor, which 

first appears in the documents of early medieval times.~J/ Later 

it was used as a family surname as in the inscription of 

121 Bajracharya, QE~~it,, (f.n. 21), p. 472. 

80/ Regmi, op. cit., (f. n. 47), part 3, p. 1. 

81/ J" .c. Regmi, Historical GeograQh~ of Ne,Eal, ( in Nepali) , p. 95. 

82/ Regmi, oe.cit., (f. n. 47)' part 4, p. 21. 
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, 
A.D. 1673.~4/ The term Bre~tha was so common that if anyone was 

I 

once appointed as a §ista he and his family took the surname 
I . I 

Sre~tha. Even a rich Jyapu (Sudra) assumed this title. He 
I 

married into some poor Srestha family, and after some time his .. 
I 

family and descendants emerged as pure •re~~has. The Mathema 

b f h 0 . h' §2,1 su -caste o t e ~resthas 1s reported to belong to t 1s category • . . 

I 

The Sre~thas are not mentioned by Hodgson as K~atriyas, but 
I 

simply as a pure caste of high rank. According to him the Sre~~ha 

was the offspring of a Brahmana father and mother of any other 

caste. But Hodgson's theory is conjec~~al because, as state 

above, Sre~~ha was a corrupt form of ~>i~i::-a, the counsellor • .§.§I 

The Kayasthas were earlier scribes and notaries as found 

1n the inscription of A.D. 1166. 871 A manuscript of A.D. 1170881 

mentions the name of Kayastha Jivadharasingha. Likewise, the 

document of A. D. 1221 contains the name of l~ayastha Hahadeva . .§.2./ 

In modern times the Kayasthas are referred to as Kasaju. It is 

·-·------
84/ Sankarman Rajbamsi (ed.) !n§£~ipti2n2_of Bhaktapur, p. 60. 

8)~/ Nepali, op,cit., (f.n. 18), p. 167. 

~6/ B.H. Hodgson, E_ssays.....Q!l_~a_nguqge, liteE_a,tu,;:g_c:u~d religiqn 
2.~ Nepal_and Tibf;.-t;, p. 37. 

[2/ Regmi, o~. cit., (f.n. 23), p. 180. 

~ !Ei9·' p. 142. 

89/ Ibid., p. 219. 
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the only caste among the Newars in whose wedding the bride~oorn 

must accompany the marriage procession. 

The Rajlavat were the royal bastards and their position in 

hierarchy was below the Kayastha. They generally followed the 

profession of arms. 

In the caste hierarchy the Vaisyas carne next to the 

K~atriyas. They were supposed to practise agriculture and to 

tend cattle. Trading was another occupation of the Vai~yas. 

Many ancient law-givers define his status as a Dvijs or twice born, 

and he also wore the sacred thread of one cord. 

But no clear information about the Vaisya caste is available 

in the documents of medieval Nepal. The ancient Hindu law

givers defined the Vaisyas as people who practised agriculture, 

cattle rearing and trade. But in Nepal all people, including 

the Brahrnaryas, K~atriyas and even the members of royal family, 

could engage in these pursuits. Some Nepalese scholars are of 

the opinion that the Sa~t~~ (local administrators) of Patan, 

Kathmandu and Nuwakot were of Vaisya group. 90/ Some documents of 

these Sarnantas also refer to them as the 'incarnation of Vaisya 

). 9 1/ The mother of Vi~~u Sirnha, a strong 

--------------------------
9Q/ Bajracharya, op.cit., (f.n. 21), p. 106. 

21/ Bajracharya, op.cit., (f.n. 49), pp. 3-5. 
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local administrator of Patan, has been described as the light of 

Vai ~ya Kula. { -~ttifi8'1\•l 0 1 f('l)60.r"t ) . .2.Y' But these Samantas also .. .. 
took the titles .of Varma, Bhallok and r,hakuri, etc.21/ ~hich all 

were the surnames of high K~atriyas. According to Baburam Acharya, 

these people were Bais, a branch of high caste Ksatr~ya i.e. 

Thakuri, but not of the Vaisyas.2if Hodgson and Oldfield both 

- - . . , 
list the Josis and Acharyas ~n the rank of Va~syas. Hodgson, 

however, adds that the Acharyas and Josis are regarded more as 
I 

Sre~tha. The true Vaisya, according to him, are the Thakoju. 

K.P. Chattopadhyaya says that whatever their functions, the 

Acharyas definitely rank as Vaisyas in Nepa1. 95/ Possibly these 

scholars have not critically analysed the documents of the 

medieval period. The Josis and Acharyas are clearly mentioned 

as the people of priest group in the documents of the medieval 

period. They also assisted the Brahma~as in the ceremonies and 

religious activities of the Newars. This is significant because 

there is no ancient scripture which allowed the Vaisyas to work 

as a priest. Hence the views of Hodgson and others are not correct. 

In my classification I have suggested that the Udas people belonged 

to the third order (the Vaisya caste) as their livelihood 

~2./ ~big. 

9V~. 

24/ Baburam Acharya, "History of Nepal," ~ien~ Nepa.J... 
Vol. 49. (2038), p. 16. 

95/ Chattopadhyaya, op.cit., (f.n. 46), p. 480. 
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was based totally on business, particularly trading. The 

historical list of Jayasthiti Malla also placed these people 

below the K~atriyas and above the lower caste people. 

Scholars are divided in their opinion about the origin of the 

Udas caste. According to one view originally it constituted the 

group of those nine families which refused to follow the caste 
, 

system. This group consisted of seven families of the Sresthas . . 
and one each of Kow (blacksmith) and Malla. A second suggestion 

is that the mixed progeny of a Vanra (a Buddhist monk) by union 

with a Tibetan woman .was given the rank of Udas. ~6/ Some 

scholars are of the opinion that this may perhaps explain the 

trade connection of the Ldas with Tibet.~?_/ According to H.P. 
I -

Sastri the Gdas were the descendants of the householder class 

from which the former Buddhist monk clergymen were recruited. 98 / 

f -

Rejecting the hypothesis of H.P. Sastri, i'~.P. Chattopadhyaya 

suggests that the Udas were the decendants of the earlier 

imigrants and were of mixed blood.22/ He regards the Udas and 

the Vanras as people of the same blood, differentiated only on 

account of their migration in different periods of history, 

The Udas people are also referred to as Qeasaks or householder. 

-----------·------
2.§/ Baburam Acharya, .. A Short History of Nepal", Eilr~ima 

No, 31 {2031), p, 159. 

21/ Nepali, op,cit., (f.n. 11), p. 164. 
I 

2§1 N. Vasu, Modern Buddhism, Introduction by H.P. Sastri, ~P· 10 2 

22/ Chattopadhyaya, o~.cit., (f.n. 51), p, 470. 
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It is said that where as the Vanras were ascetics, the Udas 

represented the Buddhist section of the highest caste in the 

ValJ,ey • .lQQ_/ 

It is difficult to trace the ethnic origin of the castes of 

the Buddhist group of Newars, Vanras and Udas in particular, as 

they reveal different racial features from person to person. 

Their racial connections are to be decided not in the basis of 

their claims, but on the basis of objective fact. '.he facial 

expressions of present Udas show prominent Aryan features in some 

cases, Nongoloid in others and mixed racial type in yet others. 

It can be inferred that not only the Aryan and Hangoloid but 

also other racial stocks have played their part in the making 

of Udas and other Buddhist castes. 

Udas had many divisions named after their functions, 101/ 

such as:-

Tuladhar- One who held Tulo (balance), trader. 

Sikami - One who worked on §i (wood) , carpenter and 

house builder. 

Lohakami - Stone mason who also carved images of deities. 

Tamo, Tava or Tamrakar -Worker in copper. 

100/ Jagadish Chandra Regmi, Historical Geography of Nepal, 
(in Nepali), p. 102. 

101/ Only eight sub divisions of Udas caste may be noted in 
present days. Among the different names given here, 
Likami is mixed with Kansakara; and the Kotaju and 
Sinkhow have totally disappeared. · 
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Kasa or Kansakar - Worker in bronze. 

Awa - Brick and tile maker. 

Marhikami -Confectioner (today's Halwais). 

Likami - Worker in Brass. 

Sinkhwo - Re9 lead maker. 

Ko~aju - Door keeper. 

Vaniya - Trader and merchant, chiefly dealing in species. 

I 

In the caste hierarchy the Sudras were next to the Vaisyas. 
,_ 

But it is very difficult to distinguish the Sudras from the 

• I ., I • • Va1syas. The Va1syas were supposed to pract1se agr1culture and 
, 

to tend cattle, but the Sudras could also follow agriculture as 

stated by BaudhyanalOlA/ and Yajnavalka.~/ Another occupation 

of the Vaisyas was trading. The Sudras were also permitted by 

Parasara Smrti12l&/to sell salt, honey, liquor, butter, milk, curd 

and meat. The Laghu Parasara Smrti 103/ permits the Sudras to earn 

their livelihood by adoptinq the profession of an artisan in 

the field of industry or of an artist in the domain of fine 

arts. 'rhis is supported by the Amarakosa.l03A/ Both Yajnavalkya 
, 

and Manu prescribe for the Sudras a living through manual labour _______ , __ -- - . ---

1_0J . .w' ~audhayana, 15, 10.14 

l02/ Ya jnavalkya, 1.166. 

102A/ Quoted in Regrni, op.cit~, (f.n. 23) p. 561. 

I 

103A/ Amarkosa, 2.10. 5-17 
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as an artisan or field labour or a domestic servant of the twice 

born caste. The injunction in the ancient Hindu scriptures to 

both the Vai~yas and the Sudras was to exert to serve the needs 

of the Brahma~as and K~atriyas. Medhatithi, a comm~ntator of 
I 

the ninth century, observes that a Sudra could follow teaching 

(but not the Vedas) as his side occupation and perform certain 

rites allowed to the Vaisyas. This is supported by the fact 
I 

that some manuscripts of Nepal were prepared by a Sudra. The 

play ·_~Qqava Vijaya Nataka, preserved in the National Archieves 

of Nepal no. 694, was written by a Sudra named Subharaj. 104/ 

The play 'SJ!EC!.It!anjari Parinaya Nataka by the same writer was • 
staged in the Simantonnayana ceremony of princess Atuladevi, 

the daughter-in-law of King Yaksa Malla. 104Ai 

In some Nepalese chronicles,l05/ the Jyapus are described 
f 

as a Sudra group of people in the caste hierarchy in medieval 

Nepal, which is accepted by some of the Nepalese historians. 1061 

But according to Dilliraman Regmi a Jyapu must belong to the 

1 Q1/ ~ v • ~~ ;wert l'fliTT~ .en ,ct {: 
(fey"~ 'f'"ITV "!' ~ { f'l« tlf I 1 

I -

Sastri, op.cit., (f.n. 31), p. 115. 

1,.04)~/Mahesh Raj Pant, ttsome sanskrit Plays of Nepal" 
(in Nepali), PMJnim~ No. 36 (2034), p. 305. 

lQS/ Regmi, op.cit., (f.n. 100) 1 p. 100. 

106/ Ibid., Petech, op.cit., (f.n. 37), p. 184. 
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Vai~ya Var~a of the Hindu community. 10ZI Though he occupied a 

' place below the Sre~!:ha and Udas, he was definitely superior to other 

castes in the hierarchy. The Jyapu was nearer to a Vaisya but was 

' not actually a Vaisya. He was a Sudra, but was superior to the 

other subdivisions of the fourth order. 

The word 'Jyapu' is a compound of two terms, Jya (work) and 

E~ (a variety of paddy). Thus they were mostly related to 

agriculture. 

The J·yapus are supposed to be the ancient inhabitants of the 

country. According to D.R. Regmi, 1081 originally they were 

possibly austroloid being the most ancient inhabitant of the 

valley of Nepal. Now a days some of them show a slightly 

mangoloid tinge in their facial expression. This trait was 

possibly due to the influence which they received from the 

racial mixing with the ,_irantAtribe. 

'I'he Jyapu population in the medieval period was a complex 

of many ethnic groups, such as the Gopalas, the Abhiras, the 

' -Kirantas, the Lichchhavis, the Koliyas and the Sakyas. But 

---------
107/ Regmi, gp.cit., (f.n. 23), p. 710 • 

.!Q§./ Ibid. 
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it is difficult to distinguish a Lichchhavi or a Koliya, or a 

Kirant from the vast J"yapu culture. According to Baburam 

Acharya, 109/ Naharjang,c1 subcaste of the Jyapu, were possibly 

the descendants of the Lichchhavis as the word "Naharjang" 

resembles Maharajan. 110/But it is not fully assertable as no 

authentic material has been explored upto now. According to 

the Buddhist literature and Kautilya's Arthasastra the 

Lichchhavis used the title of Raja for themselves, but not 

Maharajan. 

In medieval period the Jyapus were of two types, clean 

and unclean. But generally the Jyapus were regarded as being 

unclean. They were just touchables but the high caste would 
• 

not drink water at their hands. Likewise, they could enter 

the house of the high caste people, but could not go above 

the ground floor. 

The following subdivisions of this caste lire evidenced for 

the medieval period.llll 

109/ Acharya, op.cit., (f.n. 94), p. 10. 

110/ The word Lachhi, meanfng coward, in Nepali language 
possibly originated from the word 'Lichchhavi' 
(Lichchhavi-Lechchhai-Lachhi) as they were slowly being 
dominated by the Mallas in the early medieval period and 
could not hold their power. 

111/ The list given here is based on different chronicles 
and inscriptions. 
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Maharajang - According to Baburrun Acharya, the rame Nahar jang 

derived from Maharaian, shows that they were the 

descendants of the Lichchhavis. In later medieval 

period they were the most respectable subcaste 

mainly engaged in agriculture. 

:pangol 

Kusat;:ha -

Suwal 

Kumhal 

Yanba 

Ghaku 

Gwan 

They were agriculturists and measured corn fields. 

They also laid bricks. 

Makers of Umbrela. 

They cooked rice for use in festival during the 

Jatra of f<iatsyendranath. 

The gardeners. 

Pottery makers. They had three subdivisions: 

(i) Kumha -The red coloured pottery maker. 

(ii) Hakujya - The black earthen pottery maker. 

(iii) Haku-:Kumhal - They made earthen pots for 

use in rituals associated with Hatsyendranath. 

They had lands assigned to them in return. 

Workers in canes connected with the making of the 

car of Hatsyendranath. 

They were employed to stop the wheels of the 

car of Matsyendranath. 

They burnt the dead bodies of high caste Newars. 

For this they had lands granted by the Malla Kings. 
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Bawii Seller of 'Palungo leaves' used as vegetables. 

'Fepe They are supposed to have been born of the union 

of Bais Kings and their Khusal concubine. 

Gva or ~~ala - They were supposed to be the descedants of 

Mau 

Gathu 

Tat-ee 

ancient Gopalas. They were herdsmen and had two 

divisions:- (i) Sapu {cow-herds) and 

(ii) Mepu (Buflalo-herds). 

They were supposed to have come to Nepal with 

Matsyendranath. They used to bring from nearby 

forest the tl~svan (called BabS£i in Nepali) 

flower to be offered to 1'1atsyendranath. 

They picl\.ed up wild flowers and brought them to 

the market for sale. According to Hodgson, they, 

at the festivals of A~t-amatrika, took a live hog 

and tore it with their teath and nails like a 

repacious animal and dranl<:. its blood • .ill/ 

!-taker of Duwalya • 1131 

Naker of Ponga cloth. 114/ 

112/ Hodgson, op.~it., {f.n. 52). Cf. Chattopadhyaya, op.cit. 
(f.n. 46), p. 550. 

113/ It was a special kind of cloth used in religious rites 
during a marriage ceremony. 

ill/ Ponga was a kind of cloth with which the dead body was 
wrapped before it was cremated. 



Pulpul 

Pun 

Khusal 

Chhipa 

Nau 

Kau 

Rata -

sami -

Konar-. 

Duiny -

Balami 

Nos at 
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They went in front of the funeral procession of high 

caste Newars upto the Ghat (burning place) carrying 

an earthen lamp in a small basket and also second 

basket with a bell. 

They were also called Chitrakar (painter) and 

painted religious picturesr , 

They used to play Kaha instrument in a funeral in 

the medieval period. 

Dyer of clothes. 

Barber. They shaved and cut nails of high Caste 

Newars. 

They accepted gifts on the eleventh day of funerary 

rituals of the Newars. They also dyed cloth of red 

colour, woollen blankets and waist-bands. 

Worker on iron; also called Nakami. 

Their females were called pichini and used to 

cut navel card. 

They were oil extractors and sellers, and were 

also called ~i~mandhar. 

They were supposed to be descended from a 

Barahi-Kami father. They made perfumed incense 

for use during auspicious ceremonials. 

They were hunters in the medieval period. Their 

women sold red earth in the town. They also played 

the 'Bhairava' during the Indrajatra festival. 

They were load carriers. 

They weighed and packed the flesh for sale. 



Pasi 

Sabal -

Kahabuja -

Kaivaidya 

Dhubya 

sang hat 

Nhayo 

Kulu 
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Washer of the Nakapa clothes.llS./ 

They followed the profession of extracting 

diseased blood through leeches. 

Player on Kaha instruments1161while the dead of the 

high caste Newars was being carried to the cremation 

ground. 

Inocculator of small-pox vaccine. 

!migrant washerman. According to Dr. Regmi, they 

came from Bihar and Kanauj (India) as they still 

celebrate the Chhat ceremony on the sixth day of 

the bright fortnight of Kartika. 117/ 

Local washerman. 

Known also as Kasai. They were butchers who cut 

buffaloes and sold their flesh. They also shaved 

and cut nails of the lower caste people and others 

who could not enjoy the same service from the Nau 

caste. 

They were cobbler and worked on leather, but they 

did not make shoes. 1181 They made musical drums. 

11~/ It was a piece of cloth, covering part of the head and 
chin during the mourning. It was washed on the tenth 
day of the mourning • 

.!.!§/ A kind of pipe. 

1111 Regmi, oe,ci~, (f.n. 47), p. 754. 

~/ Petech, op,cit., (f.n. 37), p. 189. 



Kusule • 

Chumami -

Bali, 

Kepo 

sansu 

Narichitrakar 

Chatrakar 
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They were also called Darsanadhari, Jogi or Jugi 

(an ascetic) and are said to be descendants of the 

ascetics of the Nath sec. 1191 They were also supposed 
I 

to be the follower of Sarikaracharya. In the medieval 

period they took to family life. 1201 They were divided 

into many sections on the basis of the type of musical 

instruments they played. 

Similar to the Jyapus but different from them were:-

Also called Rajvahak. They prepared flattened rice. 

--------·------
119/ Janaklal Sharma, ~o Samaj Ek~dhyana ( A study on our 

society/, pp. 71-3. 

120/ Rajvamsi, .QP-~cit., (f. n. 84), p. 51. 
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All these Jyapu subdivisions, except the top ten castes, were 

called Ekathries meaning 'having only one caste group•. 1211 But 

these caste groups are slowly disappearing. A study made in 

1958 revealed the existence of only seven caste groups, 12~namely 

Ga~hu, Nau, Khoosa, Chitrakar, Cheepa, Manandhar and Kau, some of 

the earlier subdivisions gradually disappeared whereas some others 

have come to occupy different ranks in the Newar social hierarchy. 

Since 1769 most of the uncleans, listed above have been 

regarded as clean castes and the high caste people drink water 

from their hands. In 1839, a gathering of old and socially 

respected people was held to identify the uncleans of the 

medieval period.123/ 

Below the unclean Jyapus, fifth in order were the 

untouchables. The high caste people would not even touch them 

and if some body unknowningly drank water at their hands or 

even touched them, he had to go through a purification ceremony. 

The untouchable castes were divided into three:- Po?e, 

Chymkhala and Harahuru. 

!11/ Regmi, op,cit.(f.n. 23), p. 676. 

122/ Nepali, op.cit. (f.n, 11), p, 169. 

123/ Jyanmani Nepal, "Sthiti Badhne Rajaharu" (The Kings who 
made reforms), li§.pal Law Review, No. 25 (1983), p. 63. 
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The term Poge, according to G.S. Nepali, ~as derived from 

the herediatary calling of public executioners.~/ Some scholars 

are of the opinion that it originated from Paundra, a place in 

Bengal, from ~here the Poc?yas are supposed to have come to 

Nepa1. 125/ According to D.R. Regmi, the Po~yas still exist in 

a large number with similar professions.l~§/ In the medieval 

period, the Po9yas were engaged in fishing, catching ~ild birds 

and breeding hogs. They could not enter the premises of the 

to~n after sunset, unless specially required. 1271 They could 

not erect a building of a dimension and height beyond a certain 

prescribed limit. They could not ~ear ornaments of gold nor 

could they ~ear shoes and cap. 128/ 

It is interesting to note that though these people of the 

lo~er order were untouchables, they were appointed as Qeva Pa~~~ 

(Doorkeepers, guards) in some temples of Kali (Durga) and could 

also touch these deities. Generally, they guarded the temples 

------------------------
124/ Nepali, op. cit. , (f. n. 11) , p. 177. 

125/ Regmi, op.cit., (f.n. 47), p. 754. 

126/ Ibid. 

127/ Lamsal, op.cit. (f. n. 6) p. 45 
' 

128/ Regmi, op.cit., (f. n. 62), p. 165. 
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of Kali, which were situated at the Newar cremation ground, and 

lived on what worshippers gave them. 

Next to Po?yas were the Chymkhalas. Their profession was to 

remove the night soil and to sweep the streets and courtyards. 

They accepted gifts from the Kulu castes on the eleventh day 

of mourning. 129/ 

Harahurus were still lower than the lowest Chyam-

khala. The Harahuru is said to be the result of the union 

between a Chyamkhala and the Po4e. 

Thus we see that caste was the principal criterian of 

social hierarchy among the Newars in the medieval period which 

was based on the same principles as found in the contemporary 
f ott 

Hindu social life in India. 

The Aryan group of people who had migrated from western 

hill areas and were generally called 'Khas' by the people of 

Malla kingdom, were also numerous in the Kathmandu valley and 

its vicinity. Although the Newars were the dominent group in 

the Malla society, the Khas people were not less influential. 

129/ Regmi, op.cit., (f.n. 23), p. 677. 
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Around the twelfth century A.D. the Khasas had established 

an independent state in Karnali basin in the western region of 

Nepal. Later on, they created a vast empire spreading upto 

Badrinath in the west, Purang in the north, the Ganga river in 

the south and the Pokhara valley in the east. 1301 Some Khas 

kings of this region tried to conquer the Kathmandu valley, but 

could not succeed in their cherished desires. 1311 For decades 

of centuries the Khasas lived in western Nepal as the ruling 

clan, and that is why, in the annals of Nepal, later on, this 

region came to be designated as Khasan, i.e. the land of the 

Khasas. 132/ 

Although the hhas people spoke a language closely allied to 

Sanskrit, they were deemed to be degenerate K~atriyas by the 

orthodox Hindus of the plains. The Nanusmrti says that the 

Khasas were to be treated as low caste people ( Vratya) for 

neglecting their prescribed caste rules. But later on, when 

they came into contact with the Brahmai?-as of the plains, who 

came in several waves from the west and south-west, the I\hasas 

were given a high caste status and their purification was 

effected. 133/ It is said that the descendants of the Khasa 

kings and chieftens became the Thakuris (high grade K~atriyas) 

-------------·----------
130/ R.N. Pandey, "People of Nepal" Voice of Histoa, 

Vol. vii,no. 1 (1981), p. 53. 

131/ Jyanmani Nepal, }lahiramau.a Badh, p. 47. 

l]ll Pandey, op.cit., (f.n. 130), p. 53. 

133/ Ibid. 
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whereas the ordinary Khasas came to be designated as Khatris 

(low order K~atriyas).~/ 

The inscriptions of the Khasa kings of Karnali basin throw 

light on the existing caste structure. Various caste names 

occur in them which clearly show that the social structure was 

not much different from what obtained in the Indo-Gangetic plains. 

During the last decades of the thirteenth century, some 

Khasa kings in their attempt to extend their kingdom towards 

the east made many attacks over the Malla kingdom in the 

Kathmandu Valley. f'rom this time the Khasas started migrating 

towards the Halla kingdom. 135/ Hence, we find references to the 

different caste groups of the Khasas in the documents of the 

Kathmandu valley and its vicinity. These people came to enjoy 

a dominent role in the society and polity of the Hallas. The 

Khasa people in the medieval Malla kingdom were of three Varnas: 

Brahma~a; K~atriya and the untouchables. 

The Brahmanas again had three subdivisions: Kumain, 

Purbiya (eastern) and Jaisi. TOe term 'Kumain' was derived 

from the name ofa district situated in the Uttar Pradesh 

-------------------------------
lli/ Acharya, op.cit., (f.n. 94), p. 15. 

135/ Dhanvajra Bajracharya and Tek Bahadur Shrestha, Nuwakot 
Ko Aitihasik Rup_Rekha, (An out line history of Nuwakot), 
p. 108. 
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in north India to the west of Nepal from where they were supposed 

to have migrated. 1361 The name Purbiya (eastern) was used for 

those Brahma~as who settled on the eastern side of the Mahakali 

river, in the west of Nepa1. 137/ The Jaisis were the progeny 

of a Brahma:r;.a and a Brahmana widow. Their social status was 

similar to that of the Newar o·osis whose hereditary occupation 
/ 

was to expound the Sastras and work as astrologers. Earlier 

they used to assist the Upadhyaya Brahma~as in all the religious 

ceremonies and activities. But later, in the last decades of the 

eighteenth century, they were not allowed to act as priests.1381 

The Purbiya Brahma~as were known as Upadhyaya Brahma~as 

and were divided into many sub castes in the medieval period. 

All these sub-castes (family surnames) seem to have been derived 

either from religious and qovernment titles in the court of the 

1\.hasa kingdom or from the names of the villages of I<arnali 

region. The known subcastes are as follows: 

Bhandari 1391 - The corrupt form of the Sanskrit word BhaQQagarika, 

which means the treasurer. 

------------------
136/ Sharma, op.cit., (f.n. 119), pp. 81-2. 

137/ Ibid. 

1~8_/ Nayaraj Pant, et. al. Sri 5 Prithvi Narayan Shah Ko Upades 
(Teachings of King Prithvinarayan Shah) p. 799. 

139/ Bajracharya, .<?k~~·-' (f.n. 49), p. 88. 
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derived from the word Adhikfta, meaning 

officer-in-charge. 

Pokhare1141/- named after the village 'Pokhara• in the Dailekh 

- 142/ Khanal-

district of Nepal. 

named after the village 'Khanaya' in the Jumla 

district. 

Lamichhan~- named after the village 'Lamachhane' in the 

Dailekh district. 

named after the village 'Niyapani' J.n the Jumla 

district 

named after the village 'Sapakot' J.n the 

Rukum district. 

named after the village 'Ojhana' in the 

Doti district. 

14Q/ Suryamani Adhikari, "Origin of Family Surnames of Pahadi 
caste groups of Nepal", Voice of History, Vols. iv-vi 
(1980), pp. 27-30. 

141/ .il21.Q • 

.ill/ Ibic;L_ 

~43/ Khanal, op.cit., (f.n. 58), p. 381. 

~/ Bajracharya, ~cit., (f.n. 49), p. 181. 

1i2/ Adhikari, op.cit., (f.n. 140), p. 29. 

14§/ Bajracharya, op.cit., (f.n. 49), p. 244. 
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Besides, Ghimire, Pa~hak, Acharya and Dhakal were also 

settled in the Malla Kingdom. 

Similarly, numerous Khasa K~atriyas also migrated to the 

Malla kingdom. They were in three major grades: higher grade, 

middle grade and lower grade. Higher grade K~atriyas included 

Rajput, ~hakuri and Hamal, etc. They were the descendants of 

the ruling clan of the Khasa kingdom. So they naturally occupied 

a dominant role in the K~atriya community. 

Under the middle grade were wealthy people and the 

government service holders. They were Karki (tax collector), 

Adhikari (the officer-in-charge) Kha9ga (Kha9ga, a sword; 

guard in the palace of the king), Thapa and Gharti etc. 

The F.:hasa I\~atriyas who did not wear the sacred thread and who 

drank wine were put in the lowest grade. They were named 

i'is"t!:!l!~.l:.i_ K§atru<!§ (the wine drinker I\f?atriyas) .l.47/ 

Khasa untouchables were also numerous in the Lalla hingdom. 

They were known as Damai (Tailor) , Kami (smith) , SarJ~i (cobbler ) , 

Gaine (singer), Badi, Kansaro (worker on Brass), Tamat (worker 

on copper) etc. Although they all belonged to the same Khasa 

tribe as did the Brahmaqas and K~atriyas, they were branded as 

.ill/ Dor Bahadur BistO., Peo121e of_Nepal, p. 3. 
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h . . 148/ untouc ables on account of the~r mean occupat~ons.---

The Tibetan speaking Mongoloid people lived in the high 

Himalayan region of the north, with an alpine climate at altitudes 

between 8000 and 16000 feet. In medieval times they were found 

in Nuwakot, Dolakha, Banepa, Panauti and the Kathmandu valley 

proper. The medieval documents throw light specially on two 

groups of l'iangoloid people, the Magars and the Hurmis. 

Now-a-days the Magars are considered to be among the most 

attractive of hill Nepalis. The original home of the Hagars 

was called Bara Naqarat, the twelve regions of Nagars, which 

included all of the hill districts of Lumbini, Rapti and Bheri 

zones of western Nepal. They played an exciting role in the 

formative history of Nepal. Their kingdom in medieval times 

was among the strongest in west Nepal. The first reference of 

this caste group is found in a manuscript fuitasahasr_ils._<i Pf.tina 

~~ri!!!!:t:!:a of A.D. 1059.112/ A copper plate inscription of 

A.D. 1100 clearly refers to the state of the Nagars in west 

Nepa1. 150/ 

148/ Pandey, op.cit. (f.n. 130), p. 54. 

149/ Regmi, .Q!!._ci:t;.~., (f.n. 23), p. 136. 

150/ Pant and Sharma, op.cit., (f.n. 24), p. 3. 
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They are supposed to have come to the Kathmandu valley in 

the last decades of the fifteenth century151/ and later occupied 

a dominant role in the army of Halla kings. 

The Murmis were also called Sanja. 152/ They claimed to 

be the ancient inhabitants of the country, but their exagamous 

division suggests their 'ribetan Origin. The Nurmis included 

Tamang, Bho-t;.e, Serpa, Isang and Sen, etc, who all settled in 

the vicinity of the Kathmandu valley. They were under the rule 

of their clan head Miihar. 153/ They also served in the Malla army. 

The Muslims were also permitted to settle down in Nepal in 

medieval times. It was from the time of Ratna .rvlalla (A.D. 1485-

1520) that the i'mslims were permitted to settle in Nepal for 

trade. 154/ The first lviuslims to arrive in Kathmandu were the 

hashmiri traders who came from the side of rribet. 155/ 

--- ----- -----------
151/ Lamsal, op.cit., (f.n. 6), p. 27. 

152/ D.V. Bajracharya and T.B. Shrestha, Dolokha Ko Aitihasik 
Roop Rekha, (An out line history of Dolakha) p. 67. 

153/ D.P. Bhandari,'~ Sri 5 Pri thvi Narayana Shah ho Sarnayaka 
Nischit Sambat Ra Tithirniti Haru;' (Definite dates of the 
time of king Prithvi Narayan Sah) Pfrrnima No. 17 
(2025)' p. 19. 

~/ Lamsal, op.cit., (f.n. 6), p. 52 

155/ Bista, op.cit,, (f.n. 147), p. 129. 
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Thus, the Nepalese society in the medieval period was a 

complex one consisting of different castes and ethnic groups. 

The society was based on caste organisation which seems to have 

developed after the pattern of the complex Hindu society of 

India. Thus, naturally the privileges, disabilities and the 

hierarchioal position of the castes were determined with the 

reference to the injunctions of the ancient law-givers. 



CHAPTER - THREE 

FAMILY ORGANISATION 

Family is considered to be a group of people consisting of 

a husband and wife with or without children or grand-parents or 

uncles and aunts or brothers or sisters and/or grand children 

as ~mbers having a single abode. The family has been classified 

into three major types according to the relationship of the members 

living in the house. These are: nuclear, intermediate and joint 

family. Nuclear family consists of a husband and wife with or 

without unmarried issues, whereas the Intermediate family 

includes the parents living with a married son and unmarried 

issues, or a married man with his unmarried brothers and 

sisters. 

The joint family, which is generally taken to be one of 

the characteristics of the Hindus, is different from the narrow 

family which consists of parents and children only; it includes 

two or more nuclear and intermediate families. It may include 

four generations and any number of members. All the property 

possesed by family members belongs to the family or the home 

and not to any particular member or members. The home of a 

Hindu is a place where the Dharmas and Karmas are thought out, 

practised and idealized. The individual does not belong to the 

home nor does the home belong to the individual. Thus, in a 
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joint family, all the members live together in the same abode 

within which there is common kitchen, common property, common 

god~common weal and common woe. 

The joint family seems to be the general practice in Nepal 

in ancient and medieval ~,eriods down to the present times in 

different communities, Hindu or non-Hindu. The Lichchhavi 

records show that the later Vedic and Puranic order of the joint 

family survived in those days and was rigidly maintained.1/ The 

Lichchhavi inscriptions frequently use the words ~ and 

Kutumbi which signify the joint family system. The bonds of 

the joint family system were so strong that if any one was found 

involved in the Panchiparadha (Five rigorous crimes) not only 

he but his wife and family members were also to be punished.1/ 

As we enter into the medieval period we find the joint 

family becoming broader and stronger. A large family was one 

of the main features of medieval society. Not only the parents 

-- ----------- --------
V R.N. Pandey, ••Nepalese Society during the l"Ialla and Early 

Shah Period" Cultural Heritage of Nepa~' edited by R.s. Verma, 
P. 131. 

Y~J~~i~ ~k;:~f}j;~ w~ ~~~Ji$-
ef. D.V. Vajracharya, Lichchhavi Kal Ko Abhilekha (Inscriptions 
of Lichchhavi period), p. 496. 
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and children, brothers and stepbrothers lived on the common 

property, sometimes it also included ascendants, descendants 

and collaterals upto many generations.~ The most likely 

reason why people during medieval period lived in so large 

families is that they had to live within a fortified boundry. 

Security provision was then very important. Nepal was studded 

with petty feudal states. The Malla kingdom in the Kathmandu 

valley was divided into three principalities. The petty 

chieftains were independent of each other and at times fought 

like deadliest enemies. That is the reason why people had 

to live clustered in urbanized centres. It is evident that 

the Malla period holds an important place in the history of 

urbanization in Nepal. These towns were surrounded by high 

walls; and the houses within the fort were huddled close 

together.~ The residential area comprised of successive 

concentric rings which were arranged in such a way that high 

caste wealthy families occupied the inner cores near the 

palace squares, and the middle class groups occupied the 

middle zone and the low caste people the periphery areas. 5/ 

~ D.V. Vajracharya, "Some inscriptions of early medieval 
Nepal" (in Nepali), Contributions to Nepalese Studies, 
Vol. V, No. 1, (1977), p. 107. 

~ H.A. Oldfield, Sketches from Nepa~, p. 95. 

~ C.B. Shrestha, "Strategy of Town Planning in the Kathmandu 
valley in the Malla Period", Voice of History, Vol. VII, 
no. 1 ( 1981), p. 12. 
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People generally wanted to settle inside the fort, but the 

limited land did not help them to setup a separate household. 

It was, thus, that people lived together in a single .abode 

even in a large number. 

A joint family could not extend beyond four generations. 

Beyond the family it was the headman of the clan, called 

Thakali, who provided a rallying ground for the members. In 

the medieval period each clan had its own Thakali and the 

historical sources of the period are full of references to 

Thakalis. The royal family also had its own Thakali. 6/ The 

Thakali was not confined to kinship, but a locality or a 

Vihara or a Guthi might have its own Thakali.l/ In the Vihara 

the oldest Gubhaju became the Thak~i and was also called 

Thapaiu or Sthavira.
8

/ 

The Thakali, also called Thaikadi,2/ Thakari,lQ/ Thapaju, 

Thaypaju1l/ and Thakarilll in some documents, was the oldest 

§/ Ramj i Tewar i , "Chautara De vi das or Chi kuti •• , Pflrnima , No. 1 
{2021 v.s.), p. 17. 

11 D.R. Regmi, Medieval Nepal, part two, pp. 733-4 

.§./ Ibid, 

2/ D.R. Regmi, Medieval Nepal Part Three, p. 71 

lQ/ .!.l2i9' p. 60 

1!1 Panna Prasad Joshi, Nepal Bha~a Sabdakos, p. 118 

111 Lab Bahadur Pradhan, ~che Paribar KQ_Yq~savali, p. 19. 
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member of the clan. He was well-versed in the letters. By 

virtue of his age, he possessed adequate knowledge of men and 

things, that concerned the entire clan. All the members of the 

clan bowed to him and showed their respect. The Thakili used 

to decide disputes arising between members. He took action 

against the offender as also against those who ignored the 

family or delayed any religious rites. He presided over the 

community celebration of festivals and feasts. He enforced 

traditional practices of the family and advised others on 

these matters. Whenever necessary, he consulted ancient 

scriptures. He was the custodian of the traditional rules for 

the observance of rites. He was the only person who could 

enter the secret chamber where the family deity was kept. 

The kings also could become a Thakali. King Sriniwas Malla 

of Patan in A.D. 167411/ and King Bhupatindra MallU of 

Bhaktapur in A.D. 170~ became Thakai~ in their advanced age. 

In his capacity as a Thakali, King Sriniwas Malla put the 

vermilion mark (Tika) on the forehead of NFpendra Malla of 

Kantipur, and king Bhupatindra Malla put the same on the 

forehead of Lokaprakash Malla of Patan to proclaim them 

king of Kantip~ and Patan respectively. 

W Tewari, oe.cit. (f.n. 6), p.16. 

lif Sankarman Rajvamsi, "The successors of Yognarendra Malla" 
(in Nepali), Purnimi Vol. 6 (2022), p. 39 
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Role of Guthi 

Another notable feature of family and social organisation 

in medieval Nepal was the system of Gutbi. It originates from the 

Sanskrit word 'Go§thi' mea~ing 'family connections, partnership 

or fellowship in the management of property to be used for family 

rituals and religious purposes.12/ It was a trust property set 

aside for different purposes in the care of some persons who 

could use it for the set purpose without having any kind of 

alienable right. It is a very old institution and was popular 

in Lichchhavi society.!§/ 

The property held as Gqthi was in most cases land which 

yielded income in terms of produce. Rents obtained from the 

lands were utilized to maintain temples, monastries, rest 

houses and waterspouts and to finance religious rituals and 

offerings and other necessaties for which the trust was 

established. Such Quthi land endowments were made not only 

by the king or the members of the royal family and the 

nobality but also by the common people. 

Guthis were of various types depending upon their functions. 

Of these the principle one which was taken more seriously than 

--------------------------------
12/ Regmi, op.cit., (f.n. 7), p. 735. 

!§/ Vajracharya, oe.cit., (f.n.2), pp. 284-9. 
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the others by medieval people and which was directly related to 

family organization was '~' or Dewall Guthi )2/ Each caste was 

divided into patrilineal lineage groups whose members preserved 

the memory of a common ancestor. Again, a joint family could not 

extend beyond four generations due to its large size and the 

members had to be separated from the traditional household, It 

was the Dewa Guihi which provided rallying ground for the family 

members and the lineage group. It organised all of them under 

the cult of the ancestral deity called ~ and the institution was 

called ~a Guthi.l§! Its members might be spread over different 

regions, but at the time of feasts and the worship of the ~X2 

they came together to participate. Thus, it was a cluster of 

many joint families who traced their origin to a common male 

ancester.12/ 

The members of a Dewa Gu"t=hi were referred to by one another 

as "Fukee",1Q/ a term which implies splitting from a common 

source. 

Family Goodnessa 

Family goodness was highly observed in those days. Many 

documents of the period refer to the building of temples and 

water conduits, the worshipping of different deities and 

making various offerings for the salvation of their deceased 

11/ G.S. Nepali, The Newars, pp. 191-7 • 

.1§/ Ibid. 

ll/ I;Qid. 

l:Q/ Ibici, 
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family members, which reflects the prevailing family goodness 

in the society. Parents (~ and ~) and elders were 

highly respected. The children bowed down to the feet of 

their parents to pay reverence and honour.ll/ The proganies 

always wished the happiness of their parents by worshipping 

the deities or offering something to them. They were obliged 

to free their parents from any litigation or problem.11/ The 

incomplete works of the parents were to be completed by them~ 

if any construction made by their parents got damaged, it was 

considered to be the duty of the progenies to reconstruct it.Zif 

The son was supposed to rescue the souls of the deceased 

ancestors from the hell by performing religious deeds. In 

A.D. 1681, two people set up an image of Naraya~a for rescuing 

their father.Z21 Similarly in A.D. 1683 Manohara Sinha Bharo 

set up an image of goddess Lak~mi for the salvation of his 

deceased mother.~ The documents of the medieval period are 

full of such references. Sometimes golden idols and other 

things were offered to the Brihma~as for the same 

111 Samsodan Mandal, £Q!lections of Inscriptions, IX, P. 10. 

~ D.V. Vajracharya and T.B. Shrestha, Dolakha Ko Aitihasik 
Roop Rekha (An outline history of Dolakha), pp:-l-40:1. 

~Cecil Bendall, A Journey to NeRal and Northern India, pp.79-80. 

li/ The Ganesa temple inscription, Talukotol, Bhaktapur, 
preserved in the Private collection of Dhanvajra Vajracharya 
of Kathmandu, Nepal. 

~The Bhaktapur Tachpatol inscription of A.D.1681. Appendix no.17. 

1~ The Bhaktapur Tachapatol inscription of A.D.1683.Appendix no.18. 
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purpose .l:11 In A.0.1441, King Yak~a Malla and his brother erected 

a golden statue of their mother in her memory.~[/ 

The parents always blessed and loved their issues. The 

acquisition of sons was considered to be the primary aim of 

marriage. For gaining this objective people performedmany 

religious deeds.~/ Progenies were supposed to be the real 

Lak~mi, the goddess of wealth. -~Q/ For the happiness and 

prosperity of children, many Yajnas were performed, image 

of deities were set up, worships were performed and offerings 

were made to Brahma~as. In 1523, one couple set up an idol 

of Lak~mi Naraya~a for the memory of their deceased son 

and daughter-in-law.ll/ An inscription of about the same 

date records the setting up an image of Mahatikal for the 

rememberance of the deceased son.111 Similarly in 1520, Lugu 

Bharo of Patan set up an image of Umamahesvara in the wall 

-----------------------------
111 M.P. Khanal, Changunaraxana Ka Aitihasik Samaqri, p.200. 

1§/ Peshal Dahal, Nepal Ko Malla Kalin Itihas, p. 33. 

£21 Khanal, 9R•cit., (f.n.27), p. 234. 

1Q/ Ibid, p. 166. 

~ Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.22}, p. 88. 

~/ The Patan Guhitvahi inscription of A.D. 1515, Appendix no. 2. 
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of Siddhesvari temple at Banaras and erected a temple of Vi~~u 

in Nepal in the memory of his deceased grandson Dev Bharo.~/ 

In 1545, a lady, Amitalak~mi by name, set up a golden image of 

Akasa Bhairava for the rescue of her deceased son's soul.~ 

In the same year couple on the occasion of the initiation of 

all the family members made an inn in the memory of their 

deceased son and doughter.121 Such references are found in 

many documents of the period. 

In the medieval period husband and wife were called 

Bh~t.:Q;ta ( liT:tf ) and Kalal) ( ~: ) respectively.1§.1 

According to the ancient Hindu thought husband and wife are 

bound to each other not only till death but even after 

death in the other world. Manu (ix,102) says that once 

they are united by the nuptial ceremony, they must always 

exert themselves to see that they are never at variance with 

each other and that they ever remain faithful to each other. 

In the Malla period religious rites were performed in the 

memory of their dead life-partners. In A.D. 1388, Jayasthiti Malla 

built a water conduit and also performed a Yajna in the memory 

~ Patan Tubahi inscription of A.D. 1576.Appendix no. 6 

~/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.22), p. 69. 

35/ The Deupatan Jayabageswari temple inscription of A.D. 1545, 
Appendix no. 4 

1§1 Nepali, op.cit. (f.n. 17 ). p. 262 
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of his deceased wife Rajalladevi. 3V In A.D. 1392, Jayabhima 

erected the famous temple of Kumbhesvara for the rememberance of his 

deceased wife. 3~ Similarly, the Patan Bhandarkhal inscription 

of Purandar Sinha dated A.D. 1588 records the setting up an 

image of Lak~mi and the arrangement of a trust for lod~ng and 

fooding to a Brahma~a women by a husband in the memory of his 

deceased wife.121 

But a critical analysis shows that in the medieval society 

the relation of husband and wife was not so ideal as prescribed 

in the ancient religious texts. It was on account of the 

polygamous character of the family which was widely current in 

those days. It was quite prevalent in the royal families and 

was followed by the Brahma:r:as, K~atriyas and even by some 

Vaisyas who were connected with the palace. 

According to the ancient Sm{tis (~jnavalkYa i. 78, 

Apastamba Grhya Sutra ii. 5,11,12)12/ the primary objective 

of marriage is the continuity of the family and hence, if 

l1f The Deupatan Jayabagiswari inscription of A.D. 1388, Yogi 
Narahinath (ed.), Sanskrit ~andesh, year 1, no. 8, pp.56-8. 

38/ The Lalitpur Kumbheswar inscription dated A.D. 1392, of. 
D.R. Regmi, Medieval Nepal Part Three, pp. 31-5. 

39/ Unpublished, preserved in the collection of CNAS, T.U.,Nepal. 

iQ1 CF. P.N. Prabhu, Hindu social Organisation, p. 225. 
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the first marriage of a man does not succeed in this objective 

he is permitted to marry again even while the first wife is alive. 

But despite this qualifying provision polygamy was widely 

practised in the medieval period. Numerous examples can be 

cited from the medieval documents. The Kings, royal prieta, 

noblemen and other prominent persons kept concubines. When 

King Yoganarendra Malla died at the age of 38, his body was 

cremated along with his 33 wives.il/ He had two more wives, 

one predeceased him and another was not burnt because she 

had an infant with her. King Parthivendra Malla of Kantipur 

had married with 25 women in his youth. When he died at the 

young age of 24, 24 women immolated themselves on the fire. 42/ 

The remaining wife later became Rajamata (queen mother). But 

members of the lower section of the society did not follow 

this system. Although it was not prohibited to them they 

seldom took advantage of the practice partly due to increase 

working hands than having a wife and partly because of social 

inhibition. 43/ But it was not so effective in this section, 

because the Yihee Samskara ~ of this group provided women 

the right to divorce and to remarry any time. 

~ D.V. Vajracharya, et.al. (ed. ), Itihas Samsodhan Ko Praman 
Prameya, p. 151. 

~/ Ibid, 

~/ D.R. Regmi, Medieval Nepal, Part one, p. 592. 

~ Dealt later in the section on Family Samskaras. 
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The position of a married wife was higher than that of a 

concubine. Only the married women were supposed to be the source 

of Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksa. The husband could practice 

his Dharma only with his married wife. Even the Brahma~as were 

strictly ordered to bring their married wife in any worship or 

ceremony • .i21' 

The high caste women were not granted the right to divorce. 

Divorce was popular only in the lower section of society. 

Kirkpatrick records that the Newar women was at liberty to 

divorce one man after another on the slightest pretext. 46/ 

A woman could break her marriage bond by placing two betel-

nuts in her bed while leaving the house. She could get 

divorce by placing two bet&l-nuts on the chest of her dying 

husband.il/ This freed her from the obligation of observing 

death pollution and mourning for a year. 

Sati system was widely prevalent in the medieval times. 

'I'he Brahmanas and the castes immediately below them, namely 

the K~atriyas and some Vaisyas, in touch with the palace, 

followed this practice quite strictly. In the case of all 

~ Patan Vamsa Gopal temple inscription dated A.D. 1680. 
Preserved in the private collection of D.V. Vajracharya. 

~ Census of India, 1911 Vol. v. part 1, pp. 325. 
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the kings after their death their wives burnt themselves on the 

funeral pyre. We learn from our sources that if any women 

attempted to escape from the pyrei§/ she was either forcibly 

put to death or counted among the PoQyas, the untouchable.i21 

But women having young children were permitted not to immolate 

themselves. 

Position of Ma~hyah~ in the family: 

As stated above, the Kings, royal priests, noblemen and 

other rich people of the high castes could keep as many 

concubines as they liked. The progenies of such a union were 

called Mathyaha, meaning illegitimate. In the medieval period 

the position of such offsprings in the caste hierarchy was 

often debated. Rules were occasionally made and revised. 

In A.D. 1675,~ King Sriniwas Malla of Patan, in concultation 

with the priests and learned Brahmanas of the three courts, 

made a rule showing a vast difference between the Thyahas 
I 

(legitimates) and Ma!-hyahas(illegitimates). According to the 

rule the princes and queens became purified on the twelfth 

day after the death of Mathyaha and on the thirteenth • 

,., 
~ From some Thyasaphus it is learnt that the wife of 

Kheratama and also of Chautara Laksminarayana had escaped 
from the pyre. The wife of Suvala Punasimha also ran 
away from the fire. 

~/D.P. Lamsal, Bhasa Vamsavali ( in Nepali), p. 45. 

2Q/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n. 7), p. 289 
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day they could perform any ceremony in the palace such as 
< 

giving aims to the Brahma~as. But this custom was to be 

observed only by the inmates of the royal palace. The princes 
! 

who lived outside the palace and the illegitimate members of 

' the royal family were to observe mourning for 45 days. 

After 24 years, in A.D. 1699, Sriniwas Malla's son 

YognarQndra Malla revised the rule. The revision made both 

types of issues somewhat similar.21/ 

The Ma~hyahas were fitted into the four major classes 

on the basis of the social standards of their mothers. For 

ins-t:ance, the progenies of a Brahma~a man and the widow of 

the same caste were called Josi or Jaisi, just below the 

Brahma~a in the caste hierarchy, but in the same priest group.~ 

The Josis have also been described as the progency of a 

Brahmana and a Newar female.211 In the case of the union of 

a high caste man with a women of a caste other than the 

Brahma~a but within the touchables the proganies were 

fitted in the K~atriya order and were called Khatry-K~atry. 5if 

21/ The Mulchok inscription of Yognarendra Malla dated A.D. 1699. 

~ J.L. Sharma, A Study on our Society ( in Nepali), p. 69. 

21/ F. Hamilton, An account of the Kingdom of Nepal, p. 33 • 

.2i/ B.H. Hodgson, "The origin and classification of the military 
tribes of Nepal" ~purnal Qf_~he~ngal Asiatic So~y 
Vol. XVI (1848) p. 217. 
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No high caste man was allowed to marry or cohabit with an 

untouchable women. If he did so he could not return to his caste, 

but was absorbed into the caste of the women he cohabited with.23/ 

Discrimination between the Ihyahas and the Mathyahas 

can be noticed in the rules about the division of ancestral 

property. The Mathyahas also got a share in the ancestral property 

but it was not equal in to that of the Thyahas. They got only 
• 

one-third share whereas the Thyahas got two-third of the • 

property.22/ Both were entitled to receive the property of 

the other in case one of them died issueless.~ 

But the Mathyaq~ issues of a king could not claim the • 
royal throne. Only the legitimate son could ascend the throne. 

If a king was sonless, the daughter was entitled to exercise 

the state power. 58/ Even if a king left only illegitimate 

sons behind him, they could not succeed him. The rightful 

successor in such a case would be the nearest male heir in 

kinship apart from Msthyaha. In case there was not a single 

male or female heir in the kinship, the Mqthyah~~ could be 

placed on the royal throne.22f 

22/ Lamsal, op.cit. (f.n. 49), p. 44 

~/ Vajracharya and Shrestha op,cit. (f.n.22), p. 68 

22/ Ibid. 

~/ Dahal, op,cit. (f,n.28), p. 102 • 

.2,2/ Ibid, p. 103. 
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Inheritance: 

In the joint family system a man as an individual was 

not so important; all the home property belonged to his 

forefathers and his progenies, not to the individual himself. 

Narada (XIII.38) says that all the members of a joint family 

share the property of the family in common. But family could 

not extend beyond four generations, after which division 

became unavoidable and the property was accordingly to be 

divided. The division was done among the father, mother, and 

sons with an equal share. It was made in the presence of the 

Panchas601 and the bond was recorded on a paper, a copy of 

which was taken by all the share-holders as a legal record.§.!/ 

Even in the royal family the division of property was made 

in the presence of the Panchas.§ll 

As we have seen above the Mathyahas were entitled to • 
receive a share in the ancestral property, though it was not 

equal to the Lhyahas. They got only 1/3 whereas the !bY~ 

got 2/3 of the property.63/ 

The wife was an equal partner with her husband and sons for 

a share in the ancestral property. She was also the proprietor 

§Q/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, ~cit. (f.n.22), p. 131. 

§!/ Recently National Archives of Nepal has published such 
records in three issues. 

§11 Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.22), p.131. 

§.1/ Ibid, p. 68. 
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of all such property as was given to her by the husband out 

of his own earning, and on his death she inherited his property 

along with her sons. 64/ 

For a daughter's succession to her father's or ancestor's 

property the classical law-givers give different opinions. 

But in medieval Nepalese society it seems that the unmarried 

daughters claimed a share in the paternal property equal to 

that of her brother. She could sometimes get a share equal 

to that of her brothers~, but sometimesit was only 1/3 

of the total property. 66/ But her claim was maintainable only 

if she remained unmarried and attained the age of 35 years. 

She lost her ownership of the property if she did not observe 

life-long celibacy.§ll She could enjoy her paternal property 

only if her parents had no male issue.~ The dowry property 

obtained from her parents belonged to her. She could sell 

or give it to any one. In A.D. 1551 a woman divided her dowry 

property· among her three daughters.§21 Not only the property, 

a princess could claim the royal throne of her father, if the 

king left to male issue behind him. Princess Nayakadevi, 

-
Rajalladevi and Yogamati are such examples. 

64/ Regmi, op,cit. (f.n.7) 740. 

65/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.22) p. 135. 

66/ Ibid. p. 132. 

§1/ Ibid, p. 159 • 

.§.§/ Ibid, p. 68 

69/ Mahesaraj Panta, .. Some words about Mahendra Malla" 
{in Nepali) Pfrr~ima no. 38 {2034 v.s.), p. 78. 
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F&'1ILY SAMSY~RAS 

Sa~skaras are supposed to purify the person of a human 

being in this life and for the life after death. The word 

'Samsl<.ara' is used to mean • religious purificatory rites and 

ceremonies for sanctifying the body, mind and intellect of an 

indi vidu.al, so that he may become a full fledged member of 

th . 70/ e conunun~ty'- and also •sanctifying, impressing, refining 

d f . . . . . . h . . • 71/ an per ect~ng the ent~re ~nd~v~dual~ty of t e rec~p~ent .--

The number of the samskaras ~s various according to 

different authorities. 'l'he G:dhya Sutras enumerate twelve, 

thirteen, sixteen, eic1hteen or fourty samskaras while the 

Gautama Dharmasutra names forty-eight excludinq the 

Antyes;ti. 

important. 

;Jut sixteen of them are regarded as being the most 

The medieval people observed many sar!Lskaras from birth 

to death, but some of them are not mentioned in the recu..t:8s. 

The following sarnskaras are recorded in different documents 

and were strictly observed in the period under study at 

different stages of life. 

70/ Rajbali Pandey, Hindu Samskaras, p. 16 

1.!/ Ibid, p. 17. 
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/ 

il) Pre-Natal SaiDskaras: 
,/ 

'- ,' 

I-
'I'he ..Qhs,f:masastras describe three pre-natal Sarpskaras: 

Garbhadhana, P~savana and Simantonnayana. The first one, 

Garbhadhana, signifies the rite by which a husband place his 

seed in his wife. It was generally performed on the fourth 

night after the monthly course of the wife. Bu1;:. as the 

ancient authorities are divided in their opinion, the proper 

time for conception may be any night from the fourth to the 

sixteenth after the menses of the wife. 

The second sarp.skara of Puriu~.avana was performed to 

produce a male child after the conception was ascertained. 

This samskara was generally performed in the second or third 

month or when the symptom of conception became visible. 

The last one of the pre-natal samskaras, Simantonnayana, 

was also popular in medieval Nepal. It can be defined as 

that rite in which the hairs of a pregnant woman were parted 

by her husband.• 721 

The authorities are divided in their opinion about the 

time of its performance. It could be performed any time 

according to the family convenience after the third month up 

to the eighth month of pregnen~y or upto the birth of the child. 
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.. 
Some writers liberalise the rule to permit that it could be 

CQ.lebrated even after the birth of the child, if delivery 

took place before the samskara was performed. But in Nepal 

it was the general practise to perform this samskara in the 

sixth or eighth month of pregnancy.211 

On an auspicious day the ceremony proper began with 

the worship of Gar,1esa, Ajima, Natrika goddess and Kula deity 

and with other preliminary rites, e. c::1. the Nandisraddha and 

oblations to Prajapati. Then the wife, who was required to 

fast on that day, was seated on a soft chair on the western 

side of the fire and the husband parted her hair upwards 

beginnino from the front. 
/-

As prescribed in the uharmasastras 

it was done 'with a bench containing an even number of c.mr ipe 

l.·dtmbara fruits, and with three bunches of uarbha-qrass, 

with a porcupines quill that had three white spots, '\vith a 

stick of the Viratara wood and with a full spindle, with the 

l"lantra • Bhur Bhuvah Svah: 74/ After this some other rituals . . 
were performed and the ceremony was not over until the stars 

appeared in the sky. 'I'hen the wife touched a calf, a per-

formance suggestive of a male issue, and uttered the Vyahrtis, 

73/ K.P. Bhattarai, Samskara Paddhati, p. 158. 

74/ Pandey, QE.cit., (f.n.70), p.66 

. 
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f - ' • Bhur Bhuva~ Sva~. The ceremony closed wlth the feasting of the 

Brahmanas and invitees. 

If the family was of a king or of a noble or a wealthy 

man, then the celebrations were done on a larger scale. Dances 

and dramas were arranged and different musical instruments were 

played. The Simantonnayana Samskara of prince Atuladavi the 

daughter -in-law of king Yakl?a 1v1alla) was celebrated with 

great rejoicing, On bhe occasion, the play Rup~manjari 

~iu.aya Nataka was staged. 75/ 

The ancient authoriUes have described the purpose of 

this samskara in a superstitious manner. According to them 

some evil spirits or invisible cruel flesh-eaters catch hold 

of the woman during pregn~ncy and trouble her. So to remove 

them the husband should perform some rites lil{.e the Simanto-

nnayana. But the purpose of this samsl,ara was partly 

practical also, such as to keep the pregnant woman in good 

cheer, to prevent physical over-exertion and to preserve the 

physical and mental health of the mother. 

It is said that in medieval Nepal this ceremony was 

celebrated according to the Vedic rituals, 76/but the only 

pre-sutra reference to this ceremony is found in the Mantra-

- 77/ . 
Brahma~a.-- This shows that though the rltual could have been 

75/ i•Iahesh Raj Pant, "Some Sanskrit Plays of Nepal" ( in i~epali) 
PUroima no. 36 (2033), p. 305 

1.§/ Ibid.:.. 

11/ Pandey, op.cit. (f.n. 70), p. 65. 
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performed in the period of the Brahma~as it seems to have 

received formal scriptural sanction in a later period. 

Some days after this ceremony some person from the woman's 

natal home paid her a visit. 781 This custom was known as 

Dhau Bajee Nake Wanegu meaning the ceremony of going to feed 

the woman with flattened rice and curd. It is claimed by a 

traditional belief that such a feeding was meant to render 

smooth delivery of the child.12/ The time for this custom 

was selected on the consideration that the delivery might 

come off within a fortnight or so. 

Under this stage of life the following samskaras are 

found to have been celebrated in the society of medieval i\epal. 

The Jatakarmaoa samsJ.tara 

The Jatakarma~a samskara (birth ceremony) was widely 

prevalent in medieval society. It was performed before the 

severing of the navel cord. As soon as the baby was born a 

special ceremony was performed to propitiate the gods and to 

obtain their blessings for the new born. 8"0/ CJn this occasion 

78/ J. C. Regmi, Al1; out li:g.e stugy of_i."J,~V{a£i . .£.Sl t~ ( in Nepali) 
pp. 33. 

12/ Nepali, QE·~tt. (f.n. 17), p. 89 

80/ Gopalaraia vamsavali, folio no. 55,57 
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a small offering 'consisting of a piece of arecanut, small 

quantity of rice, flowers and a silver or copper coin all 

assembled in an earthen pot,-§.1/.was made to the gods Slirya, 

GaQesa, humar and Ajima, the mother goddess. 821 

The birth ceremony was performed in three different 

stages: first, Medha-J·anana or production of intelligence 

in which the father gave to the child honey and ghee with 

his fourth finger and an instrument of gold (if possible), 

second, Ayusyakarana or the rite for ensuring a long life . . 
for the child, performed by the father murmurring some Vedic 

i"lant~ near the navel or the right ear of the child for his 

long life, and the last Anupra~ana or strength, in which the 

father asked the bab;c to be hard li1\.e a stone, martial like 

an axe and pure like an imperishable gold.Ql/ In a high caste 

l:~~atri ya family the Lldihmar:a was requested to write Om ( tr'") 

on the tongue of the new born child which was called 

J"ihvasodhana or purification of the tongue. Then the navel-card 

was severed and the child was washed and given the breasts 

of the mother. 

In case, the new born child was a girl all the rites 

were performed but without murmurring the Vedic Mantras. 84 

-------- ----
81/ Regmi, QE.cit., (f.n. 7), p. 692. 

~£/Pandey, op. cit., ( f.n.l.), p. 133. 

~ Bhattarai, op.cit.,(f.n. 73), pp. 189-96 

~ Ibid, p. 214. 
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If the family was of a noble, a Eing or a wealthy man 

and the new born was a male, then the rejoicings were done 

on a grand scale. 1~ere was merriment and feast in the family 

which relatives joined. Dances, dramas an.d performences on 

musical instruments were arranged. The Brahma~as were given 

lavish presents. If the new born belonged to the royal family 

prisoners and other wild birds were freed. 85/ In A. D. 1722, 

King Narabhupal shah on the birth ceremony of his son 

Prithvinarayana Shah gave offerings to the Brahmal).as which 

included 50 elephants, 500 horses, many slaves and a large 

amount of gold. 86/ 

The :fourth day ceremony_t 

On the fourth day of the child's birth a simple ceremony 

of worshipping the goddess Ajima and others was performed. 

'rhe same day the members of the child's maternal uncle's home 

paid a visit to the mother and the child and fed her ghee and 

flattened rice • .§.?/ 'I'his ceremony was called Ghyo Ba jLNakegu 

which means feeding ghee and flattened rice. They also 

presented some coins to the newly born child. 

85/ Nayaraj Pant, Sri 5 Prithvinarayana ~hah_liQ_Upadesh, p. 437. 

86/ Ibid. --
~ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n. 78), p. 33. 
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~asthi (The Sixth day): 

This samskara, as is clear from its name, was performed 

on the sixth day of the child's birth. It was the simple 

ceremony of worshipping the goddess of the day and seeking 

her blessing. It was performed at night because it was 

believed that at that time the Bhavi (the divine astrologer) 

came to fix the new born's future. 881 'rhe worship was 

attended by the family astrologer who sat down to prepare the 

baby's horoscope. 

In the wealthy family a feast was also arranged which 

the relatives joined. 

Nini (father's sister) played an important role in 

the rites. She prepared collyrium and applied it round the 

new born's eyes. 3he was the organiser of all the ceremonies 

and feasts on that day.~2/ 

The i\iamakarai).a (name giving) ceremony was supposed to 

be of great significance. Name is the primary means of social 

intercourse; it brings about merit and is the root of fortune. 

Hence this samskara was performed with full care. 

~ Bhattarai, ~it., (f.n. 73), p. 218 

]2/ J.C. Regmi, ~epal Ko Baidhanik_terampara, p. 164. 
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This samskara was performed on any day from the third 

to the twelfth day after the child's birth according to the 

customary practice observed in the family concerned. 'rhe 

twelfth day was fixed for the ceremony for the Brahrna~as and 

royal families, whereas the other K~atriyas performed it on 

the tenth day.2.Q/ The lower castes were required to observe 

it on the sixth day, whereas the untouchables performed it 

on the third day. 91/ 

On an auspicious day, the ceremony began with the 

worshipping of different gods and goddesses, specially the 

goddess Ajima. This deity was offered many things. All the 

material required for this ceremony was provided by the 

child's maternal uncle. Even dress, ornaments and other 

things for child and his parents were provided by hiiJ\. 92/ 

Two names were given to the child, a general for 

addressing, and a secret one. 'rhe secret name, beginning with 

the alphabet symbolised by the astral conjunction at the moment 

the baby was born, was given by the astrologer 93/ whereas the 

other for addressing him was given by the Nini (father's sister). 

2Q/ D.P. Lamsal, Bhasa Vamsavali Part Two, p. so 

91/ Ibid, pp. 45-6. 

26/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.78), p. 34 

93/ Regmi, QP.Cit. (f.n.7), p. 693. 
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Both the names were given after the f~mily deity, the 

name of a mont~, day or some popular name. Generally the 

choice of a name for a child was connected with some religious 

ideas and the child was often named after a god whose blessings 

were sought for it. 

The ceremony was also meant to purify the household, 

including the mother who still was confined to the Sutika 

Bhavana in a condition of sequestration. The house was washed 

and purified and the child and mother were bathed. 94/ 

The ceremony ended with giving of presents to the 

Brahmanas and feasting of the invitees. 

The Niskramapa Samskara: 

'rhe new born baby's first coming out of the residence 

was called ~\fi9krama:t).a. W'hen the taboos of the Sutil"-a Bhavana 

(maternity house) were withdrawn, the mother came out of the 

small room and began to taJ'(e part in the family wor}:; again. 

But the child remained indoor for three months and was taken 

out of the residence for sometime at the beginning of the 

fourth month, and a ceremony was performed; the same was 

N. w called 1skramana. . . 

21/ Bhattarai, op.cit. (f.n.73), p. 262. 

22/ Pandey, op.cit. , (f.n.70), p. 88. 
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On the day of performing this samskara the child was 

brought to the family deity inside the house for worshipping 

it. 'rhen the child was brought out to show the sun. A square 

portion of the courtyard from where the sun could be seen,was 

plastered with cowdung and clay and the sign of §YE§tika was 

made on it. Then the child was carried out to the temple of 

different deities, such as Ga~e~a, Ajima and others, who were 

worshipped with insence, flowers, garlands, etc. 

In all the ceremonies the baby was carried by the 1'U.ni 

on her lap. The maternal uncle was also present in the 

ceremony. 

After the Niskramana ceremony was over, the child was 

for the first time given fruits, juice and other eatables. 

This was done by the head of the family ( 'l'hal~~Hi). 961 

- I • -The Annaprasana Samsk~~ 

Another very popular ceremony in the medieval period 

was Annaprasana, the first cereal feeding ceremony. It was 

celebrated with great rejoicings. J.•tany feeding ceremonies 

are mentioned in the documents of the medieval period. 

-------
2§/ Lamsal, op.cit. {f.n.90), p. 42. 
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The ceremony was performed when the child had passed 

the fifth month, i.e. in the beginning of the sixth month. 

The Qr.h.yasutras, early Smrtis like I'"anu and Yajnavalkya favour 

the sixth month for appropriate feeding. But sometimes it 

was performed in the seventh-eighth month or even at the 

expiry of one year. The feeding ceremony of prince Bhupalendra 

Halla of Kathmandu was celebrated in his ninth month. 971 

Thus, the actual time of the samskara depended on the physical 

well-being of the mother and the digestive capacity of the 

child. 

On the day of the feeding ceremony the ground floor 

in the house was besmeared with cuwdung and clay. The child 

was fully decorated with new clothes and brought to the 

family deity. I -

i'~any gods and goddesses such as Gal)esa, Ajima 

and r',umar were worshipped. The child bowed to the deity and 

the Drahmanas gave blessings to him. 

After all this preliminary wor1-:. the father, the ~' 

the maternal unlce or the oldest member of the family (Thakali), 

as suggested by the priest or astrologer, fed the child silently 

with a golden spoon. The type of food is also variously 

------·----------------------
97/ Ramji Tiwari, .. Bhupalendra Halla", Pur:uima no. 3 

(2021 v.s. ), p. 38. 
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mentioned in the different sources, but the simple prescription 

was that food of all kinds, including meat and different sorts 

of flavours, were to be mixed together and given to the child 

to eat. In the Malla period the popular practice was to 

give a mess of milk and rice with honey and ghee. dhatever 

the type of food might be, one important consideration was 

kept that it should be light and conducive to the health of 

the child. 

The ceremony ended with the feasting of the Brahmal)as, 

relatives and other invitees. 

The Chudakarna (tonsure) ceremony was also known as . . 
l:losakha in medieval ages. 98 /The male child had to }'-eep his 

hair unshaved until he passed his third or fourth year. rrhen 

his head was shaved. An auspicious day was chosen in consulta-

tion with the astrologer. Sometimes the ceremony was done 

not in the third ot fourth year, but in the seventh year or 

at the time of the Upanayaya. 9~/ 

On the appointed day, the ceremony began with the worship 

of different gods and goddesses who were mainly of two 

98/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.7), p. 693. 

99/ Pandey, op.cit.(f.n.1), p. 133. 
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types, first, the malignant ones whose displeasure was sure 

to bring some unhappy incidents, represented by such deities 

as Bhairav, Bhadrakali and Ajima, and second, Ga~esa, Laxmi, 

A~~amatrika, hula deity and the presiding deity of the loca

lity.1001 After the worship, tl5uigala Sraddha was performed. 1011 

At the end of these preliminary functio~, arrangements were 

made for the shaving of the boy's head. The razor to be 

used for this work had to be ritually purified. 'I'his was 

done by the i\Jini b~!:" worshipping it. Then the main work of 

shaving was done. It was the child's maternal uncle who first 

cut the hair. He cut a few locl;:s of the hair, after which 

the barber completed the work. 

The head was shaved round three times from left to right, 

leaving a few locks of hair on the top which was known as 
. ' . -top ha1r or Slkha. The arrangement of the top hair was the 

most important feature of the Chudakarana samskara. It 

was meant for the long life of the child. 1021 

--------------------------
lQQ/ Lamsal, gp.cit. (f.n. 90), p. 43. 

101/ It was a common belief that for any auspicious occasion 
in the house the invoking of the blessings of the ance
stors was most essential. Otherwise the ancestors might 
be displeased and a calamity might befall the members 
of the family. 

!Ql/ Pandey, op.cit. (f.n. 70), p. 98. 
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The ceremony ended with the feasting of the Brahmai}as, 

relatives and other invitees. 

The Buddhist group of people celebrated a separate 

samskara known as §are-Chhui-Gu. 103/ Although it was also the 

head shaving ceremony, it was parallel to the Upanayana of 

the Hindus. With the shaving of the head a Buddhist child 

entered upon a career of a monk. He used to get sermons in 

the monastery, and then was admitted to the monastic order 

with the tl~ee confessions and the five lessons as prescribed 

- . 104/ in the Buddhist codes. According to the h~y~sangraha, 

the child lived for four days in the monastery and then 

returned to live with the parents. While in monastery he led 

the life of an ascetic, with a begging bowl in his hand, going 

from door to door, atleast seven houses, for alms. 

I 

'rhe Buddhist boy neither put the §ikha nor wore the 

sacred thread. 

In Medieval Nepal, Karnavedha ceremony (boring the ears) 

was also performed on the same day. 105/ The child was seated 

103/ Sharma, Qe.cit. (f.n.52), p. 340. 

104/ A book on the Buddhist moral code written in late 
--- medieval period. 

-iill<,(''•' 

105/ Larnsal, gp.cit. (f.n.90), p.43. 
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facing towards the east. First the right and then the left 

(for girls the reverse order) ears were bored with a needle 

of gold, silver or iron, the basis of this differential 

treatment being economic. 

(3) Samsk~ra_of Pre-adulthood: 

Only one samskara is discussed in this context. This 

samskara was prescribed as an educational samskara in ancient 

scriptures, but in the medieval period education became a 

secondary aspect and this samskara was transformed into the 

ceremony of mitiation of a boy into adulthood. 

Upanayana Sams~ 

Upanayana, known as Budan and J:<,ai ~apuja in the medieval 

period, generally has meant 'the rite through which a man of 

a twice born is initiated into the vows of the Guru, the Vedas, 

the restraints, observances and the vicinity of a god.' But 

it has been defined variously as 'the initiation of the child 

by a teacher into sacred lore' or 'the proposal of the student 

for studentship and its acceptence by the teacher• or 'the 

initiation ceremony of a boy into adulthood' etc. Previously 

it meant the educational samskara, but in course of time the 

performance of the ritual and the commandments for observing 

vows (vratadesa) became the main aspect whereas education was 

relegated to a secon~y position. The samskara signified the 
~ 
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admission of the boy into the fullfledged membership of the 

community in medieval times. If after the initiation a boy 

died, he was accorded full obsequial rites as in the case of 

an adult. 

The age at which this ceremony was performed was generally 

eight for the Brahmar;as, eleven for the .l<.~atriyas and twelve 

for the 
. , 

laid down in the Q.Ihyasutras and endorsed Va~syas, as 

later authorities. But in medieval Nepal it was not practised 

fully. Only the Brahmaryas and h~atriyas were entitled to 

undergo this ceremony anytime before their marriage. 

This ceremony was performed in medieval Nepal acGording 

• . I'-
to the traditional rules as found ~n the Dharmasastras. The 

initiated boy was given a sacred thread to wear round his 

neck in garland fashion and also the Hantra for his prayer. 

Nany cases of the performance of this samskara are recorded 

in the Thyasaphus (Diaries) of the medieval period. In 

those times a boy was required to undergo some rigorous 

rituals. When the Upanayana ceremony of prince Ggra 1'alla 

of Bhaktapur was performed in A.D. 1670, 106/he had to undergo 

a rigorous ritual before the actual rite commenced. It is 

by 

learnt from a Thyasaphu that the ceremony of Budana of a Brahmana 

which took place in Sankhu in A.D. 1682 extended for 30 days. 107/ 

106/ Dharapa\&., Preserved in I-.iational Archives of Nepal,no.2255(4) 

107/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.7), p. 698. 
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In medieval Nepal the initiation ceremony of a boy was 

colourfully celebrated with music, dance, and the staging of 

plays. From the Gopalaraj~Vamsavali it is learnt that the 

Budan ceremony of king Jayasthiti Halla's son was celebrated 

with much popular enthusiasm and rejoicing. 108/ 

As stated above, if the initiated boy was a l:>rahma!}a or 

K~atriya, the priest gave him a sacred thread to wear round 

his neck in garland fashion. But, if he belonged to a caste 

which does not deserve a sacred thread, he underwent the 

ceremony only of shaving his head. ;:_,'or them, the Lpanayana or 

;,ai -t;.apuja meant the initiation into wearing the loin-cloth to 

cover the genital region. 

As in other ceremonies, the Upanayana was also completed 

by feasting the guests. 

/ 
./ 

( 4) Sp_ecial .Femal€ _sarnskara,s: // 

There were two special samskaras Hl the medieval period 

which were performed for the girls only. These were Yihi and 

Bara chone-gu. 

Yihi literally means marriage. In medieval documents 

the expresssion is used in this sence. But, in later period 

· 108A/ it was considered to be a near-nupital r1te among newars.----

~/ ~q~laraja varn~avall, folio, no. 57. 

l08A/ Now-a-days it generally signifies the mock marriage of 
a girl, which closely corresponds to the Talikettu
Kalyanam ceremony of the Nairs of Nalabar, South India. 
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Although now-a-day all the Newars, except the Deo-Bhaju 

(Brahma~as) and untouchables, 109/observe this ritual, in the 

medieval period it was common only among the Vai~yas and 

Sudras. Originally this was a custom confined to the peasant and 

other professional castes in Nepal. 

About the origin of this samskara it is suggested that 

it was an old Hindu ceremony which was revived in the fifteenth 

century with a view to safeguarding the Hindu girls from the 

Nuslims, 110/who, however, invaded i'"epal only once. 1111 It was 

a common belief in North India that the 'rurks would not lay 

hands on married women. The high caste people (8rahma~a and 

K~atriya) followed the practise of marrying their girls before 

they reached puberty. Both in l\eoal and India child marriage 

was common. But the lower sections of society did not suffer 

from this evil. So they adopted the practice of symbolic 

marriage or 'Yihi'. 

For, '':iihi • meaning marriage, all the rituals were 

similar to marriage ceremony. Even hanyadana and .Sinduradana 

were also done. The only difference was about the bridgroom. 

The Yihi was only a ritual marriage with god Narayar:a or Suvar:r:a 

Kumara. Later, it was named Prathama Vivaha (first marriage) 

109/ They included Dunyeeys, Kasai, Chyame and Dhobi. 

112/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.7), p. 701. 

lll/ B.R. Acharya, "Muslims invasion in Nepal" ( in Nepali) 
PUroi~ no. 27 (2029), pp. 154-61. 
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The Bel fruit (wood apple) was worshipped as bridegroom. The 

Sindura (vermilion) was put on the girl's head by the eldest 

female member of the family. 

It has been suggested that the idea of a Yihi was to enable 

a girl to escape from becoming a widow and to guarantee her 

eternal virginity, 'the theory being as the immortal Suvar~a 

F~umar never died, the girl with Yihi could never become a 

widow. 1121 There could be a divofce or the husband might 
A 

die; this would not effect her career if she chose to remarry. 

After Yihi in actual marriage the bridegroom had to play 

no role at all. 'rhe marriage was performed as a simple process 

through the Lami, the mediator. Even the bridegroom did not 

go in a mar raige procession to bring the bride. l'1eeting of 

the new couple was followed by a ceremony in which they were 

expected to visit the nearest Durga and Ga~e~a temple. 1131 

'l'he other female sarhskara 'Bara-Chone-Gu' means 'sitting 

in a cave'. A lady during her menstrual period was regarded 

unclean and untouchable; and a man approaching her was 

pulluted and also 'taken to be guilty of abortion, because 

his semen was scattered in vain'.ll4/ So the menstrual 

l1.2/ Nepali, op.ci'!;;!. (f.n. 17), p. 107. 

l).3/ Even today it· is a common practice among the ·"'ewars of 
Nepal not to take the bridegroom in marriage procession. 
Kasaju (.Kayastha) is the only caste among the Newars in 
present times in whose wedding the bridegroom must 
accompany the marriage procession. 

1.14/ Pandey, op.cit. (f,n.70), p. 52. 
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period specially the first one, was observed very strictly in 

the medieval society as a samskara, the puberty samskara. 

As soon as a girl had her first menstruation, she was 

removed to a dark room for eleven days. All the doors and 

windows were closed and she was away from the sight of her 

parents and other males and also from the rays of sun. On 

the twelfth day she was ordered to take a bath before sunrise. 

Then her eyes were blind-fo1ded with a cotton band and she was 

conducted to some convenient place for a clear view of the sun. 

'rhus, on the twelfth day she came out after worshippin~; the 

rising sun, Ga~esa, goddess humari and the ~ deity. 

If the first monthly course occured after marriage in 
W<lS 

her husband's house, whichlcommon in those days because 

of early marriage, she was asked to hide herself immediately. 

Later at night the girl was sent to her parents• home in a 

palanquin under the cover of darkness. In A.D. 1738 a child 

queen of king Jayapral:ash Halla of hathmandu had to enter a 

darkroom to observe it, according to the tradtion of the society. 115/ 

115/ Pandey, op.cit. (f.n.l), p. 134. 
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l''lenstrual impurity other than the first one was also 

observed strictly. During menses a women lived practically in 

isolation for five days. On the fourth day after her bath she 

was considered clean but still she was not allowed to touch 

water and attend to religious duties until the fifth day. 

In case during the puberty samskara the girl died in 

the dark room, she was buried under the ground floor of the 

same house. The corpse was also removed in a peculiar manner. 

It was done not through the usual door way of the room but 

by boring through the floor. 1161 

( 5 ) :£.he Vi vaha Samskar~ :_ 

The Vivaha (marriage) is the most important of all the 

Hindu sa~skaras. It is the origin and centre of all the 

domestic sacrifices. Every man in his normal condition is 

expected to marry and run a home. The "'Jepalese people in the 

medieval period were not an exception to it. 'rhey attached 

high importance to this ceremony and performed it c:ccording 

to Vedic rites and rituals. 1171 Dadhuparka, Saptapadi and 

11§/ J.L. Sharma, A Study on Our Society, (in Nepali), p. 336. 

111/ Pant, QP.cit. (f.n. 75), p. 307. 
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Kanyadana all were held as part of the marital rituals. The 

Madhuparka rite was performed when the bridegroom entered the 

bride's home. The Saptapadi was performed in the Maodapa 

where the husband acknowledged the bride as his wife with 

promises to treat her as his equal. The Kanyadana was the 

most important part of the marital ritual. It was done by 

the parents or in their absence by the brother. When king 

Parthivendra Malla of Kathmandu married, the Kanyadana was 

performed by the bride's brother. 1181 In the medieval period 

girls were sometimes given in gift by some of the people by 

taking money from the bridegroom's party. But the practice 

was condemned. 1191 People believed that Kanyadana would not 

perform by taking money, because the Kanyadana performance is a 

Mahadana which can not be compared with any other religious 

activities. Sometimes it was supposed to be equal to ten 

millions Asvamedha Yajnas and one hundred Raja9uya Yajnas. 1201 

The royal families performed this ceremony with a festivaties 

which ran for a long time, sometimes for a month. 1211 

~/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.7), p. 705 

119/ It is stated in a manuscript L~smi Dharma Sambada written 
in late medieval period which is in a private collection 
in Dolakha, Nepal. This text deals with the position of 
woman in the family through illustration. A reference in this 
text indicates the purchase of a girl by the bridegroom's 
party. 

120/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.22), inscription no.57. 

ill/ D. V. Vajracharya, "The influence of marriage ceremonies of 
Royal families on the development of literature, music and 
art" (in Nepali) Gorkha Patra (The Nepali daily news paper) 
(v.s. 2016-11-16), pp. 9-11. 
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In medieval times, early marriage was widely practised, 

generally at the age of seven, eight, ten or before twelve. 

The medieval people generally expected that a girl would be 

married before the commencement of puberty. In early times 

child marriage was not prescribed among the Hindus. Even in 

the Vedic times, as is evident from the marriage hymns, 'the 

parties to marriage were grown up persons competent to woo 

. . . h . 122/ and be wooed, qua11f1ed to g1ve consent and make c o1ce. 

The Grihya Su~, the Riffiayapa and Mahabharata offer evidence 

confirming marriage of grown up parties. But when we come to 

the times of the Manu Smrti down to the later period, we find 

regulations which unconditionally enjoin child marriage. The 

Dharma-sutras, that were reduced to writing about 500 B.C. 

onwards, clearly evince a tedency to lower the marriageable 

age, and in subsequent times the marriageable age went down 

still lower. 

There were many causes that conspired to bring about 

this ~Late of affairs. One such reason was the desire of the 

aged parents to see their children married in their own life 

time, for they thought that it was meritorious to die after 

seeing one's grand children. There was a religious belief 

also which changed the idealogy of the Hindus about marriage. 

According to Pandey:~ 

-------------------------------
122/ Pandey, op.cit. (f.n.70), p. 183. 

123/ Ibid. pp. 189T90. 
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" Marriage, in course of time, came to be 
regarded as a gift by the father to her 
husband. A gift is given once and should 
not be replaced; moreover, a thing already 
enjoyed should not be given in gift; its 
disregard is sinful. Unfortunately the 
mythical gods, soma, Gandharva and Agni, 
who were believed to help the physical 
development of a girl, came to be held 
as the enjoyers of the person. So the 
religious father of a girl became anxious 
to give her away in marriage before she 
was enjoyed by these gods. A Nagnika 
{naked) was preferred for this very 
reason. •• 

The system of child marriage came for a very regular 

use in the medieval period because, it was thought that the 

Hindu girls could be protected from the muslims. It was a 

general belief in those days that the Turks would not lay 

hands on married women. 

The Gotra exogamy in marriage, was widely practised in 

the period of Malla rule. The society allowed marriage only 

within the caste and intercaste marriage was strictly prohibited. 

If person took as his wife a woman belonging to a caste lower 

than that of himself and maintained commensal relations with 

her, he was punished. 124/ The punishment was severe, often 

-------------·-----------------
124/ M.C. Regmi, Regmi research series year 3, no. 9, p. 216. 
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amounting to death, when a low caste man was found cohabiting 

with a woman of a high caste.~/ If an untouchable woman was 

involved, then the high caste man could not retain his caste, 

he was.absorbed into the caste ot the woman he cohabited with.lli/ 

In all cases the high caste woman lost her caste if she cohabited 

with a low caste person.l27/ 

The restriction on marriage in medieval period was 

based upon considerations of blood. A man must not marry 

a woman who was related to him through blood. For such 

probition eight generations were taken into consideration both 

on the father's and mother's side. 1281 It was regarded not 

only as a injury done to the community but also as a sin. 

The erring persons were excommunicated and no body could 

accept water from their hands. 

Polygamy was widely practised in the society. It was 

quite prevalent in the royal families and other K~atriya 

f . . Th -hm . h' . 129/ am111es. e Bra a9as were no except1on to t 1s pract1ce. 

The kings, royal priests, noblemen and other prominent persons 

used to keep concubines. 

ill/ Ibid. 

11§/ Lamsal, op.cit. (f.n.49), p. 45. 

127/ ,!lli. 

128/ Regmi research series, year 9 no. 9 p. 216. 

129/ T.R. Vaidya and H.R. Sakya1 Medieval Nepal: Colophons 
and inscriptions, p. 52. 
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Widow-marriage and remarriage were in vogue among the 

lower sections of the people. The Brahma~as and K~atriyas 

as well as the upper sections of the traders did not allow 

their women the right of divorce and second marriage. They 

had not adopted 11h! and the marriage rites for them were 

sacramental, which completely prohibited separation of the 

couple. Only one example of a high caste woman's remarriage 

can be cited from the medieval records. It was the remarriage 

of princess Nayaka Devi with Jagat Sinha of Tirahut, but the 

b f 
. . . . 130/ . -. same ecame a matter o soc1a1 cr1t1c1sm. Pr1ncess RaJa-

lladevi, whom later Jayasthiti Halla married, was the daughter 

of this marriage. / 

~la system~ing girls from outside for marriage) 

d D . . ( b . b f . d f . ) 131/ an ola u system to r1ng oys rom outs1 e or marrlage -
I 

were also in practise in medieval times. 

(6) The Samskara of Old age: 

A notable feature in the ritual life-cycle of the medieval 

people of Nepal wa.s the observance of the attainment of old-age. 

A similar ritual is not to be found in any other society. 

130/ GoEalaraja Vas~avali folio no. 28 

13V D. v. Vajracharya, "The Powerful officerl~am Vardhan and 
others .. (in Nepali) Piirqima no. 7 (2022), pp. 18-23. 
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It was known as Ja:rlko, meaning the feeding ceremony of old age. 

We have several instances of the Janko ceremonies recorded 

in the ~hyasaphu. The Jariko ceremony and its rituals are 

mentioned in detail in the Buddhist texts Buddhoktasamsaruavamaya 
- / 

and Nemasu~~ and also the Saivite text VrdhagargasaiDhit« • • 

The Janko ceremony was held thrice in the life time of an 

individual. It was held first at the age of seventy-seven 

years, seven months, seven days, seven ghadis and seven palas 

according to the Hindu calendar. On this occasion, different 

gods and goddesses such as Ga~e~a, Grahamatrika, sun god, moon 

god, and eight immortal sages w·ere worshipped. The initiated 

man was offered a special kind of bread (Yomari), diffferent 

kinds of fruits, numbering the age-year of the initiated man, 

namely 78. After the worship, the man was placed on a chariot 

k: . . d h . 132/ h and ta en out 1n a process1on roun t e c1ty. On t e 

completion of this ceremony a person was believed to enter upon 

the first stage of divinity. This was also named Bhimara

tharoha-2a, or riding on the chariot of Bhima. (Figure no. 1,2) 

The Janko ceremony was observed second time at the age 

of eighty-four years, four months, four days, four ghadis and 

,_ 
132/ It was called Desatan, or visiting the country. 
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four Palas according to the Hindu calendar. It was known as 

Devaratharohana, or riding on the chariot of god. Sometimes • 
it was named as ASvaratharohana (riding in a horse-drawn car). 

In this ceremony, the details of the worship and rituals were 

somewhat similar to the first one. On calculation, a thousand 

full-moon night were supposed to have passed by the time a 

person attended this age, so the second Jarlko was also known as 

Sahasra_£handradarsana (seeing the full-moon a thousand times.) 

Third time, the Jaiik.o was celebrated at the age of 

ninety-nine years, nine months nine days, nine Ghadis and 

nine Palas according to the Hindu calendar. Besides the 

other rituals observed in the first two, Usnisa Vijaya by the . . . 
Buddhists and eleven Rudras by the Hindus were also worshipped 

on this occasion. 

This was the final stage of divinity which a person 

entered into it. After this ceremony he was worshipped as a 

semi-devine being. Hence this Ja~ was called ~aharatha 

roha\la (riding on the supreme chariot of god). It w·as also 

called §yarqarathirohana (riding the chariot of the heaven). 

As symbolic of going to heaven, a strange custom was current 

in the middle age. After this ceremony, the initiated man 

did not enter the house by the usual door way but by the window 

of the top floor through a wooden shrine. 
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(7) The Antyesti SaMskara: 

Antye~~i (the funeral) is the last sacrament in the life 

of a Hindu. In the medieval period it was practised carefully, 

because when a person died, the dead body was treated for 

sometimes as dwelling house of his spirit. So various rites 

for purity were done according to ancient Hindu scriptures. 

When a person was dying, he was removed from the house 

to the bank of the river and placed half way in the water or 

if the river was not close he was placed near Tulasi leaves 

or in the cowshed or at the ground floor of the house.l11/ 

A Buddhist, however, had to die at the uppermost floor of the 

house.1.1:!/ After the death the corpse was wrapped and sewn 

at seven places and was taken to the cremation ground on the 
I 

bank of a river on a bomboo coffin in a procession (Sava-Yatra). 

At the head of the procession were the Kasai and Jyapoo 

musicians playing a drum, Kohabuja ( a pipe) and large metal 

cymbals. ' - -If the dead body was of a King the .§sY.S...J£~ was 

followed by all the caste groups in hierarchical order. 

133/ Regmi, op,cit •. (f.n.7), p. 706. 

~/Sharma, op.cit.(f.n.115), p. 337. 
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The dead body was burnt on a bier of wooden faggotsl12/by 

the eldest son (in the case of father) or youngest son ( in 

the case of mother) of the deceased, or in their ,absence by 

the eldest unmarried daughter or a brother or any one to whom 

that task was assigned. Any one who performed this ceremony 

was not allowed to touch others for twelve days. He had to 

eat boiled food and that too for one time in a day. The 

upper caste people used to immerse the sacred ashes in the 

waters of the Ganga. Dharmasvamin, while passing through 

the Terai on his way to Darbhanga, met Nepalese who were 

carrying with them sacred ashes for the said purpose. 1361 The 

ashes had to be carried in a small metallic pot, and was not 

to be touched by persons other than the carrier. 

For several days the relatives of the deceased observed 

mourning. Ordinarily the mourning extended to 4,6,8,10 or 

12 days,l12/ but sometimes 15,30 or even 45 days were 

co~sidered as the mourning period. 1381 The period depended on 

1121 Father Desideri makes a passing reference to the universal 
practice of burning of the dead body over the bier. 

11§/ Chosdar, Biography of Dharmasvamin translated by G. 
Roerich, p.59, quoted in Regmi, op,cit. (f.n.7), p.12. 

137/ C.B. Budhathoki, Reforms of Jayasthiti M~,(in Nepali) 
pp. 7-10. 

~/ D.V. Vajracharya, et.al. (ed.), Itihas Samsodhan ko Praman 
Prameya, pp. 227-8. 
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the caste status, age and sex of the deceased. The ruling 

dynasty being of the higher caste observed a longer period of 

mourning, whereas the lowest untouchable did it only for four 

days. 1391 The last day of mourning was the occasion for a puri

fication ceremony, and Pio4a ( a small ball of boiled rice) was 

offered to the departed person. It was believed that the dead 

man comes to accept the offering. The Lalitpur Mulchok 

inscription of A.D. 1700 refers to such offerings and other 

rituals.~/ After the Pipda was offered, the rigorous of the 

mourning wer~ over. The chief mourner returned to the usual 

way of life, although he had to abstain from wearing coloured 

and tailored dress till the Latya ceremony (ceremony, observed on 

forty-fifth day) 141/ or sometimes upto one year. After a year 

the mourner had to give a feast to the Brahma~as and the 

, -
relatives. The Sraddh~ ceremony was to be celebrated yearly 

on the day of the death according to the Hindu calendar. 142/ 

139/ The Grihya Sutras record different versions. Although they 
do not make any distinction between the periods of Asaucha 
for the Brahmanas and the Ksatriyas, the common period 
being 10 days, 'they .fix fifteen days for Vaisyas and one 
month for the Sudras. 

140/ Vajracharya, op.cit. (f.n.138), pp.227-8. 

141/ The Bhaktapur Tachapatol Pati inscription dated A.D. 1681. 
Appendix no. 17. 

142/ Gopalaraia va;Javali folio no. 60. 
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The childless man established a trust for this purpose 

and after his death the trust-holder used to celebrate the 

Sraddha ceremony. 143/ 

The Kfva samskara was observed sincerely in the middle 

ages. It was believed that if it was not done carefully, the 

spirit of the deceased could not hold a place in the heaven 

and hovered around and tortured people. There is an 

interesting case inthe medieval period of the ~ya ritual 

of a prince being performed 25 years after his death. 144/ 

In the last quarter of the seventeenth century prince 

Mahipatendra Malla, the youngest son of the famous Mall King 

Pratapa Malla, was murdered very brutally, and through a 

priest his Antye~~i rites were performed. Twenty-five years 

after the incident, a grandson of his got a chance to ascend 

the Malla throne. As soon as he ascended the throne, he arranged 

to complete the Krya according to the Dharmasastras. Then his 

horoscope was put on fire and pollution was declared for 4 days 

' all over the country. The sixth day was taken for Griha-Suddhi 

(purification), the seventh day for monthly Sraddha, and on the 

eighth day the mourning came to an end. 

143/ D.V. Vajracharya and T.B. Shrestha, Nuwakot Ko Aitihasik 
Roop Rekha, (An out line history of Nuwakot), p.l4. 

lli/ Gautarn Vajra Vajracharya, "Historical explanation of a 
'!'hyasaphu'' (in Nepali) Piirnima no. 16 (2024), p. 380. 
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In the medieval period the Antyesti ceremony was observed 
I 

according to the Sankha Smrti. This is recorded in the Taleju 

inscription of Yognarendra Malla dated A.D. 1100. 145/ 

Food and Drinks 

The people in the medieval period had two principal meals, 

which they called ~yoqa and Beli. The first was taken at 9-10 

O'clock in the morning and the second, at 8-10 O'clock in 

the evening. It is said that the Malla kings did not eat 

before the people took their meals. 146/ So there was a royal 

order that people should take their meals at the fixed time 

which was before 10 O'clock in the morning and at 8 to 10 0' 

clock in the evening.147/ 

There was, in addition, a subsidiary meal, corresponding 

to the afternoon refreshment, known as Diku. 

Rice was the main food of the people. Father Desideri 

·has described the food habit of ·the Nepalese. According to 

him:- 148/ 

"Rice is their principal food, either 
cooked or crushed (after being boiled 
with husks) and roasted the latter 
serves as bread and as a ralish." 

145/ Vajracharya, op.cit. (f.n.138), pp. 227-8. 

146/ Yogi Naraharinath - Divya Upadesh, pp. 22-3. 

147/ Ibid. --
148/ Fillippi De Fillippi, Account of Tibet; the Travels of 

Ippolito Desideri, 1712-1727, pp. 314-7. 
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other medieval sources have also noted rice as the principal 

food of the period. In those days rice was called Ja. It was 

prepared in various ways, such as:-

Chakuja 

Dharija 

K~irja 

Gherja 

Haladija 

Ksichari 

Musulja 

Puwakeja 

- Rice mixed with molasses 

- Rice mixed with curd. 

Milk porridge, or rice cooked in milk and mixed 

with spices. 

- Rice mixed with ghee. 

- Rice mixed with turmeric powder. 

-A mixture of rice and lentils cooked together. 

- Rice of Musul paddy. 

- Rice of Puwa paddy. 

Pulse-curry known as Kehn ( • ) and one or two kinds of 

green vegetables were also taken with rice. Pulse-curry 

was made of green gram, horsegram, soyabean, bean, lentil 

etc. Vegetable generally used included pumpkin, raddish, 

cabbage, cauliflower, turnip, brinjal, beet, onion, garlic, 

Karela (Memordica CharQnita), cucumber, gourd, arum,Karkalo 

etc. Some special vegetables prepared in those days were: 

the kernal of ~rkalo mixed with curd, banana fried in ghee 

and mixed with molasses, boiled pumpkin mixed with fish, and 

boild eggs mixed with pumpkin, etc. When cooked, chilli, 

oil, spices, salt etc. were always mixed in all types of 
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vegetables. From the seventeenth century onwards, when potato was 

imported to Nepal, it became popular in the societyli2/ and many 

preparations were made from it. 

Apart from these dishes, there were a few others, such as 

Sinki, Gundruk, Tama etc. Sinki was prepared by fermenting 

radishes and the Gundruk by drying leafy vegetables in the sun. 

Tama was prepared from bamboo shoot. 

Meat was the special food of the Nepalese during the 

middle ages. As Nepal falls in the cold Himalayan region, 

eighty-five percent of her population has been non-vegetarian 

from the very beginning of her civilization. 150/ It was with 

regard to meat dishes that the people of medieval Nepal showed 

lavishness. They took mutton, pork, chicken, buff and vension. 

Among these, buff seems to be the most popular which has been 

noted by Father Desideri also. Pigs now are supposed to be 

unclean animals and their flesh, pork, is taken only by the 

untouchable groups of people; but a record of the medieval 

period shows that in those days even Brahmaz:1as were offered 

pork either in meal or in gift •. t 5l/ 

~/Colonel Kirkpatrick, An account of the Kingdom of Nepaul, 
p. 180. 

150/ Pandey, op,cit. (f.n.l~ p.l39. 

ill/ Dharapau, preserved in National Archives of Nepal 
No. 2255 14). 
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Some of the special meat dishes in the medieval period 

included:-

Chhoyala 

Sukula 

- Boiled meat mixed with spices. 

- Boiled and dried meat. 

Chunala - Heavily spiced raw meat mixed with spices with soup. 

Panla 

Lapiyi 

Lagwala 

Pukala 

- Boiled meat mixed with curd. 

- Bread of heavily spiced meat mixed with spices. 

- prepared of heavily spiced meat in round shape. 

- Meat curry mixed with asafoetida. 

- Fried meat. 

Haku Chhwayala- Roasted meat. 

Kwatala - Large piece of meat mixed with spices and prepared 

in a special manner. 

syapati - A kind of dried meat made into po~der and mixed 

with spices. 

Kimila Raw meat mixed with spices. 

.!.2.1AI 
In those days meat was also mixed with milk. Meat soup 

was prepared from milk instead of water. A number of dishes 

were made of egg and fish and were offered even to the deities. 

151A/ Ibid. 

.!.211 Bhaktapur Royal Palace inscription dated A.D. 1698 • 
Abhilekha Sangrah no. IV P.6. 

1.W 
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Special dishes were prepared on the occasion of feasts and 

festivals. Boiled rice and pulse-curry were not served in a 

feast. These were replaced by Baji, 151>' Taya, syabaji, curd and 

meat. Another special item was K§ir (rice pudding made with milk). 

Sweet meat was of many kinds and the Nepalese showed a high 

level of culture in it. Some special preparations of sweet meat 

of the period included:-

Yomari - A cylindrical shaped bread with sesamum and 

pieces of molasses inserted into it. It tasted 

like baked cakes. 

Mvamari - A bread of soyabean flour. 

Chakumari - A bread of rice flour mixed with molasses. 

Chatavmari - It was just like Yomari, prepared by steam from 

the rice flour. 

Kahamahamari- Bread, prepared from peas. 

Svara~amari- Bread mixed with molasses. 

Dudumari - A special milk preparation. 

Svatamari - A bread prepared from soyabean flour. 

Kamalaji - A special sweet prepared from rice flour 

mixed with ghee and molasses. 

~ See Glossary. 
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Gulimari - A capsule shaped sweet meat made of wheat flour and 

sugar mixed with ghee and black pepper. 

- A sort of cake prepared with black pulse flour and 

ghee. It was also called Chhukhiula if it was made 

of soyabean flour. 

Besides these, lakhamari, Zeri, Lag~u, Jhila, Chulama, 

all round shaped sweet meat, Khaluta, Luchayi, Aithyan etc. 

were also served in ceremonies and feasts. Quanti and 

Khayukvathi were prepared on special occasions. Quanti was a 

. ' - ' - 153/ spec1al type of soup wh1ch was taken on Sravana Sukla Pur~1ma,---

whereas Khayukvathi was eaten on Vaisakha-Purnima to avoid the 

summer and rainy season diseases. 154/ 

Drinks were common in the society. It was socially as 

well ritually indispensable. It was offered to the deities 

and the Brahmanas also. 155/ 

Father Desider writes: 

•• ...••• they drink a nasty liquor made of 
a certain millet which grows in the country 
and is the staple food of the poor. A kind 
of bear is also made from the wheat or rice

1561 and drink ·~· distilled from raw sugar."--

151/ Regmi, QB.cit. (f.n.7), p. 786. 

154/ Ibid, p. 787. 

155/ The Patan Thecho village Balkumari instription of A.D. 
1600. Appendix no. 9. 

156/ Fillippi De Fillippi, op.cit. (f.n. 148), p. 316. 
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The main varieties of drink were thon (~) and tela. Thon 

was a fermented drink while 1e1a was a distilled wine. Thon 

was of many varieties -- Qhyau thon, Kata thon, Aji thon etc. 

A.ll the drinks were prepared out of rice, millet, jaggery and 

fruits. The preparation of drink is described by Dr. Regmi. 157/ 

"The process of fermentation is boling the 
rice and millet, and allowing it to dry a little 
spread over a mat and mixed with yeast. Then 
the whole is kept in a big vessel with its 
opening covered with lid. It remains in that 
state for 4 or 5 days, and in that state it 
is thoroughly fermented. The white coloured 
watery part of the fermented boiled rice or 
millet is drunk as liquor." 

Dress and Orname~ 

Dress was a much cared-for item in the daily life of 

the people in the medieval period. They were not only fully 

dressed but also better dressed. The most famous and 

distinctive dress of the medieval period was Jama-Pagari. 

The royal statues of the period indicate that the kings 

used to wear full-sleeved long Jama (cloak) which came 

down to the ankles (figure no 3,4,5,6,7,9,13). The narrative 

121/ Regmi g~cit. (f.n.7), pp. 787-8. 
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of Father Desideri also supports the popularity of ~ama Pagar~ 

in those days. 1581 According to him, the people wore a woollen 

or cotton jacket reaching to the knees and long trousers down 

to their ankles, a red cap on their head.' The Jama was also 

called Angarakha. Varieties of Jamas in different colours and 

designs were popular during the period. Some Jamas were called 

Aurangaiebi. 159/ These Jamas were like to the Muslim costume. 

They were too much expensive costing more than Rs. 250/-. 1601 

Bho~ (vest) was worn inside the Jama as the upper inner garment. 

The royal statues and potraits show light fitting ttousers 

for the lower body upto the anklet. It was called §.l:!!:.uwa or 

Suruwal. The Suruwa was a light trousers, a kind of modification 

of the Indian tight Pyjama. This type of garment has been 

compared with the lower garment of Saurastra and Kutch. 1611 

158/ Fillippi De Fillippi, op.cit. (f.n. 148), 317. 

152/ T.R. Vaidya, Documents of the Period of Ranaiit Malla and 

P.N. Shah, ( in Nepali), p.7. 

160/ Ibid. 

161/ G.s. Ghurye, Bhiratiya Ve~abhu~a, p. 156. 
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Another upper garment for the male was Labeda - a long 

sleeved buttonless shirt or short Jami with a high collar ·tied 

at the side (figure no.9). It was kept in position by a fastening 

arrangement on one side of the chest by strings.ill/ It was 

popular specially with the working class in the medieval period, 

namely Jyapus and Udas; but they (specially Jyapus) did not 

use trousers. They wore a short "€Kattu (underwear) or loin 

cloth. Over the Laveda, Patuka, a long piece of loin cloth, 

was used as a cloth-band round the waist in which the Nepalese 

kings and other high officers fastened a sword. 

Wearing Dhoti (loin-cloth as lower garment) was also 

popular in those days. The kings and nobles sometimes wore 
I 

transparent Dhoti. At the time of Sraddha and funeral procession 

the high caste people had to wear Dhoti. 

The male head-dress was of many varieties: ropi, or 

,Iopali, Betali, Pugree etc. 'fopali or ~opi was a simple skull 

cap in different colours (figure no 3). It was worn by all the 

people except those who were legally prohibited. The aristocrats 

used Betali (turban) on special occasions. All the royal 

potraits show ~etali (figure no. 5,6,7,8,9,10,12,13). The 

turban of kings, prominently clear in the figure of Siddhinara 

Singh {figure no.4) bears a feather at the top and is interpersed 

with silk thread rendered to enhance its look and has a cover 

for the forehead. The turban was ornamented with gold and 

jew·elleries. 

162/ Ghurye says that this type of upper garment was the earlier 
dress of north India. Ibid, p. 160. It has some resemblances 
with the fasabandhi Kediyu of Gujarat. 
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The high caste people used foreign clothes. Brocade 

cloth and Chinese silk were much more popular in this class. 

The Deupatan inscription of A.D. 1388 speaks of some officers 

who had worn 5 types of silk clothes. 1631 

$! 

People of the lowest classes were forbidden to put on 

attractive dresses and expensive ornaments. The sweepers 

(Po<;iyas, Chyamkhalas and Harahuru) were not allowed to wear 

long clothes with full sleeves. They had to move about 

barefooted and bare-headed, and were not allowed to wear gold 

ornaments. The Kasais were allow·ed to wear sleeveless clothes. 164/ 

The traditional foot-wear of the people was made of cloth 

with a thick cloth or rope sole and fibre of Ketaki. It was 

more durable, better looking in shape and finer in finish. 

This was called Nalu and was worn by the upper classes. The 

peasant group of people wore the straw-foot ware. Leather 

shoes were also used in those days. People walked bare-footed, 

when it rained. 165/ 

163/ Yogi Naraharinath (ed.) Sanskrit Sandesh, year-1, no.8, 
pp. 46-8. 

164/ Lamsal, op.cit. (f.n.49), p.45. 

~I Fillippi De Fillippi, op.cit. (f.n. 148), p. 317. 
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The female dress was the most dictintt.ive cultural trait 

as it marked out the people of Kathmandu valley from all other 

ethnic groups. Such a distinction was made not by the variation 

in the items of garments, but by their mode of use and colour. 

The garment worn by women consisted of a ~~rsi or Patasi, 

Misalan, Pakanlan, Jani, Dupatta, Dhoti etc. The Patasi was - - .. 
a large piece of cloth encircling their body from the waist 

to the ankle. It was like an Indian Sari but unlike the Sari 

it ended in a fold round the waist line. It was put on in 

such a way that numerous pleats were formed in the front. 

The end of the Patasi was not thrown across the shoulder, as 

it is seen today, but tied round the waist. The Patasi used 

by Jyapus and other lower group of women was always black in 

colour with a red border and was spun on their own household 

looms. The Jyapu W'Omen set themselves cpart from the other 

Newar women by their typical way of wearing the Patasi and 

the choice of its colour. It was short and extended only up 

to the knee. From behind, it made an upturned V< 1\ ) shape 

between the legs. But the Patasi used by the higher class 

women was of varieties of colour and designs. It was imported 

from Agra, Gorakhpur, Patana, Banaras, Dhaka, Kannauja, 

Sahijapur, Nagpur, Bhagalpur, and also from Tibet, China and 

Britain. A piece of cloth was tied round the waist in several 

rounds. It was called Jani_ (Pa~uka).l~~/ 

12~/ Vaidya Q~~q~~. (f.n.l59), p. ~~~introduction. 
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Wearing Dhot~ (loin-cloth) was also much in vogue. They 

were of various colours and designs and were imported from 

Indian cities. Both men and women used Dhoti as under garment. 

The higher class women used it in preference to the ~ata~~. 

They threw the end of QhQ.ti across the shoulder. When Dhoti 

was worn,~ (~~t~i) was not used as done in Patasi but it 

was tied with a golden or silver chain, named as Katibandha 

or Karadhani (figure no, 6,11). 

The Es!kalan was the inner dress like a modern bodice. 

Misalan was a long-sleeved blouse reaching upto the waist. 

It was also known as Kanchuki, Choli or £holiya. Varieties 

of Misalans were used in medieval times. Some of these were 

imported from outside while others were prepared on the house-

hold-looms. The higher class wealthy women wore blouses made 

of expensive clothes such as velvet and brocade.121/ Sleeveless 

blouses were also put on by the medieval women. 

Generally no inner garments, such as bodice, brassiere 

and petticoat, were used by the female folk. Only the higher 

class women used Pakalan. The use of Petticoat was not so wide 

spread in the society. 

The shawl had different names - ~~ Dupa~~a, Pacheuri etc. 

Different varieties of shawls were imported from outside. 

167/ Ibid. --
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Kashmiri shawl was in great demand. The shawl was used over 

the blouse covering the head from the back side. It was used 

regularly by the higher class women, whereas the working class 

women put it only at the time of feasts and festivals. 

The medieval people showed lavishness in the use of 

ornaments. There were so many types of ornaments that it is 

difficult to enumerate them all-lhe importance of ornaments 

can be easily realised by the existence of a regular class of 

goldsmiths. There were many types of ear ornaments, necklaces, 

armlets, brasslets and leg-ornaments. 

The ear ornaments included Tuki, Mundri, Iheti, Tayo, • 

Qhungri, Punancha, Makasi, Patra Kundal, Nakra Kundal, Makara .. - .. 
kuodal etc.(figure no. 15). Iuki was worn in the holes of the 

lobes. Its outer side was ornately executed.l.§.§./ Patra Kundals, 

Nakra Kuogals and Makar Kuosials of gold were worn by the laides of 

. t . f . . 169/ . h . 
ar~s ocrat~c am~l~es. Dur1ng t e Malla per1od ear ornaments 

were used both by men and women. The statues of king vaksa 

168/ Pandey, op.cit. (f.n.1), p. 138 

169/ Ibid, 
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Malla (figure no.14), Pratapa MalJAand his queens are seen with 

round shaped Ku~qals(figure no.S). The speciality of medieval 

timesldth regard to the ear ornaments is that ladies had a 

number of holes bored in each of the ear-flaps for wearing 

such ornaments. Their weight was so heavy that the ears bent 

down towards the front. However, such a lavish use of ear 

oraaments was current among the married women only. In those 

days ear ornaments were considered to be of such a great impor-

tance and beauty that in describing the importance of any 

person he was compared with the ear ornaments. 1701 

In the Malla period a adiscoidal perforated ornament 

haning from the pierced ear loves through a metal chain or 

~~ was universally worn by men and women. Sometimes the 

disc was adorned with resette, lotus-petals or Nilotpala 

designs.ill/ 

Anklets:-

The leg ornaments (anklets) were also of many kinds 

according to their workmanship. These were known as Padangada, 

Padari_gR,!iya, Payal, Nyapusikha, I.!!!.i!2s£, Kall i, and Nupttr etc. 

Nyapusikha and NupMr were bell ornaments of the ankles whereas 

the lialli, the most popular anklet of the period was thick 

170/ Gyanrnani Nepal, Mahirawana Badha , p.4. 

!11/ Pandey, OE,cit. (f.n.1), p. 138. 
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with round shape and ornately executed outside (figure no. 16) 

Anklets were generally made of silver, but sometimes they were 

made of gold also. When a Kalli was offered to the god, it was 

made of gold. One inscription at Changu mentions a golden 

Kalli weighing 90 grams. 1721 All these leg ornaments were 

put on both by men and women. In these days also these 

ornaments are put on by the dancers in the traditional 

religious dances such as Kartika dance, Devi dance and 

Saptamatrika dances. 

Necklaces:-

Necklaces were of various designs. People loved to wear 

many varieties of necklaces. The sources of the period mention 

these ornaments. They were known as Khuntiphol, Hriday2J2hol, 

Chetphol, Hridayalankara, Abharana, !:!£is:!2yamayi, Jan.:!;;£2, 1\.anthi, 

Tayo, Tika, Tol, _Nagpash, Bhinsikha, Banamala etc. 

The Tayo was a piece of gold, elliptical in shape wrought 

with geometrical designs to appear like a Karela vegetable 

(memordica charanita) and its two ends tied to a velvet piece 

going round the neck over which was inlaid a gold chain of 

delicate craftsmanship. 173/ It was very neatly carved all 

------------------------
172/ Khanal, QE.cit. (f.n.27), p. 537. 

173/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.7), p. 784. 
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through and showed a shake's hood at the centre. The Tik 

or Tikha had several rectangular flat pieces of delicately worked 

small gold sticks, suspended along the neck on a velvet 

piece which supported all of them together. (figure no.17). 174/ 

Jantra was a square shaped ornament of gold designed as armlet 

with the figure or a deity at its centre (figure no. 18,19). 

The Ratnamala was often worn by women. It generally hung 

between or on the breasts. A Yoinopavita was worn by men of 

high caste. It was considered fashionable to put on the 

necklaces of Mohar coins.175/ 

Armlets were known as Vanhi (figure no.20), Makesin, Balaya, 

Luchari, ch~, etc. Both men and women put on armlets. Armlets 

were made of either gold or silver. Besides, glass beaded 

bangles were also popular in the later medieval period. The 

Muslims were famous as Churaute (dealer of bangles).ll§/ 

The finger ring was known as ~kha Ang~, Mudrika, Anguliya, 

Lunpran Angu, Arigu, Dhutin Angu, Chet Angu, ~pan Angy etc. 

1fhey were generally made of gold. Sometimes they had dimonds 

studded on them. It was not unusual to have a number of 

precious stones put together on a ring.111/ 

1121 Khanal, op.cit. (f.n.27), p. 302. 

11.§/ G.M. Nepal, "Nepal Tibet Relations"-Unpublished, Report 
Submitted to CNAS, T.U., Kathmandu. 

177/ Vaidya, op.cit. (f.n.159), p. Jha (introduction). 
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The waistband or belt ornament was known as Karadhani. 

It was put on by males and females both. It held the loin-

cloth worn around the waist. This ornament is found executed 

on all the images of the Halla and Lichchhavi periods. The 

waist belt depicted on the statue of Bhuvanalaksmi is note-

worthy. (figure ~o. 11). 

The ornaments to be worn on the skull and hair were 

known as Luvaswan, Chapari Tapa, Satiphali, _!Sapalamanibandha, 

Channavira, Lun Ketakiswan etc. Luyaswan was a flower-like 

ornament of gold to be worn on the skull. Kapalamanibandha 

and £hannvira were also of the same category but differed in 

design. The Satiphali was made of silver to match in length 

the plait of hair over which it was allowed to suspend. 

Though varieties of ornaments have been mentioned in the 
,,£ 

medieval documents, all people did not have the right to wear 

ornaments. Since the society was feudal, the lower section 

of the people was not allowed to wear gold ornaments. The 

wealthy high caste people wore ornaments of diamond and other 

valuable material whereas the low caste poor people put on 

rough types of ornaments made of wood and other cheap materia1. 178 / 

178/ D. v. Vajracharya and c;yanmani Nepal, Jay a Ratnakar Nataka, 
pp. 45-6. 
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Gold was supposed to be a part of Visnu, so nobody, except 

the royalities, was allowed to wear gold ornaments. The general 

people could use gold only if the king had granted the right by 

a special proclamation. The kings used to offer one gold 

armlet to the Chautara (chief minister) serving him. If any 

one got the right to wear gold ornaments it was supposed to 

be a matter of great prestige.112/ 

---------
- -· 179/ Dinesh Raj Pant, "Ornaments of Gold" ( in Nepali) ~~ 

No. 1, pp. 5-8. 



CHAPTER - FOUR 

SOCIO- ECONOMIC LIFE 

The medieval Nepalese people were engaged in different 

occupations. Most of the occupations were of community nature. 

The basic ground of the caste system of the period was also 

economic to a great extent. The formation of the caste system 

has been dealt in the chapter on 'Social Structure'. In fact, 

Jayasthiti Malla did not create a new caste system. He is 

to be credited only with its revival based on the traditional 

occupations. Later on all these functional groups were 

recognized as castes. It is thus that the medieval occupations 

were of a hereditary and community nature. The priest, 

astrologer, Vaidya (medical man), Dhobi, barbar -all had a 

community character. 

The priest and the Brahmanas were numerous, and had much 

influence in the country as the people used to spend considerable 

time in religious functions. The priests had lands assigned to 

them. Each family had a special priest whose office was 

hereditary. The Rajaguru (royal priest) was a wealthy and 

influencial person in the state. He had a handsome income from 

government lands and the fines imposed on those v6ilated caste 

rules. 
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Vaidyas (medical man) Josis (astrologers) were also 

numerous in those days. Astrology was a profitable pursuit. 

No well-to-do person thought of setting out on a journey or 

undertaking any business, what ever, without finding out an 

auspicious moment. Similarly, the Vaidyas were also well 

off as there were no public hospitals or dispensaries, nor 

any means provided for the relief of the sick. The people 

had to contact the Vaidyas directly for their necessaties. 

The Malis (gardeners) did gardening and used to sale 

flowers for their livelihood whereas the Podyas earned their 

livelihood by catching wild birds and selling them in the 

market. They charged one dam (one-fourth of a paise) per 

corpse as a duty. To receive their livelihood the Kusulyas 

served high caste people through musical performances on 

auspicious occasions. Occupations such as shaving, domestic 

services, washing of clothes, etc. gave livelihood to limited 

people who received payment on periodical or annual basis. 

Some people were engaged in government services either in 

civil or in army. All the higher officers, including the 

Chautara (Chief-minister), were granted land as their 

remuneration. The lower government servants possibly received 

cash payment for their service. 

From the chronicles we learn that the state enjoined on 

people of different castes to fulfill their social obligations 
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to other castes and if some one failed in doing so fines were 

imposed on him, part of which went to the aggrieved party.l/ 

Besides these occupations, people resorted to a series of 

economic activities for their livelihood. These included 

agriculture, labours, animal husbandary, industries and trade. 

These occupations were important both for government revenue and 

the subsistence of the people. We discuss below the position 

of these economic activities. 

Agriculture:-

Nepal was since very early times, as it is at present, 

a predominantly agricultural country. Agriculture was the 

main occupation of the people and a large percentage of the 

population was engaged in it. Some inscriptions of the 

Lichchhavi period show the importance of agriculture during 

that period. The Lichchhavi kings were also interested in 

the development of agriculture. Irrigation canals, known 

as Tilamaka, were constructed by the kings and necessary 

df h .. YA· arrangements were rna e or t e1r maJ.ntenance. grJ.cultural 

land was, thus, the most important national resource in that 

period. 

1/ See chapter on Social Organisation for a detail information. 

Y D.V. Vajracharya, Inscriptions of Lichchhavi Period ( in Nepali), 
pp. 266-70, 401-2, 472,543-4. 
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In the medieval period also a great bulk of the population 

was employed in agriculture. In this period also the state took 

interest in promoting agriculture which is evident from the 

attention paid to the construction and maintenance of irrigation 

canals. King Pratap Malla (A.D. 1641-74) built a canal which 

d ' . h f S' ' . ZA/ rew 1ts water from a spr1ng at t e foot o the 1vapur1 H111.--

It irrigated the areas from its source down to the northern 

suburb of Kathmandu. An inscription of Srinivasa Malla 

(A.D. 1661-84) records his order about dividing water through 

two conduits situated at two levels and also for diverting it 

into channels for irrigation. 3/ The Bhaktapur Palace inscription 

of king Jitamitra Malla (A.D. 1673-96) dated A.D. 1684, gives 

detailed information about the irrigation system of the period.1/ 

It is learnt that arrangements were made for the maintenance of 

the canals and for carefully regulatino the rights to use 

irrigation facilities. The person appointed to look. after the 

maintenance of the canal was called Qhalapa, literally meaning 

he who guarded the Dhala (canals or drains). 5/ 

2A/ D.R. Regmi, Medieval Nepal, Part two p. 519. 

3/ Ibid, p. 517 

4/ Bholanath Paudyal, "The state-owned irrigation chanel of 
Bhaktapur" (in Nepali) , PiiriJ.ima No.4, ( 1965) , pp. 46-8. 

5/ Ibid. According to the inscription the distribution of water 
from the public canals was to conform to the standing rules. 
The water was to be used at the rate of 1 dam to irrigate the 
field of a Ropani. The Qhalapas were further to take care that 
in the distribution to water the order of receiving water was 
not broken, none was to be discriminated favourably or unfavou
rably because of his status. If the Qhalapas failed to do their 
duty they were fined 6 Mohars. Everybody concerned was to 
contribute annually a day's labour for repair the canals. 
Otherwise he was fined 3 dams. 
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• Classification of Land:-

The fertile land was classif.ied mainly in three ways:-

(a) according to the system of tenure/ownership, 

(b) according to the productivity of the soil which depended 

on the irrigability of the plot, and 

(c) according to the type of crops cultivated in the field. 

The system of ownership was used for the nomenclature of 

three principal varieties of lands:- Rajak~etra, Virta and 
SA/ 

~~· Accofding to the traditional land system the king was 

considered to be the owner of all the land within his domain. 

A verse in the Manusmrti suggests state ownership of all land, 
§/ 

including the cultivable one. Bhattasvamin, the commentator 

on the Arthasastra, quotes a verse saying that a king is declared 
I-

by those who are proficient in the Sastras to be the master of 

land as well as water. But there is difference of opinion among 

scholars on this issue. The Mimamsa writers, and following 

I- ' ' them some of the Dharmasastra wr~ters have expressed the v~ew 

that although an emperor is the lord of the entire earth, the 

ownership in different fields belongs to their several private 

owners and not to the king. K.P. Jayaswal also maintained that 

~ These terms are frequently used in the medieval records. 
See Sankarman Rajvamsi Bhumi Sambhandhi Tamasuka Tadapatra 
3 Vols. ( Kathmandu: National Archives 2040-42). 

£/ Manusmrti VIII.39. 
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'nothing is so distant from Hindu law as this theory.§!! 

Prof. L. Gopal has collected rich mate~ial and proved that 

private ownership of the land was sanctified both by law and 

tradition.ll He says that the king, as the universal sovereign 

of every thing in his state, had a different type of claim 

over the land. He received revenue from the peasant and this 

right had its own implication. But in Nepal, there is 

considerable evidence to support the view that royal ownership 

of the land was sanctified both by law and tradition. Thus, 

the king was a landlord entitled to receive rent from the 

cultivators. Other types of land system emerged only when 

the king divested itself of ownership either by sale or through 

a specific grant. 

In the medieval Nepal most of the agricultural land was 

owned by the state. In such cases there existed no intermediary 

between the tiller and the owner. Such lands were called 

Rajak§etra.~ The category included cultivated land, forest 

land, deforested land, barren land and pastures. On agricultural 

land of the type of Rajaksetra the peasants cultivated the 

6A/ K.P. Jayaswal, Hindu Polity, p. 330 

11 L. Gopal, Aspects of History of Agricu~~in Agqi~nt India, 
pp. 42-89. 

2l!.l After A.D. 1768 it was named Raikara, probably derived from 
the Sanskrit words R~jya (State) and li~ (tax). In the words 
of M.C. Regmi, "Raikara is land which the state retains 
under its ownership and taxes the private individuals who 
operate it. uM.C. Regmi, Land Tennure and rraxati.2n..~,. p. 17. 
But now-a-days the term Rsikara is used to denote the lands 
of private ownership. 
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field in the capacity of tenants and made payments directly to 

the state. 

The king often used to sell or mortagage land to individuals 

for meeting different requirements. This created private 

owership in certain land. 

'l'he next type of land viz. QldtJ1.i emerged from the grants 

made by the king or other people. Guthi means trust property -,---

set aside for religious purposes under the care of some persons 

who could use it for the specified purpose without acquiring 

any kind of alienable rights. fl./The term (:::uthi was derived 

from the Sanskrit word Gosthi meaning family connections, .. 
fellowship in the management of property to be used for 

religious purposes. 9/ It is a very old institution which 

is mentioned in the name of Gosthika in the Lichchhavi records.121 

Thus, land granted by anyone to temples or monastries for 

religious rituals or any other work of social welfare was called 

Guthi land. It was a tax free land and rents from it were 

utilized to maintain different activities for which the trust 

was established. 

------------------------------
~ D.R. Regmi, ~edieval Nepal Part two p. 735. 

9/ D.V. Vajracharya, "The position of Go9thi in the social life 
of the Lichchhavi period", ( in Nepali) Ptiroima no. 13(2024) 
pp. 1-6. 

1QI Vajracharya, op.cit. (f.n.l) pp. 284-9. 
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Virta, the term for the next category of land, originated --
from the sanskrit word Vritti meaning livelihood. In ancient 

and medeival periods Virta meant an assignment of income by the 

state in favour of individuals for providing them a livelihood. 

Virta lands were endowed for a variety of purposes. 

Among them the Jagir system was very important. The system 

to donate land assignments to government employees and 

functionaries was prevalent in the ancient period.ll/ In the 

medieval period all the high government employees, including 

the chief minister, were granted land as their salary. But 

it was a temporarv assignment that lasted until the death 

or termination of service of the employee. The land which 

was reserved for Jagir was called Betaligrama .11~ It was 

tax free, and sometimes the inhabitants of the concerned areas 

were supposed to be under the Virta holder.ll/ 

Besides the Jagir land, some other types of Virta and 

are also known from medieval documents. Virta could be qranted 

to any one for a special purpose. Ghansa Virta (Grass land) was 

endowed for pastures. 13/ The land granted to Brahmanas was 

ll/ Ibid, pp. 248,419. 

j1A/ D.V. Vajracharya and T.B. Shrestha -An Outline History 
Q!_Qolakha (in Nepali) p. 53. 

w !J2!d. 

111 Appendix no. 9. 
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called Suna Virta (land given in the fbrm of gold) or Kusa Virta 

(land given in the form of Kusa). 14/ ~sa Virta was also granted 

to the Lamas.~ Assignments of the proceeds of judicial fines 

were also sometimes called V~a.l§/ 

Virta lands were tax-free lands, mostly owned by the non-

cultivating land-owners who gave them for tillage to the 

peasants either on a rental or crop-sharing basis. But 

individual ownership of land in the form of Virta was conditional 

and lasted until the owner failed to fulfil the duties for which 

the Virta land was granted. 17/ 

On the basis of irrigation facilities and productivity, 

land was classified into four types: ~. Doyam, Sim, and 

Chahar. 181 Their value was determined by the number of cubits 

they contained. 

Abal:- It was a high quality land with good and moist soil. The 

entire plot could be irrigated by channels and other 

devices, and retained moisture for three or four days 

if irrigated once. This type of land was brought 

under a ceilling of 95 cubits of perimetre equivalent 

to one Ropani ( 0.05 hectare). -------------·--
14/ D.V. Vajracharya and T.B. Shrestha, ~ll.O'\:!t.line I:Iis't,qu_qf 

Nuwakot (in Nepali), p. 95. 

15/ Ibid. 

16/ Samsodhan Mandal, I~iha~-E~akash Vol.~, no.2,(1956), p.48 

11/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, 22~cit. (f.n. 14), p. 94. 

~~/ D.P. Lamsal, ]hasa Vamsavali, part two, p. 38. 
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It was an intermediate variety of which only three

fourth of the plot could be irrigated by channels and 

other devices,and in which water used once stayed 

on the land for two or three days. This type of 

land was brought under a ceilling of 103 cubits of 

perimetre equivalent to one Ropani. 

Sim was that type of land which had some possibility 

of irrigation and whose only half of the area could 

be irrigated, and in which water used once stayed 

for only one day. rrhis type of land was brought under 

a ceilling of 112 cubits of permetre equivalent to 

one Ropani. 

The fourth type of land Chahar was situated on a 
. --

higher elevation which could not be subjected to 

irrigation. The land was dry, stony or sandy and 

used for dry crops only. This type of land was 

brought under a ceiling of 125 cubits of perimetre 

equivalent to one Ropani. 

The third classification of land was based upon the type 

of crops cultivated in the land. According to this, there 

were 4 types of lands: Khet, Bari, Parti, and Pakho. The first, 

Khet was for the cultivation of paddy and whea.t, whereas the 
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second, Bari, was for dry crop. The third Parti land was 

uncultivated or waste land which was generally used for 

pasture, whereas the fourth, Pakho, was uncultivable slope land. 

Peasants were encouraged to extend the cultivated area 

through initial tax exemption and other facilities.l~/ But 

eventually land reclaimed in this manner was brought under 

Rajaksetra or Virta tenure, under which the cultivators 

were reduced to the position of tenants. 

M~asurernent of land:- Land measurement in medieval Nepal 

was based on natural units such as finger breadths, span and 

cubits. One cubit was equivalent to one Hata (hand) and one 

~ was equal to 24 lengths of the first joint of the thumb. 

Before the advent of Jayasthiti Malla on the political scene 

of Nepal,land was measured with a bamboo staff of ten and 

a half cubits. The length was reduced to 7~ cubits by 

Jayasthiti Malla. 

The biggest measurement of land was called RQ or Ropani. 

For Sanskrit Ropanika (from root Ropa, meaning to plant) the 

term used in our period was Ro or Ropani. The expression 

19/ Regulations promulgated by King Ram Shah of Gorkha (A.D.l606-36) 
prescribed that rents should be assessed on newly reclaimed 
lands after 3 years exemption. 
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occurs first in an inscription dated A.D. 1178.lQ/ Before gopani 

gained currency Bhumi was the form to signify the highest 

measurement and was equivalent to Ropani. 

This standard of land-measurement is found only in the 

Nepal Valley. Neither any classical text nor any other record 

of India ever use this expression for land-measurement. So what 

exact area was covered by a Ro is not known. There are many 

references to this measurement in the historical documents 

and the reports of Italian missionaries' journey. But their 

description is confusing. Kirkpatrick, who visited the Nepal 

Valley in A.D. 1792, defined the gopani as equivalent to three 

Cottahs and three quarters of a Bengal Bigha. 21 / This would equate 

13 :!;iopanis to a Bigha (4840 Sq. Yards). Thus in the measurement 

of land a ~og~nika covered about one-thirteenth of an acre. 

Ropani was followed by J_aw(!. Each ~C!!{.a measured one-

fourth of a go12an:!,_. One-fourth of a ROJ2ani was also called 

Chula, fhul£hi, or Paoa. Again, another measuring unit in 

the period was named Karea derived from the Sanskrit root 

~· It was equivalent to one-fourth of a Ropani.ll/ 

.£QI Samsodhan Mandal, Abhilekha Sangraha, Part-2, p. 13. 

l1/ W. Kirkpatrick- ~~ccount of the Kingdom of Nepaul,pp. 95-6. 

22/ Sankarman Rajvamsi- "The meaning of Karsa", (in Nepali) 
Ptirnima no. 1 (2021), p.33 
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Principal Crops:-

The main agricultural crops known from different sources 

were paddy, wheat, pulse, millet, barley, maize, oiled crops, 

fruits, vegetables etc. Father Desideri mentions paddy as the 

principal crop of Nepal. He writes.~ 

"Nuch rice is grown as well as wheat, 

millet, sugarcane, vegetables and 

fruits such as pears, pine-apples, 

lemons and oranges". 

Paddy was the main crop in lowlying areas and was planted in 

the monsoon season. Eight varieties of paddy,lil including 

M~_r_si, J_ir_§.era._, Jughya, Ghaiya and Chhyabr i, were popular . 

Paddy was converted into two kinds of rice, Jaki and ~kuwa. 

The first was simple rice whereas Hakuwa was a treated rice 

prepared by putting the paddy inside a pit for sometime. It 

was consumed widely although it was not considered to be of 

a good quality. This had a ritual value in medieval Nepal; 
. 
lt was generally believed that when cooked it increased in 

t . 2 5/ d . - f h . h quan ~ty.-- Another type of paddy was name Gha~ya or w ~c 

no plantation was necessary. 

harvested in July-August. 26/ 

Its seeds were sown in .Harch and 

l,1/ Fillippo De Fillippi, (ed), ~CCO!ffiLQ~_'t:i):~.ei;_!__~he_ _'r:r_ay~l_!§. 
Q!.~Q.l.i tq_Dee_id~i- o_f __ P_i_~i;,Q.rJ_a ,__§_. J. 171..2-!.'Z.fl..t. p. 314. 

li/ Kirtipur Khasibajar Siva temple inscription dated A.D. 1660. 
Preserved in the personal collection of D.V. Vajracharya of 
Kathmandu. 

~/ G.s. Nepali, The Newars, p. 47. 

26/ Regmi, .Qp.cit. (f.n.8), p. 515. 
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Next in importance were wheat, barley and pulses. Although 

Father Loro says that wheat was scare and ibere was prohibition 

d . t' . . w f . d h on ~s 1111ng 1t, other sources o the per1o clearly s ow 

that wheat was produced widely in the period.lft/ 

Pulses were of many varieties such as green gram, horsegram, 

bean, soyabean, lentil, gram, pea, cowpea etc. All these were 

autumn or winter crops. 

D.R. Regmi mentions maize as an important crop next to 

paddy in the middle ages.121 But this crop was not known to 

Nepal Valley till the beginning of the seventeenth century. 

According to the chronicles maize was introduced in Nepal around 

the first quarter of the seventeenth century, but the peasants 

thought it to be an unfavourable and ill-omened crop. So the 

maize seeds were sent back.1Q/ Thus the crop was probably 

introduced in the hilly regions of Nepal after the first quarter 

of the seventeenth century. It became common around the last 

d d f . 31/ . d' . eca e o the e1ghteenth century.-- Even 1n In 1a 1t was 

probably unknown in the seventeenth century. 321 'rhe protuguese 

are given credit for introducing maize in India. 331 

11/ Quoted in Regmi, Ibid, p. 494. 

28/ Fillippi, op.cit. (f.n.23), p. 314. 

29/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.8), p. 455. 

30/ P. Dahal, History of Malla period (in Nepali), p.113 

11/ M.C. Regmi, A Study in Nepalese Economic History, pp. 17-8. 

11/ Irfan Habid, !h§ Agrarian System of Mughal India, p. 38. 

11/ W.H. Moreland, India At the Death of Akbar: An Economic Study, 
p. 283. 
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Oiled crops cultivated in Nepal included sesame, mustard 

seed, linseed and almond. There was a separate caste known as 

S - . 34 / h . f h d . . 1 bl . ayam1~w o made 011 rom t ese crops an made 1t ava1 a e 1n 

the market. 

Fruits were of various kinds, such as mango, bannana, plum, 

cucumber, guava, peach, jackfruit, citron, myrobalan, pemegranate, 

orange, strawbe-y and sugarcane. Drinking sugarcane juice was 

also popular in those days. From sugarcane juice Chak~ 

(sugarcandy) and Sakhar(sugar) were also prepared.~4A/ 

Among the vegetables pumpkin, radish, onion, garlic, 

bringal, ginger, sweet potato, marrow and chilli were in common 

use. Leafy vegetables like cham~, palung and pachhai were 

also popular during the winter. Dr. Regmi 35/mentions 'potato' 

as the most important vegetable in the middle age, but it was 

probably unknown in Nepal in the early part of the eighteenth 

century. 361 Kirkpatrick who visisted Nepal in A.D. 1792 mentions 

that potato seedswere imported from Patna (India) every year 

for sowing in Kathmandu Valley.lZI 

----------------------------·------li/ Now this caste is known as Manandhar. 

~I Sugarcane was crushed for juice and put over a can; the juice 
was then boiled for sugarcandy, and less for unrefined sugar. 

12/ Regmi, £p.cit. (£.n.8), p. 515. 

1§/ J.D. Hooker, tli~alayan Journals; Notes of a Naturali§i 
in Bengal, The Sikkizn...s.ng NeQC!Lfi.:hmalC!Y.?!§., etc., p. 16. 

11/ Kirpatrick, Q~~it. (f.n.21), p. 80 
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The important cash crop of the period was cotton. There was 

a considerable influx of cotton, both raw and ginned, and of 

. . . . . v 38/ cotton yarn from the adJO~r.Qng h~ll areas 1nto Kathmandu alley.--

'rhis made it possible to meet the cloth requirement of the lower 

and middle classes which was to be done solely through indigenous 

production.W 

Regarding the method of cultivation it is learnt that the 

cultivators of Nepal Valley did not use the plough nor were they 

following systematically the elaborate stages in cultivation 

as practised in India. Cultivation was done mostly through 

human labour and with the help of a digging ~ called ~.iQ/ 

Hamilton considered it to be a very awkward instrument. The 

blade was fixed by a long neck, so as to stand parallel to the 

short handle at about the distance of 6 inches. According to 

him a labourer could dig a Bopani of land in three days. 41 / 

1be absence of plough is to be noticed in the ancient 

period also. Hsuan Tsang, the Chinese traveller, says that the 

Valley people were ignorant of the use of oxen.111 We do not 

know the cause of the non-employment of plough. Chattopadhyaya 

38/ Regmi, op.ci~., (f.n. 31), p. 18 

~~/Francis Hamilton- An Account of the Kingdom of Nepal, p. 232. 

40/ Ibid, p. 221 

.11/ Ibid. 

~ s. Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western World, Vol.I,pp.80-1 
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attributes it to the technological backwardness as the plough 

was not known to the inhabitants of the valley. 43/ There is a 

tradition that the non-.employment of oxen has been due to the 

fact of bull or Nandin as the vehicle of Lord Shiva being 

present in the Pasupatinath temple iMthe Valley. 

b.2nd Taxes:-

In the medieval period there was no fixed rate of land-

tax. It differed from place to place and time to time. The 

~ lands were originally assessed at half of the crop, This 

system, called Adhiyan, was in common use in medieval Nepal. 

Besides this, a contractual system of taxation called E~ 

was also introduced in different areas. Under this system, 

each tenant agreed to pay a fixed amount of his crop in tax. 

As stated above, no fixed rate of ~~ was announced in those 

days and it differed from area to area, but in generally one 

Muri (80 k.g.) of rice was charged from one Ropani of~~ 

land whereas fifteen Pathis (one-twentieth of a Muri) from 

Doyarn, twelve Pathis from §diD and 10 Pathis from Cha~ land. 

But these ~ or tenancy contracts were renegotiated from time 

to time in order to maximize the revenue yield. Tenants, who 

~/ K.P. Chattopadhyaya - An Essay on the History of Newar 
Culture, pp. 39-40. Reproduced from JASB Vol. 19. 
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who refused to pay the increased rates, were obliged to give up 

their right to farm the land in favour of the tenants who were 

willing to accept the new rates. This way the ~ was always 

fixed in favour of the landlords. 

The ~ or tax could be paid either in cash or in kind 

or in any other things as per the agreement. Umaravs (officer) 

were appointed to collect the land tax of Rajaksetra lands.1i/ 

Animal Husbandary:-

Animal husbandary was also an important occupation of 

the medieval people. From very early times this has been 

taken as one of the main resources which had to bear a major 

part of taxation in ancient times. Some of the Lichchhavi 

inscriptions clearly indicate the economic importance of animal 

husbandary. Among the three important taxes of the period 

Bh . d b . 45/ h h oga tax was ~mpose on cattle reed~ng;-- t e ot er two 

Bha~ and 1S£s being connected with agriculture and trade 

respectively. In medieval period animal husbandary was so 

popular that besides the traditional cattle breeders, other 

1i/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, o2.cit. (f.n.11), pp. 165-6. 

45/ Vajracharya, o2.cit. (f.n.1), pp. 92,97,514. 
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groups of people were also engaged in it. One document of 

Na1a4§/ notes that even Brahmal).as and h'~atriyaswere engaged 

in this pursuit. Land was granted by the kings, 47/and any 

one who created any difficulty for such grants, was subjected 

to punishment. The important medieval towns, such as Dolakha, 

Nuwakot, Kirtipur, Pharping as also the three central towns 

(Kathmandu, Bhaktapur and Patan) were famous centres for animal 

husbandary. The main domestic animals of the period were cows, 

buffaloes, sheep, yaks, pigs, horses, goat, geese, hen etc. 

Besides these, a few people raised hogs, rabbits and different 

wild birds too. 

Cows were kept mainly for their milk. Every house, in 

medieval society, had a cow as a mark of devotion, as pointed 

t b I . . . . 48/ h .. ou y an ta11an m1sS1.onar1.-- T e government also part1c1pated 

in this activity. There were many cow-sheds of government 

in Nuwakot.1V While passing from Balkot Kirkpatrick was 

struck by the good appearance of the cows which shows that they 

were of a good bread.2Q/ The cow was worshipped as the goddess 

.i§/ Nayaraj Pant, Sri 5 Prithvinarayana Shah Ko Upadesh, p.l82 

11/ Appendix No. 9 

~ Cf. Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.8), p. 538. 

49/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.14), p. 96. 

50/ Kirkpatrick, gQ.cit. (f.n.21) p. 179. 
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of wealth. Maiming cows was punished by imprisonment for life 

while other acts of voilence to cows were punishable with impri-

sonment or fines. Killing a cow was one of the Panchaparadha 

(five great crimes) for which the punishment in the period was 

death. 51/ In A.D. 1729 king Jagajjaya Halla on receiving report 

about such a crime, immediately sent a commission to examine 

the case. He ordered the commission to bring the criminal with 

his total property to the palace, if the report was found to 

be true • .2Y 

In the medieval period selling milk gradually became an 

important occupation of the unclean caste, the Kasai, whose 

main occupation was to sell buffalo meat.21/ Buffa~Ql thus, 

were kept both for milk and meat. Since very early times 

people and the government both were }{eenly interested in buffalo 

breeding. 54/ In medieval period there were many buffalo-sheds 

of the government in different parts of the country. 55/ 

Male buffaloes were used for meat. In Durga puja, hundreds 

of male buffaloes were sacrificed to the goddess 2aleju and even 

more were slaughtered in the marriage ceremony of a king or a 

crown-prince. The buffalo-breeder had to bear some share of 

----------------------------21/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.8), p. 538 

2lf Cf. Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.ll), p. 48 

5d/ Lamsal, op.cit. (f.n.18), p.46 

54/ Vajracharya, QQ~Git~ (f.n.l), p. 348. 

55/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.l41p.97 
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taxation. 56/ The ,buffaloes were also given to the Brahmanas 1n 

gift. 57/ 

The Himalayan region of Nepal then, as now, contained 

extensive pastures for sheep and yak husbandary, and was 

therefore famous for its wool and dairy products. In the 

medieval period, the people of this area kept numerous flock of 

sheep in the lower mountains and valleys in winter and in the 

alpine regions in summer and wove wool into cloth.2Q/ Although 

some foreign writers have reported that wool manufacturing was 

'inconsiderable in quality' and 'insignificant in quality•, 591 

it is noteworthy that Nepal was famous for wollen products 

f . 60/ . . rom \ery early t1mes .- There was consJ.derable trade J.n 

woollen blankets in the ancient period for which the first 

reference is found in hautilya•s Arthasastra (fourth centry 

B.C. ).§1/ 

Sheep were kept for their meat and also as the means 

of carriage. They carried with ease over the craggy mountains, 

1 d f f . b . 62/ a oa ourty 1ve 1 J.n an average.--

2§/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, ~s!i· (f.n.ll), p.55. 

57/ M.P. Khanal, Inscriptions of Changunarayaoa (inNepali), p.317. 

58/ Hamilton, op.cit. (f.n.39) p. 75. 

22/ Kirkpattick, op.cit. (f.n.21), p. 134. 

&QI Vajracharya, op.cit. (f.n.l), p. 310. 

§1/ R.K. Mukharjee, Chandra Gupta ~aurya and his times, p. 211 

§61 Kirkpatrick, op.cit. (f.n. 21), p. 134. 
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Horse breeding was also common since very long.§]/ The 

care bestowed up on a proper maintenances of horses is clear 

from the great attention paid to copying and preserving the 

manuscripts on horse husbandary. 64/ The rulers and noblemen 

were specially interested in horses. The Malla kings were so 

keen about having good horses that they made demands for horses 

even from Tibet.§2! They received manyhorses in presentation. 

One such presentation of 1038 horses by the king of Udayapur to 

king Jayaprakash Malla of Kathmandu was captured by the Gorkha 

army.§§! Horses were also exported to India which was subject 

to taxation. 67/ The price of a horse was very high, ranging 

between Rs. 50/- and 95/- whereas the maximum price of a slave 

was not more than Rs. 16/-.~ 

Kings and wealthy men tamed elephants which they got 

either as presentation or by operating Kheda (hunt for 

catching) in the dense forests of Terai, the southern outpost 

of Nepal. A gold plate inscription of Bhaktapur palace court-

yard speaks of king Bhupatindra Malla • s ,!iheda operationin in 

A.D. 1712, in the company of Maniksen of Hachwanpur . .§2/ 

63/ The inscription of Ganadeva dated A.D. 620, notes the export of 
horses. Cf. Vajracharya and Shrestha, ~cit. (f.n. 14), 
Ins. no.l. 

64/ Numerous manuscripts on A~vap~~ (horse breeding) of 
the medieval period are preserved in National Archives and 
Nation libraryof Nepal. 

§~/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, op!!..c;_i~~- (f.n.ll), p. 54. 

66/ Pant, op.cit. (f.n.46), p. 407. 

67/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.11), p. 143. 

~ Ibid, p. 54 • 

.§2/ D.V. Vajracharya, et.al. (ed), Itihas Samsodhan Ko Praman 
~~ p. 176. 
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In A.D. 1696, king Bhupalendra Halla of Kathmandu and the queen-

mother Riddhi Laxrni went on an expedition to catch elephants and 

brought three elephants with them. 701 Elephants were caught by 

•snares or nooses thrown over their necks by a Mahoot seated on a 

decoy elephant. The rope being immediately drawn, the end of 

it was secured round a hree, from which it was easy to conceive 

that they after broke loose and were not unfrequently strangled 

in their struggles.• 711 It was not an easy task to catch an 

elephant from the dense forest, and hence was supposed to be a 

brave deed. King Bhaskara Malla of Kantipur bore the title 

'Svavikramo Parjita Varanakara Samudbhuta Gajendrapati 72/which 

1 terally means one who had sat on the l<ing of elephants 

conquered by his own prowess. He bears the title of Gajapati 

in some inscriptions. 73/ 

Elephants were given to Brahmanas in qift. This was 

supposed to be a great religious donation. l,inc J i tami tra ~'lalla 

of Bhaktapur bore the titles Brahmanasatkrtamatta Gajend~ and 

Patrasatkfta Gajendra as he awarded elephants to the priests 

d 
. 74/ an court1ers.--

70/ Ramji Tweari, "Bhupalendra Malla" Plir:oima no. 3 (2021) p.40. 

1!1 Kirkpatrick, op.cit. (f.n.21), p.l8. 

11/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.8), p. 171. 

]1/ M.P. Khanal, Abbilekha Sankalan, p. 51. 

W Sankarman Rajvamsi, "The Copper Plate inscription of 
Mahindra Singh" (in Nepali) Ptirp.ima no. 2 (2021) p. 58. 
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Many manuscripts on elephant husbandary are preserved in 

different libraries and archives of Nepal. 

Goats and pigs were raised for their meat. Male goats were 

' f ' d h T . 7 5/ h ' . d sacr1 1ce to t e goddess aleJu.-- T e p1gs, 1n mo ern 

times, are supposed to be unclean and their flesh, pork, is 

taken only by the untouchable people, but we have one record 

of medieval period which says that Brahmanas were also 

offered pork either in meal or in gift. 76/ 

Duck, hen, pigeon etc. were also raised for their meat. 

- f . 77/ . Donkeys were tamed or carr1aqe.-- Some people tamed w1ld 

boars, rabbits, deers, himalayan dogs and different wild birds 

such as wild-cook, parrot, maina, pheasant, dove and hawk 

etc. which all were exported outsides. 

In this way animal husbandary had an important place in 

the economy of the country~ was the main occupation of 

a large number of people. 

75/ Samsodhan Mandal, Abhilekha Sangrah, VII, p. 29. 

' 1§/ Dharapau, preserved in National Archieves, Nepal, no. 2255(4) 

77/ D.V. Vajracharya and Gyanmani Nepal, 'Jaya Ratnakara Natak, p. 10. 
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Crafts and Industries:-

There were many cottage industries in Nepal during the 

medieval period. The export damand for some of the products 

and manufactures of those days was very high. Among such 

products of Nepal wool or woollen clothes and metal handicrafts 

were most important. 

Nepal was famous for the production of wo~ven in pre 

. . . h ,_ 1Y ::V1auryan per J.od, as reported J.n EautJ.lya • s Art asastra. 

The Lichchhavi inscriptions throw light on the export quality 

woollen products of Nepal. 791 In the medieval period, Nepal 

maintained a monopoly of handloom industry. It produoed its 

own cotton span, its own thread and wove the cloth~:quired. 
Every Jyapu and Gdas household had its own handloom,~Q/ and 

according to hirkpatrick, they fabricated very coarse type 

of clothes partly for home consumption and partly to export 

abord specially Tibet. 811 The Malla kings realised the impor-

tance of this industry. They encouraged the people to continue 

their handloom and produce refined clothes of high and export 

quality.lil' 

1JJ./ .R.K. Mukharjee, Chandra Gupta Haurya_and his ti~, p. 211. 

79/ Vajracharya, op.cit. (f.n.1), p. 310. 

80/ Talatetol inscription (patan) dated A.D. 1686. (unpublished) 
preserved in the collection of D.V. Vajracharya of Kathmandu. 

JU/ Kirkpatrick, op.cit. (f .n. 21), pp. 209-10 • 

.§1/ Yogi Naraharinath, Diyya Upadesa, pp. 22-3. 
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Of the clothes they fabricated, Panga, Radi, (both blankets), 

Chhat~sa (large cloth), Khaficti, (rough coarse) were exported 

abroad. 

For the production of wool,breeding of long haired sheep 

was carried on at high altitudes of the sub-Himalayan ranges. 

Nuwakot was one of the main centres of wool production. 831 

Nepal was famous for its bronz~products, which were exported 

to Tibet and India. The use of bronze items in temples and 

in other art forms indicates that the medieval artists paid a 

serious attention to producing bronze wares. In those days a 

separate class of people was engaged in this pursuit who, later 

on, came to be known as lSans§,}Sara, 'ramrakara, Lohakarmi etc. 

From the early medieval period Nepalese brass wares and other 

artforms were beina exported to Tibet. The demand in the Tibetan 

markets was so high that a sizeable number of weavers, metal 

workers and other atrisans were engaged in producing such 

commodities to meet the import demand in Tibet, India and 

China. Christian missionaries refer to the existence of large 

colonies of Nepalese craftsmen and artisans in Lhasa. Father 

Desideri reported in A.D. 1716 that he saw a good number of 

artisans from Nepal working in Lhasa and earned a substantial 

income out of their profession. 84/ Bronze figures were produced 

83/ Kirkpatrick, ~cit. (f.n. 21), p. 134. 

~ rillippo De Fillippi, pp.cit. (f.n. 23), p. 312. 
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by the method of Cire•perdus or lost wax process, 85/ and apart 

from export were used for regular worship as well as on festive 

occasions. 

// 

r--'' 

Gold and silver were in great demand in the medieval 

period for being donated to religious institutions and for 

meeting the luxurious needs for ornaments. They provided 

ample opportunities to the goldsmiths to display their gold, 

pearls and precious stones. The Halla records supply the 

information that kings and queens dedicated to deities many 

gold and silver oranaments and other valuable objects either 

to show their devotion or to perpetuate the memory of their 

deceased family members )iq/ 

_,,,_,/ 

Nepal was also famous for its copper and iron products 

which were exported to India in large numbers. As LirJ.<;_patr ick 

reports86A/ ·~epali copper fetched a higher price than European 

copper in the markets of Calcutta. The iron of Nepal was not, 

perhaps, surpassed by that of any country'. .-Jepalese weapons, 

85/ Department of Archaeology, Nepal~~ p. 28. 

86/ Such donations are still preserved in the different temples 
of Kathmandu Valley. 

~Kirkpatrick, Q~ cit. (f.n.21) p. 176. 
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particularly the swords, were in great demand in India from the 

early medieval period. 87/ 

Ore was extracted and processed on a cottage industry 

basis. The general practice was to make grants of mining 

land to individuals against payment of rent in the form of 

metal.~ According to Hamilton:-

"The copper mines seem to be quite 

superficial, and the ore is dug from 

trenches entirely open above, so that 

the workmen cannot act in the rainy 

season. 891 

Iron ore too was extracted from 11ear the surface. 

l'1en who worked inihe mines were called ~kare (Sanskrit 

~kara; and general! y belonged to Magar and Suna'\var ethnic 

qroups. 90/ The ruling families were also involved in this 

industry.W In those days, Nuwakot, Kitani and Chitlang were 

famous for their copper mines. 

§.1/ P.C. Ray, l:!istory of Chemistry in Ancient and Ivledieval India., 
p. 216. 

88/ Regmi, gE.cit. (f.n.31), p. 19 

~Hamilton, op.cit. (f.n.39), pp. 76-7. 

90/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, ~cit. (f.n.11), pp.59-60. 

91/ Ibid. 
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Paper industry also seems to have been developed in medieval 

Nepal. It is believed that India learnt the skill of manufacturing 

paper from Nepal in the tenth century.21f Nepalese paper was 

highly demanded in Northern India and Tibet. A village in Nuwakot 

manufactured high quality paper during the late medieval period.~J/ 

Pottery making was also no less advanced. :~epalese potters' 

services were in demand in Tibet and other neighbouring 

. . . . 93A/ . prJ.nCJ.palJ.tJ.es.-- Some people were engaged 1n the work of 

collecting wax, honey, herbs and drugs. 94/ The use of wine 

with which the people were so much acquainted must have inspired 

them for having several distilleries. 

Trade with India:-

Nepal is linked up with India by cultural and commercial 

ties from times immemorial. The commercial relation between 

these two countries may reasonably be said to date from the 

earliest times of Indian history. s. Levi has drawn our 

attention to some references in 'hulasarvasti vada_Vinaya 

Samgraha which mention that a group of Indian merchants visited 

Nepal during the life time of Gautama Buddha. 94A/ Some Nepalese 

scholars suggest that the beginning of India's commercial 

92/ Roy, op.cit. (f.n.87), p. 234. 

93/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.31), p. 18. 

93A/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.11), p. 59. 

94/ Ibid, p. 60. 

~/Sylvain Levi, ~Nepal, Part 11, pp. 181.5. 
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relations with Nepal and Tibet can be traced back to more than 

five hundred years before the Christian era. 95/ Kautilya refers 

toWJollen blankets from Nepal which were available in the 

markets of Magadha.2§1 Przyluski suggests that from the 

Hauryan age onwards there was a northern route from Pataliputra 

to Nepal via Vaisali and Sravasti.21/ S.K. Chatterjee quotes a 

reference from Chinese history which also supports the suggestion 

of Przyluski. 981 In the early years of the seventh century 

AI!lsuvarma (A. D. 605-21) on ascending the throne of Nepal paid 

serious attention to the development of ~epalese external trade. 

The Tistung inscription of A.D. 607 testifies to the development 

of Nepal's trade with India during that period. 92/ 

In the medieval period too Nepal maintained close trade 

relations with India. Hany Indian scholars, monks and even 

merchants took shelter in {\Jepal following the l'·luslim invasion. 

hany Indian monks proceeding to Tibet passed through Nepal. 

Nepal's commercial relation with India also developed in this 

period. A copper plate inscription of Tasgaun in south India 

suggests that during the middle of the thirteenth century 

95/ B.C. Sharma, An outline History of Nepal (in i'~epali) p.48. 

2§/ Mukharjee, QP.cit. (f.n. 78), p. 211. 

97/ Haripad Chakravarty, Trade and Commerce in ancient India. 
p. 23. 

98/ S.K. Chatterjee, "Kirata Jana Kriti_:':, Journal oLthe 
Asiatic Society of Bengal. Vol. 16,2 (1950), p.23. 

99/ Vajracharya, op.cit. (f.n.l), p. 310. 
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Nepalese musk and white Ch~ (fly flap) were much in demand 

in far south India.lQQ/ During the Mughal rule in India, Nepal 

maintained close commercial relation with her. King Mahendra 

Malla (A.D. 1560-74) of Nepal issued silver coins and made a 

treaty with the Mugal king about the value and validity of the 

coins. It was agreed that one Mahendra .Halla coin was half of a 

h . 101/ h . b Mug al rupee 1n value.--- T e Mughal k1ng Ak ar personally 

interested in trade and did not disdain to earn commercial 

profits in an entrepot trade with China and Nepa1. 102/ During 

king J-ahangir's reign (A.D. 1605-27) a lucrative frontier trade 

with Nepal and 'ribet existed in indigo pepper, opium and cotton 

. d f - d h . . 103/ . b . p1ece goo s o ~uropean an Dutc or1g1n. In th1s r1sk 

trade with Nepal the Indian districts adjoining I·Jepalese 

boarder which particularly participated and through which 

imports in Nepal were made, were .Dehradun, Gonda, Basti, :::;orakhpur, 

Bharaich, Champaran, Purnea, Darbhanga, Patna, Danaras etc.l2i/ 

l.QQ/ Epigraphica Indic~, Vol, XXVII, p. 214. 

~Ql/ Dahal, op.cit., (f.n.30), p. 43. 

102/ s.s. Kula Shrestha, !h~_QeveiQEm~nt of Trade and Industrie~ 
under Hughals, p. 220. 

10~/ D. Pant, Qommercia!_~qli~y_gf_the Mughals, p. 151. 

lQi/ K.C. Chaudhari, Anglo Nepalese RelatiQn~, p. 6. 
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Trade with Tibet:-

There is no recorded history of the relationship between 

Nepal and Tibet before the seventh century. It is, therefore, 

difficult to describe the exact nature of the contacts of Nepal 

with surrounding regions. Some scholars are of the opinion 

that the beginning of Nepalese commercial relation with India 

and Tibet can be pushed back to more than five hundred years 

before the Christian era. 105/ But the regular commercial 

relation between these two countries may reasonably be said to 

date from the beginning of the seventh century. It was during 

the rule of ~~uvarma (A.D. 605-21) during whose rule in about 

A.D. 618 that the Banepa-Kuti pass was opened and with it a 

more intimate contact between Nepal and Tibet and between India 

and Tibet began materialising. 106/ This route offered all 

facilities to Tibet to learn Indian culture. Gradually it 

became the principal channel for all cultural and commercial 

contact between the two countries to flow. After this route 

was opened, the Nepalese, in larger numbers took to trade 

pursuit. 'rhe Chinese Tang annals also note that in ancient 

Nepal the merchants were larger in number than the 107/ farmers.--

During this time Nepal enjoyed the monopoly in the Tibetan 

markets and in the entrepot trade between India and Tibet. 

-----------------------
105/ Sharma, gp.cit. (f.n. 95), p. 48. 

!Q§/ Levi, op.cit. (f.n. 94), p. 185. 

lQl/ Ibid. 
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In the early part of the eighth century, this relation 

was disturbed due to Nepal-'ribet war. From Chinese sourcesl.Q.§/ 

we learn that the Tibetans revived their attempts to capture 

certain frontier districts of Nepal in A.D. 702, but after three 

years they were so heavily defeated that no further attempt 

was made in that direction. The Tibetan king was killed in 

th . 109/ . . . h 1s war. But th1s d1sturbance d1dnot affect t e Banepa-

Kuti route a long time. Immediately after this, we find 

the Buddhist monks of Nepal and India, accompanied by Nepalese 

traders, visiting Tibet through this route,llQ/ The rulers 

of Nepal in the early medieval period encouraged the trade. 

It seems that dtrring this long period many art objects were 

sent to Tibet. Nepalese bronze figures and other art forms 

in large numbers were brought to the markets of Tibet.lll/ 

Hence many buddhist monks in Nepal, after returning to family 

life, started working on metal and also part pat:ed in rrans-

Himalayan trade for their livelihood. 

In about A.D. 1590, ~'-Jepal succeeded in securing extra-

territorial rights for traders and artisans from I'.lepal to reside 

in Lhasa. These traders were able to direct bulk of the trade 

!_Q8./ I_bi_d, p. 173. 

!Q~/ Hsin-Tant Shu (New tang History), p. 129. 

1_1_0/ Rahul Sankri tyayana, Buddhis~ in Tibet, p. 16. 

111/ P.C. Begchi, India and China, p. 162. 
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through Nepal in preference to Coach Bihar India.1!4. But this 

situation could not continue for long. This is clear from 

Father D' Andrade's report on his travel through the western 

Himalayas in about A.D. 1630. He noted that the Newar traders 

in those parts dealt in rare specimens of art goods. He further 

says that Nepal carried a small trade with Tibet in those days. 1131 

It was only in the middle of the seventeenth century that 

commercial relations between Kathmandu Valley and Tibet became 

worth noticing. In about A.D. 1645, in response to the threat 

from the trade routes further east, Kathmandu -th~ught of 

demanding a monopoly over the Trans-Himalayan trade. To achieve 

it king Pratapa Malla (A.D. 1641-74), with the help of his 

· · h · · · b 114 I · · t th m~n~ster B 1.ma halla, ~nvaded rr~ et.-- It l.S learn at 

Bhima Malla annexed to Nepal half of the area of the districts 

of Kerroung and l<uti in Tibet, and also succeeded in capturing 

Dolakha, an important trade centre. 114A/ After the decisive 

victory, the Nepalese hero Bhima i'ialla forced the Tibetans 

to sign a treaty ascribing the revise of i~epal' s trade with 

Tibet and securing concessions for Nepalese in matter of trade 

d . d . . . h 115/ A d . h f th t t an JU 1.c~a1 r1.g ts.--- ccor ~ng to t e terms o e rea y 

1111 D.L. Snellgrone and H.E.~chardson, History of Tibet, 
pp. 201-2. 

113/ Sylvain Levi, 1~ES1 part I, p. 80. 

114/ Prem R. Uprety, Nepal-Tibet Relations, p. 20. 

1111!./ Regmi, .Q.Q!..Ci ~. (f. n. 8) , p. 61. 

115/ c. Nepali, Sri 5 Rana Bahadur Shah, p. 85. 
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f . . f d 116/ the o11ow1ng 1mportant results ollowe .---

(1) Tibet would use no other route in ~s trade with India. It 

agreed to channelize all her trade with South Asia even 

that passing through Sikkim, Bhutan via Kathmandu. 

(2) A colony of Newar merchants settled in Tibet, 

which was later named ~attis Kothi (thirty-two 

shops), was recognised. 

(3) Each of the three kingdoms maintained its own 

representative (Nayak) in Lhasa. Besides,Nepalese 

traders established their own trading agencies 1n 

almost all the important towns of South Tibet. 

(4) Kathmandu was given the riqht of escheat to receive 

the property of deceased Nepali traders without any 

surveving son or daughter. 
/ 

( 5) Kathmandu obtained the right to mint coins for ci:'r'bulation 

in Tibet; and the Nepalese coins became legal tender in 

Tibet. 

(6) i\iumerous shops were opened for inland trade in all the 

three towns of hathmandu Valley and the traders enjoyed 

facilities on account of the encouragement and patronage 

of the monarch. 

( 7) 'ribet promised not to impose any custom duties on goods 

bought and sold by the Nepalese merchant in Tibet. 

ll§l Upret~ op.cit. (f.n. 114), pp. 20-1. 
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We learn from the accounts of a Capuchin Padre, written 

in the early years of the eighteenth century, that i~epal' s 

relation with Tibet was regulated by a treaty. 1161 The 

report of the missionary shows that in commercial transactions 

the 1\Jepalese enjoyed a pri viledged position denied to other 

foreigners. They paid less import duty and were not required 

to pay the tax which the Tibetan government levied on the 

entry of a person. 1 17/ 

Highway to Trade:-

Nepal enjoyed a strategical position as the highway of 

trade between India and 1'ibet from the beginning of the 

seventh century A.D. earlier, ;\lepal had foreign trade only with 

India, but when in the first qu.arter of the seventh century 

a new trade-route between Nepal and Tibet was opened, i~epal 

came to occupy a position of advantage 1n well-developed 

trans-Himalayan trade system. 

An overland route passed from Bihar to Tibet and China 

Via Nepal. Przyluski suggests that from the l''laurya age there 

was a northern route from Pataliputra to Nepal via Vaisali 

and Sravasti. 118/ The Greek accounts mention the royal road 

116/ Cf. Regmi, op.cit., (f.n.8), p. 492. 

117/ c. Wesels, Early Jesuit Travellers in Central Asia 
1603-1721, p. 132. ---

118/ Haripad Chakravarty, Trade and Commerce in ancient India, 
p. 23. 
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running from the north~est frontier of India to Pataliputra, 

about 1300 miles in length, the Grand Trunk road of ancient 

India. The Nepalese route linking India with Tibet and China 

was an offshoot of this main road. 1191 Chang K'ien, the Chinese 

general and explorer of Central Asia in the second century 

B.C., mentions the trade between north-eastern India and 

South-Western China in Chinese silk cloth and Chinese bamboo 

flutes along with other things. These were brought to eastern 

India and from there travelled through north India to 

Afganisthan and Central Asia.1201 

The journey of the Buddhist monks be tween Nag adha and 

'ribet heightened the importance of this route. 'I'he continuous 

flow of commerce through this route between India and Tibet 

and China touching Nepal as a centre of transit trade 

radically influenced Nepal's economy. 1211 

This situation continued in the medieval period. r~alph 

Fitch, a traveller who visited India in A.D. 1583, heartlthat 

there was a regular commercial intercourse between India and 

Tibet through the pass of Nepal and l3hutan. 1221 'rhe detailed 

description in an interesting ledger of an Amerian merchant named 

-----------------------------ill/ 1J2ig. 

120/ Chattarjee, QE.cit., (f.n.98), p. 23. 

121/ Lallanji Gopal, The _E_c_Q.QQmi~ _Life __ Q( -~o_rther,-_n_I.I1dia, p.lll 

l2.2/ Clement R. Markham, t::(a,rratiye of the Missio!l....Qf George 
Bogle to Tibet and of Journey_Qf_Thomas Manning to Lhasa, 
p. IIV. 
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Hovannes J·oughaytsi gives a pen picture of the commercial 1 ife 

in India, Nepal and Tibet in the closing decades of the 

seventeenth century. 1231 It contained 174 items of trade in 

addition to the basic items of import and export. Similarly, 

one padre, named Father Della Penna, who visited Nepal in 

early eighteenth century, also refers to the {\fepalese trade 

with India and Tibet. 124/ Father Desideri, who arrived at 

Kathmandu in December 1721 on his way back from Lhasa, also 

noted the position of Nepal as the highway of trade between 

India and Tibet .ill/ 

There were many trade-routes from Nepal to India in the 

medieval times, but the main route leading from f,athmandu to 

the Terai and then to India was t"b.rough Hetauda. Acco:cding 

to Baburam Acharya, this route was opened towards the end 

of the fourteenth century when the Sena K.ings extended their 

sway over i"",akawanpur. 1261 From the account of .: ather 1·Joro we 

learn that this route traversed through the Chandragiri-

123/ Levon Khachikian, "The Ledger of the Herchant Hovannes 
Joughayetsi" Journal of the Asiatic Society, Vol. VIII, 
No. 3, pp. 153-86. 

~/Markham, op.cit., (f.n.l22), p. IIV. 

125/ Fillippo De Fillippi, ~cit. (f.n.23), pp.317-8. 

126/ B.R. Acharya- "Asoka and Nepal" (in Nepali) Nepal 
Samskrit Parisad Patrika Vol. 2, No.2 (1953),pp.2-3. 
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Chitlang-Bhimphedi-Bhainse-Hetauda line, 127/ and then crossed 

the Tarai either at Garhaparsa or a little below at Kalaiya. 

There was yet another route which passed through Khokna and 

thence through the bed of the river Bagmati for some miles and 

down to Nackwanpur; which met at Hetauda, the first route. 1281 

But any Indian who wanted to make a direct contact with 

Tibet had no need to come to Kathmandu. Nuwakot (on the way to 

Lhasa via kerroung) and Dolakha (on the way to Digarcha) 

were the main centres for Indo-Tibet connections. These towns 

developed on account of the trade-route mentioned above. 1291 

The Dolakha-India route traversed through the bed of Tamakosi-

Sindhuli-Janakpur or Jaleswor and then towards India, whereas 

the Nuwakot-India route was through Lamidada and I'vlacJ'-awanpur 

which met at Hetat-:rJa, the corrunonly used route from athmandu 

to India. 'I'he :_;orkhapur-Tibet route through Palpa was also 

popular. It took about nine days from Palpa to reach the 

frontier of Tibet. 13Q/ 

127/ Levi, op.cit. (f.n.113), p. 120 

128/ This was the route followed by Ippolipo Desideri in 
January 1722. 

129/ Gopal, op.cit. (f.n. 121), p. 111. 

130/ Levi, op.cit. (f.n. 113), pp.97-8. 
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For Nepal-Tibet trade the three routes in common use 

were:-

1. Kathmandu-Dolkha-Lambagar-Digarcha. 

2. Kathmandu-Nuwakot or Trisuli-Rasuwa-Kerroung-Lhasa. 

. Sankhu-Chautara) . . . 131/ 
3. Kathmandu(Banepa-Palanchok Nest~-Kodar~-Kut~-Lhasa.---

The second route (via Nuwakot) was the earliest route and 

the pass over Himalayas lay at an altitude of 7000 ft. above 

the sea level. This route was the most popular because 

security arrangements on this route were effective. It was 

extended to reach Tarai via Lamidada and also to go to west 

Nepal. 132/ 

Artic~of Export and Import:-

The articles Nepal exported to India included musK, \ak-

tail, wool, animal, skin, elephant tusks, herbs, tirr~er, 

swords, bronze and copper wares, hides, gold, silver and articles 

of religious and artistic value. 1331 'rhe most voluminous item 

of export from Nepal was rice of which more than 2,00,000 maunds 

131/ It is learnt from the accounts of the Italian Nissionary 
that from Lhasa to Kathmandu Valley it was a journey of 
about 40 days (Kathmandu to Nesti 6 days, Nesti to Kuti 
5 days and Kuti to Lhasa 29 days). 

132/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, ~it. (f.n.l4), p.98 

133/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.8), p. 528. 
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entered the district of Gorakhpur only in a single year. 134/ 

In return Nepal received fine clothes, silk, brocades, spices, 

saffron, sandle, jewelleries, cotton seeds, drugs, and cosmetic 

and perfums. Nepal also exported borax which was one of the 

important items of Dutch commerce in Bengal in pre-Plassey 

days. The annual export of borax from Nepal was estimated 

to be between 800 and 1200 maunds. 135/ Nepal was a marl<.et for 

Bengali salt and Bengal was a market for Nepalese saffron. 
///--

The author of the ~saratnasamuchchaya testifies to the superior 

1 . t f b ht t I d' f '- 1 13§/ 1· d ' qua 1 y o copper roug o n 1a rom ~epa .-- n 1an 

merchants frequently visited hathmandu to purchase gold which 

Nepal received from Tibet. 1 37/ 

The goods which .:epal exported to Tibet were cereal like 

rice and wheat, qhee, paper, iron, and garlic, 1381 red pepper 

aYld black pepper, brass and copper wares, bronze images of 

Buddhist deities, texts of Buddhist scriptures, cotton clothes 

· 139/ B . d ' b h' 1 . . and 1ron-swords.--- es1 es, sp1ces, to acco, c 1 11, g1nger, 

134/ District Gazetter of ~r.P. Gorakhpur district Vol. )OGG, 
pp. 78-9. 

135/ 

136/ 

N.K. Sinha, The Economis_History of Bengal Vol.l, p. 57. 

B.P. Majumdar, The Socio-Economic History o~Qrthern India, 
p. 199. 

137/ Balkrishna Pokhrel, fanchasava Varsa, pp. 159-66. 

13~ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.31), p. 21. 

1]2/ D.R. Regmi, Medieval Nepal, Part 1, p. 536. 
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jewels, pearl and other precious stones were also sent to 

Tibet.1iQ/ In return Tibet supplied Nepal with silver, gold 

bullion, printed and coloured silk, salt, medical herbs, horses 

of good breeding, goats, sheep rugs and woo1, 141/ terracotta 

toys, such as horse, dog, frog, monkey, boar, cock, elephant 

etc., and also domestic utensils such as plate, cup, bowl etc. 142/ 

Nepalese trade with Tibet was basically barter in nature. 

Nepalese merchants supplied cereals to Tibet in exchange for 

salt, wool and other things. It appears from the accounts 

of a capuchin missionary that those dealing in medicinal herbs 

made much money out of this trade. 143/ The trade in gold and 

silver, which had been a monopoly in the hands of government, 

was also highly profitable to Nepal. 'rhe government obliged 

the traders of gold from Tibet to sell it to the mint at the 

rate of eight rupees per Tolah, whence the Taksaris retained 

it sometimes at the advanced price of fourteen rupees per 

Tolah.1~./ 

The other source of cash for the Malla kings was the 

Tibetan coinage trade. 1'Jepal minted coins for Tibet. r~or this 

Nepal got a lot of silver and gold. It happened after the 

------------------------------------
140/ Jyanmani Nepal, ·~epal Tibet Relations, an unpublished 

Report, submitted to Centre for Nepal and Asian .Studies, 
T. u. , Kathmandu, Nepal. 

141/ ~egmi, qp.cit., (f.n.139), p. 536. 

ill/ T.R. Vaidya, .Qg£ument§_Qf the time of Ranajit Ha,lla and 
P.N. Shah, p. Jha, (introduction) • 

.1111 L. Petech, _!1.issionari Italiani neL'ribet e nel NeJ?al 
Vol. 2, Part IV, p. 26. 

144/ Kirkpatrick, OJ?.cit. (f.n.21), pp. 211-2. 
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Nepal-Tibet was of C. 1645 in which Nepal got a decisive victory. 

After the ~ar the Tibetans were forced to permit the circulation 

of Nepalese coinage in their markets. 145/ 

For minting coins Nepal received from Tibet a supply of~· 
silver or alternatively payment in gold, and thus gained a 

handsome income~ 46/ This job for the Tibetans did not mean 

any great hardship to the kings of Nepal. In fact it was 

a simple and easy work. The bullion was turned in at the 

mint and a corresponding weight of coins was paid over to the 

Tibetan merchants. The profit to the mint came from the alloy 

of the coins given in exchan~e for silver. Although most of 

the coins were only one-half to two-thirds pure silver. their 

value in _ ibet was much higher just becaLcse of the convenience 

they provided. The 'l'ibetans did not really care about the silver 

content, as long as there was enough silver in the coins to 

h . . 147/ . . . make t em look l1ke s11ver.-- Another 1mportant cons1derat1on 

for the Tibetans to accept the situation was the confidence 1n 

the currency, as it was realised that the coins could be 

taken back to Nepal and used in purchasing goods there. 14~/ 

145/ Nepali, op.cih (f.n.l15), p. 85 

ill/ Ludwing F. Stiller - The rise of the house of Gorkha, 

147/ leJ&, p. 80 

~§/ Stiller, OJ2.Cit. (f. n. 146)' p. 80. 

p.79. 
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It seems from the list of goods exported that most of the 

articles were not original produce or manufacture of Nepal. 

Nepal only served as a route for the merchandise of India. 

Thus, among the articles exported to Tibet from Nepal, some 

types of clothes such as broad clothes, telescopes and mirrors 

were manufactured in Europe,149/ whereas skins, pearls, 

coral etc. were from Bengal. Similarly, the exports from 

Tibet to Nepal, such as tea, Chinese silk and silver all 

were orighally came from China. Even the goods exported to 

India, such as musk, yaktails and wool were not the exclusive 

produce of 1'-iepal but were shared by Tibet. 150/ 

Prom the beginning of the medieval period the Buddhist 

Bhik~us, called Banda and later named as ~das, were involved 

in the foreign trade of :\!epal. After the introduction of 

Vajrayana cult of Buddhism in Nepal, the Buddhist Bhik~?US 

returned to Gdhasthasrama and took to trade for their livelihood. --.-------
Some members of the royal family were also involved in this 

trade.l51/ A Christian missionary reported from Patan in A.D. 1740 

that the bulk of foreign trade was controlled by members of 

the royal family and the nobilities.l26/ 

149/ Water Hamilton, ~~raphica~~ical and Historical 
description of Hin~an and the Adiac~t Countries, 
Vol. II, p. 571. 

150/ Ibid. 

151/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.11), p. 194. 
manuscript No. 1. 

152/ Quoted in Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.8), p. 511. 
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But the Newar monopoly in the external trade did not last 

long. Soon foreign merchants, :Muslims (Kasmiris and Iraqis) 

and Gosain Sanyasis entered the field. In A.D. 1774, Bogle wrote:-

"Many foreign merchants encouraged by 

indulgenc~have settled in Tibet. The 

natives of Kasmir who, like the Jews in 

Europe or the Armenians in the Turkish 

empire, scatter themselves over the 

eastern Kingdoms of Asia. Their agents, 

stationed on the coast of Coromandel in 

Bengal, Benaras, Nepal and Kasmir, furnish 

them with comodities of these different 

countries, which they dispose of in 

Tibet or forward to their associates in 
0' • 153/ 
~1n1ng ..•..• ---

'I'he Kasmir i Nuslims entered .~epal as traders for the 

first time possibly in the last quarter of the fifteenth 

centurv in the reianof Hatna JV.ialla, who offered them many 

facilities to impr~ve the external trade. 154/ 

153/ Cf. John Macgregor, Tibet: A chronicle _of £xploratiog_, 

p. 149. 

151/ Peshal Dahal, .. Market rate-historical study" (in Nepali) 

The Pioneer Vo~. I No. 1,(1980), p. 21. 
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The muslims sold their goods walking here and there. In A.D. 

1766, Padre Tranquille, a Christian missionary, found in Tanhown 

in west Nepal, some Muslim merchants from Bettia carrying a 

trade in Bangles. 155/ 

The Gosains were settled in Nuwakot. They carried a trade 

between India and Tibet through Nepal. These, Sanyasis were 

so powerful that the Halla kings had to please them to get 

their assistence. Sometimes they lent money to the kings 

charging a high rate of interest.l56/ Turner, who visited 

Tibet in A.D. 1783, says that most of the profits of external 

t d . d b th .-. . 15 7/ 1 t ra e was enJoye y e Gosalns.- rlu the account of 

Turner is contradicted by Abdul 1.\.adi r l~han, who visited Nepal 

in A.D. 1795 on a mission for the Company's government. He 

noted that 1.\lepalese, acting as middlemen between the ·ribetan 

and Indian merchants, appropriated the bulk of the profits on 

both, the articles in transit from Bengal as well as the articles 

of Tibetan origin that were exported to Bengal through ~"Jepal. 158/ 

155/ Quoted in D.R. Regmi, Modern Nepal, p. 34. 

12§/ Peshal Dahal, "Dept system in Nepal, a historical study" 
(in Nepali), ~palese Culture, Vol.2, No.2, p.5. 

157/ Captain Samuel Turner, ~ccount of an E~§Y_to the 
court of the Teshoo Lama in Tibet, quoted in stiller, 
op.cit. f.n. (146), p. 25. 

158/ Chaudhari, op.cit., (f.n. 104), pp. 83-5. 
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According to Bogle the Muslims and the Gosains dealth primarily 

in small objects of relatively high value, whereas the bulk 

of trade was carried on by Newar merchants who handled most 

of the retail trade in Lhasa as we11. 159/ After these foreign 

merchants entered trade involving India, Nepal and Tibet, there 

is no evidence that Newar merchants were able to establish 

direct contacts with commercial houses in India for the supply 

of goods from ~-epal. Their role in the Nepal-Tibet trade 

apparently was confined to the export of commodities bro~t 

by Indian traders to Kathmandu as well as the retail trade in 

Tibet itself. 1601 The l'iuslim merchants and others tended to 

hand over to ~\Jepalese the heavier trade, becalASe the Nepalese 

h d t t · · 'r · b 161/A d · a no o pay any custom on go1ng 1nto 1 et.--- ccor 1ng to 

one account custom duties were imposed on the local merchants 

at the rate of nine Mohars (one Hohar=half of a r\;ugaJ rupee1621), 

whereas the Huslims and other non-Nepalese paid fifteen i';_ohars 

for the same. 1631 Rich Nepalese 1 i ved in Luti and accordi_ng 

to Father Desideri they were fairly larae in number. 164/ 

159/ Macgregor, op.cit. (f. n. 153), p. 150. 

160/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.31), p.24 

1.§.1/ Ludwing F. Stiller- ••cash resources of the Hallas" 
Nepalese cultural Heritage in a Nustshell, p. 80. 

162/ Dahal, op.cit., (f.n.154), p. 21. 

1§1/ Petech, op.cit. (f.n.143), p. 69. 

164/ Wassels, op.cit.(f.n.117), p. 232. 
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Due to the difficulties and lack of transport facilities 

it was not easy to carry the external trade without securing 

the help of other people and groups. In earlier times it was 

carried on by a group of people who were named as §~~tha, the 

group leader being called Sarthavaha. 162/ In the middle age the ---
word ~ani~r~ was used for the group of traders and ~~~ia£ for 

the group leader. 166/ 

The major source of income of the Halla kings was from 

the external trade. Hence the state took l~een interest in 

this trade. There was considerable profit in this business 

which caused constant friction and strife among the Halla 

kings. They fought most of the time to control thetrade-routes 

from hathmandu to Tibet or Ir.dia. ~'lhoever controlled the 

routes controlled the flow of silver and enriched his own 

kingdom at the expense of others. 

2or external trade the state issued a permit, called 

Dastok, whose possession entitled the merchant to send his goods 

across the boarder as well as across the Chowkis inside Nepa1. 167/ ---
The Chowkis (custom offices), also called Jagat or Bhansar in 

medieval times, were many in number, from Tibet to the Indian 

boa~ders, including the central offices in each of the capital 

165/ Vamana Sivaram Apte, Sanskrit Hindi Kos, p. 1101. 

1§§/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.ll) pp.57,139,161. 

167/ Regmi, g~cit. (f.n.8), p. 536. 
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cities of the Malla kingdoms. 'rhe ~hansaris (custom officers) 

of the central office were four in number and were appointed by 

the king for six months. They worked as contracors and were 

required to pay in advance for their contract of six months. 

About the system of working of the Bhansaries we have useful 

. nf . . h c . d. 168/ 1 ormat1on 1n t e ass1ano 1ary:---

"When one wants to send some goods to Tibet 

one.must inform the Bhansari, two at least 

of whom go to the house of the merchant, 

where they inspect the goods. After their 

inspection and in the presence of the Bhansari, 

the merchant packs the goods and ties them with 

cord. The Bhansaris then place their seal on 

the cord, after which the butchers wrap the bales 

with buffalo or goat skin, taking care that 

the seal of the Bhansari should remain at 

least in part uncovered, as on the next day the 

Bhansari go again to inspect it. If at this 

second inspection the Bhansari have any 

suspicions that the bale has been tampered with, 

they unwrap the skin from the bale to discover 

the supposed fraud. If they find nothing 

168/ Petech, op.cit. (f.n.143), pp. 51-7. 
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about which to object, they place a second 

seal on the skin, which has to be recognized 

at Nesti, a fortress of Kathmandu in the 

mountains towards Tibet. After the seals 

are checked at Nesti, they are broken, 

after which the merchant may pass on 

to Tibet." 

Customs duties were imposed on local merchants at the 

rate of nine Mohars per man - load i.e. one maund of iron, 

bras~, copper texties etc. The Muslims and other non-Nepalese 

paid fifteen Mohars per load. 169/ Persons, who had their 

permanent residence in Nepal, were allowed to pay a consoli-

dated sum towards tariff duties annually. It is learnt from 

a document that every Chowki on the way used to cheek the 

seal of the central custom office; and the traders had to 

' h ~h . c . 170/ pay neavy tax to t e C.. ouk1s .lOr securlty purposes.--

Wages and Labour:-

We do not get from our records clear information about the 

wages and labour during the medieval period. Dut we can draw 

certain inferences about this from the feudal charater of the 

medieval society. Some idea of the wages and labour can also 

be obtained from the accounts the capuchin missionarires. The 

!.'Z.Q/ Jahar Sen, Indo-Ne:Qa.1_es~~r.s.9.§_il1: _t_l}_e __ I}i__!!.§,teenth century, 
p.2. 
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people of lower caste-groups in medieval times, as now, were not 

able to sustain themselves on the marginal land they cultivated, 

and used to go out to earn wages as porters, coolies, domestic 

servants, muleteers, grooms etc. As porters and coolies they 

carried goods from Tibet or India to Kathmandu or vice versa. 

Each ~iya (porter) carried more than 90 pounds of weight 

on his back. 171/ The Bhariyas walked in groups and the group 

leader made all contracts. According to the Italian missionary 

the leader received in advance half of the total pay of all 

those employed for the purpose in addition to his own capita-

tion fee for every one of them; the half was to be paid to 

th t h . h d . . 172/ d e por ers on reac ~ng t e est~nat~on.-- Not only goo s 

but even men were transported by the porters. According to 

Father Desideri it was not difficult to find porters who 

would carry men. They had leather straps across the shoulders 

and forehead attached to a board about two hands in length 

and one hand in width. On this, one sat with legs hanging 

down, and arms round the man's neck. 1731 Hummock was also 

171/ l:'ather Desideri reports that while he travelled from Lhasa 
he found that in Tibet area the goods were carried on the 
back of ponies and mules but as soon as he entered the 
Nepalese territory he had a difierent experience, because 
here all the merchandise was carried by the porters on 
their back. Wassels, op.ci~ (f.n.117), pp. 232, 260-70. 

172/ Fetch, ~£ii. (f.n.143), p. 57. 

1111 Wassels, op.cit. (f.n.117), p. 265. 
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available for carrying men. But we have no information about 

amount the porters received as wages for carrying goods for a 

long distance. Hamilton, who visited Nepal in A.D. 1801 (about 

30 years after the defeat of the Halla dynasty), wrote that 

a porter got 3 mohars (Rs. 1.50) if he carried luggage weighing 

20 Dharnis or 100 lbs. from Hetauda to Kathmandu (distance 

of 95 km.) and 5 Mohars (Rs. 2.50) if he went from Garhparsa 

to Kathmandu (distance of 150 km.). Persons travelling on 

hummock paid 24 I''lohars (Rs. 12.00) to the party of 4 porters 

{i:<s. 3. 00 each) carrying them from Gharparsa to .Eathmandu 

(distance of 150 km. ).11i/ 

As some of the inscriptions of the medieval period mention, 

the labourers were paid either in cash or in kind or sometimes 

both. Generally, a worker employed in the service of a temple 

got payments in kind. Around the middle of the seventeenth 

century the sweeper of a temple s::1ot 5 to 7 ,Eathis ( 17 to 24 kg. ) 

of rice monthly. 175/ The man who lighted the lamps in the 

temple got one huruwa (half kg.) of rice and 3 dams (three-

f h . ) d . 176 h . h ourt pa1se a11y, whereas the guard of t e l1g t got 

174/ Hamilton, g~it. (f.n.39), p. 274. 

17~/ The Patan Kobahal Laksminarayana Temple inscription of 
A.D. 1685. unpublished, preserved in the collection of 
centre for Nepal and Asian Studies, Nepal. 

176/ The Patan Krishna temple inscription of A.D. 1705. 
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2 Kuruwas (one kg.) of flattened rice, 2 pawas (half kg.) of 

meat, 2 pawas of soyabean and 2 IZ~!!,~S- of Pqc_b,wai (rice bear) • 177/ 

Theaarrier of the image of the god received Pdchwai (beer) of 

two Pathis of rice 1781 or two pathis of flattened rice at once. 172/ 

The player on the conch got 4 dam~(one paise) if he played it 

180/ eight times a day.--~ 

The wage rates of the lower-caste people according to 

the reforms of Jayasthiti Halla, were as follows:-

(1) The 1~usulyas earned his livelihood by servino high caste 

people with musical performance on auspicious occasions 

and as wages received half of a rupee in marriages, 12 

damas (three paisa) on other auspicious occasions and 

6 damas in feeding and head shaving ceremony. 

(2) The Nau got for his services 6 ~~wa~ (3 kg.) of beaten 

rice from his client in both types of pollution. 

(3) Saghat (washerrnan) received 6 t-uruwas of beaten rice and 

16 garn~for his service during the birth and death pollution 

days of their clients. 

-----------------·--------------
177/ The Kirtipur Tavachetol inscription of A.D. 1758. 

178/ Ibid. 

112/ Umarnaheswar temple inscription, Patan courtyard, 
dated 1390. 

180/ The Kirtipur Tavachetol inscription of A.D. 1758. 
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(4) The Pulpuls had to precede the funeral procession playing 

on musical instruments called Arati and Hajira and got 

4 dams and one liuruwa of rice. 

{5) The Kasais got 3 dams each for playing on musical 

instruments in the funeral procession, and if the samA 

was for a Sati, the leader got one rupee extra. 

(6) Pichhini used to cut the ~vel-cord of the newly born 

babies and throw it away cross the road. For this, 

she used to get rice and beaten rice each weighing 5 

Kuruwas. 

The bounded labour system, known as J hara in middle ages, 

was a common practice. The entire adult population of some 

classes appear to have been under obligation to render Jhara 

services whenever required by the state. The Samvatsarloho 

inscription of Patan, dated 1672, shows that compulsory unpaid 

labour was utilized in the construction of bridges and 

battlements as well as during war, and also for other govern

mental requirements. 1811 hing Jayaprak.ash .l',lalla, t.he last l'iall a 

king of Kantipur, exacted this type of labour for transporting 

saltpeter for his gunpower factories. 1821 According to one 

1§1/ D.P. Bhandari (ed), Abhilekha Sangrah, X, pp. 9-11. 

182/ Regmi, gp.cit. (f.n. 31), p. 35. 
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inscription of Jitamitra Malla, all concerned persons were 

to contribute annually a day's labour to repair the public 

canal. They were to work there for the whole day from morning 

to evening. 'rhose who came for work could obtain, a receipt 

bearing an official stamp. If any one failed to work in the 

public canal, he was fined 3 dams.l§l/ 

The gold plate inscription from the Bhaktapur royal 

palace courtyard, dated A.D. 1453, records that the work of 

constructing the fortification wall of the city was done by 

184/ the people of the four Var~as free of cost.---

Generally people w«re exploited in the name of Jhara. 

The government officers forced the people to work free for 

their benefit. hing J-i tami tra !-~all a (A. J. 16 73-96) made a rule 

in A. D. 1683 that the people were not to labour for the personal 

benefit of an officer, not to do any forced labour, not to 

. 185/ collect woods for him and not to transplant seed11ngs. 

·dhenever there were functions and festivals 1n the palace, 

the general public, in the name of ~ara, had to pay taxes 

for such ceremonies and also had to work free without any 

payments. 

------·------------·--------------------
183/ Paudyal, o~.cit. (f.n.4), p. 46-8. 

184/ Yoginaraharinath, Itihas Prakas, No. 1, pp. 59-61. 

~/ Paudyal, op.cit. (f.n.183), p. 47. 
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Slavery was a recognized institution in :\Sepal from early 

times. The Chabahil inscription of roughly the fourth century 

contains the word Dasa (slave) for the first time in ancient 

Nepa1. 186/ The term occurs also in the Anantalingeswar 

inscription of Narendradeva, dated A.D. 660. 187/ In the 

medieval period too it continued as a recognized institution. 

This is supported by many records of the period. The Patan 

Krishna temple inscription of Siddhinarasingha Malla testifies 

the prevalence of slavery. After performing the Yajna he 

presented many things al0ng with slaves to the Brahma~as and 

t . f . d h 188/ . . . f h . . . f sa lS 1e t em.--- S1m1lar1y rom t e 1nscr1pt1ons o 

\'ognarendra Halla Qasa (slave) Dasgaoapati (Head of the slaves) 

and so on types of words can be cited. 1891 Many historical 

documents obtained from Dolakha, Nuwakot -.nd other areas have 

references which show that slavery was common in the medieval 

period. But it is interesting to note that in _,epal, slavery 

was not utilized at the government level, because the ~hara 

system enabled the government to meet its need for 

portera~e and other services without spending money. 

186/ Vajracharya, op.cit. (f.n.1), p.2. 

187/ Ibid, p. 486 

Thus, 

188/ Shyam Bhurtel, "Slavery in Ancient and Nedieval Nepal", 
Voice of Histo~, Vol. 1 No. 1, p.57. 

189/ Ibid. 
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slavery was limited primarily to domestic needs. Every house-

hold had some slaves, whereas the wealthy people generally 

had a large number of slaves, both male and female. 

The slaves in the medieval period can be classified in 

three groups - Dasa, Ardhadasa, and Devadasa. The Dast was 

a fullfledged slave who could not be freed at any cost, whereas 

the Ardhadasa was a conditional slave. If a debtor could 

not return the debt timely he was compelled to work as a 

slave for the money lender, till the debt obligation was 

discharged. 19Q/ Sometimes the debtor worked as a slave for his 

. . . . . . 191/ credltor ln the capaclty of a mortgage ln lleu of lnterest.---

These Dasas were called Ardhadasas. If a slave or any other 

person was offered to the god, he was called a Devadasa 

meaning a slave of a temple or a god. The Devadasa 1.11as c..:.pposed 

to be the property of the te~ple. He used to work only in 

the temples .19 Y' 

Among the causes of slavery in the medieval period, 

indebtedness appears to have been the most important.}\ debtor 

was compalled to work for the money-lender in fulfilment of 

------
190/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.11), pp-63-4. 

191/ Ibid. 

192/ T.B. Shrestha, .. Two Copper plates of Pasupati" (in ~-~epali) 
Contributions to Nepalese Studies, Vol. 1. No., pp.103-5. 
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his debt obligation if he could not return the debt timely. 

So debtors often sold themselves or their children inro slavery 

in settlement of the loans. 1931 Sometimes the debtor worked 

for his creditor in the capacity of a bondsman (mortgage) in 

lieu of interest. 

Persons who committed cow slaughter were also punished 

with death or enslavement. Sometimes the sexual offences were 

also a factor contributing to slavery. Adultery with a woman 

of a higher caste was generally punished with death, but when 

such offences were committed among persons belonging to such 

communal groups as H:has, Nagar, Gurung, 1'amang or amono the 

untouchable castes, the punishment usually asumed the form 

of enslavement. 194/ Sometimes local officials and revenue 

functionaries enslaved or sold in India the wives and children 

195 ' 
of ryots who defaulted in the payment of taxes and other d·ues.--1 

There were many cases in which influential persons in a village 

enslaved poor people by force. In western Nepal, in the region 

between the Bheri river and the Mahakali river, it was not 

- - . 196/ uncommon to enslave even BrahmaJilaS and c\a Jputs.-

192/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.31), p. 118. 

194/ Yoginaraharinath, Itihas Prakash, Vol. 2, no.2, p.26. 

195/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.31), p. 118. 
' 

12§/ Later in 1803 this system was stopped through a royal 
proclamation. 
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Slaves were considered to be personal property and were 

compared with animals like horses, cows, etc. but when sold 

their price was not more than Rs. twenty, whereas a horse's 

. . . R f' f 197/ . m1n1mum pr1ce was s. 1 ty.--- Since slavery was a recogn1zed 

institution government protected it. The price of a slave 

was fixed by the Panchasl2a!The government was required to 

search for the slaves who ran away from their master's 

house. 1991 

Though slavery was not considered to be a good system, 

no ruler, not even Pr i thvinarayana Shah, co;lld make anv rules 

actainst the system. As the society was feudal in character, 

making rules aqainst this system would have been a serious 

challanqe to the established practices. The most significant 

worl~ of Pri thvinarayana Shah in this respect was the imposition 

of restrictions against the Danuwar money-lenders of Satgaun. 

He forbade them to charge higher rates of interest from the 

people and to enslave their children if they failed to returr 

. t · th t · 1 t ·· · 2 0 0 I d · t l HI e s 1pu a eo t.1me.-- Accor 1nq to one letter o 

P.1\J. Shah to Biswanath r•dsra the former permited a slave to 

settle down in his kingdom and also ensured his freedom. i.Jut he 

197/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, OR.cit. (f.n.l4), p. 105. 

198/ Vajracharya and Shrestha OR.cit. (f.n.ll), document no.69. 

199/ Ibid, docwnent no. 81. 

200/ It is interesti~g to note that this order had to be 
reordered after 57 years. This also indicates how 
ineffectively it was enforced. 
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could not afford to break away from the existing system in all 

matters. He is known to have offered some slaves to the 

-h f h' ' 201/ Bra mal:).as a ter lS vlctory over Bhaktapur.--

An analysis of facts and facets of the Nepalese economy 

during the medieval period shows that the economic activities 

of the people were generally closely connected with social life. 

The prevailing land system shows that the peasants were not 

better off as a major part of the returns from agriculture 

went directly to the l~ings. Though Nepalese products (woollen 

and handicrafts) were recognized abroad, a major part of the 

trade was in the hands of merchants from India. The institution 

of slavery and the system of bounded labor (Jhara) led to 

rural mass indebtedness. ~ven if efforts were made to 

improve the social status of the people, the imposition of 

heavy taxes on trade and the involvement of royal family in 

most of the profitable economic activities made them unsuccessful 

becau.se fringe benefits used to acrue to the members of ro:ral 

family. Th1's, we can say that the econon1i c 1-;,acfi:.wardness o.l'" 

the people affected their social status as well. 

20!./ Nayaraj Pant, et. al., rreachings of I;inc l-rithvi i'-Jaraya.!:§ 
Shah (in Nepali), p. 414. 



CHAP'rER - FIVE 

SOCI 0 -REL IGI OUS __ LIF ~ 

In the field of religion, Nepal maintained a unique 

tradition of synthesis and mutual tolerationamong different 

faiths. Three main faiths were prevalent in c\epal from very 
I 

early time: Buddhism, Saivism and Vai~~avism. It is 

difficult to say which one of these was introduced first in 

Nepal, but it seems that from the very beginning all H~lic,:;ious 

groups enjoyed an equal status in the society. ~'he Lichchhavi 

:-:ings and the people observed all the f o.::ms of 

lai snavism and Du . .:idhism and maintained the tradition of 

reli~ious tolerance. 

:From the tenth century u.nwards, a rnystic an:.' esob':ric 

rE~l igious 1 i terature developed, CJi vinq a Hew app.c.Jach t_o the 

existina religious practices. At thi.c; t.ime, tl:1e earlier 

Juddhism was replaced by a .1ew powerful rantric VaJra}2ma 

sect. The earlier pantheon was enlarged. and importance was 

attached to a new set of :'lei ties. \ew ico-r1.oqraphic forms \vere 

prescribed for the gods. 'i'he place of hantra or mystic 

·utterances in religion was emphasized not only for attaininc; 

salvation in the life hereafter, but also for acquiring 
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supernatural powers in this life. At the height of the 

growth of Tantr ism the female or Sa}~ti element and sex were freel 'l 
I 

introduced in both Saivism and Buddhism, thereby helping to 

reduce the distinction between these two sects. .0'rom this time 

unwards the people of Nepal are found to be ·Ji vided into two 

I - I 
religious groups - Siva l'·.cargi (the follower of Sai vism) and 

~ddha Harai (the follower of Duddhisrn). This is not to 

imply that Vis;l).u and his diverse forms were not worshipped; 

they 1-1ere worshipped probably without a sectarian bias, as 

part of Br~hma~ical religion. ~:;etween the tvw major groups of 

Einduism and Buddhisrr. also there was more of mutual recognition 

and exchange of beliefs and tituals than of conflict. Thus 

the ,~epala 1,~ahatm2 1/ says that • to worship Buddha is to 
I 

worship Siva. The lY!a.YE.mbhi:t Purana reciprocates the same 

d ' - h . c _, ' 2/ . . -"" h recommen lng the wors.lp JL ~lva.- In maJOrlty oi cases t e 

only basis for ::1istinguishinq between a Buddhist an:::J. a ilndu 

\vas the employment of a priest. than religion. (. thcrw i se , 

people worshipped both the sets of gods anC. (,JOddesses. 

11 Nepal-Mahatmya 1. 57, 65. 

Y Sva:yambhu f-'urana, Chapter v Gokan;.a Vaitaraga i·1ahatmya, 
Eilesvara Eahatmya and l~umbhesvara Vaitaraga i·1ahatmya. B.H .• 
Vajracharya (ed) Sri Svay_ambhu Mahapuraoa, pp. 59-77. 
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Pasupatinatha was the most important deity of the period. 

He was invariably the patron deity of all the 1'1al£ kings 

who adopted as one of their epithets the expression meaning 

'one who was covered with the dust of Pasupatinath's lotus 

feet•.l/ In addition to Fa~upatinatha, there were a large 
I 

number of deities of the Sai va sect and also of lfa i~~1ava and 

J3uddhist sects who received worship, and gifts of land and other 

things from the devotees. It is difficult to describe 

elaborately all the deities, but it is clear that all the 

I 

important liindu and Luddhi st deities, such as .:.;iva, l arvati, 

- I I <umara, i}2l}esa, ViE;>l}t', LaK:;;mi, ,;udclha, Lo1-:.esvara etc., were 

highlv venerated by the people. Eerc we will confine our 

study to onl· those deities who were com:ected 1111i th the daily 

social life of the people. 

Bha ir ava, ::5hlmase na, :Joddess .~jima a n3 Ta lEe: j 11, F: tc. 

"\iachhendranatha received the hiqhest reqard frotu the 

people and royalities in the medieval period. :-JE: was 

venerated as the od who blessed them with rain aG-:l cumper 

f 
::esa, 

crops.1/ The attitude of the people towards him was similar 

3iq\'ffli"'{Oftq"'!'tcl fU'I ' rrhis epithet is used without 
"exception by l Jdngs "since the time of J ayasthi ti f.jalla 

(A.D. 1381-95). 

4/ D. Wright, History of Nepal, p. 101. 
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to that towards their own mother who fed and loved them. The 

general belief of the people was that Nachhendranatha never 

allowed any person to go without h
. . 5/ 1s dally meal.- Thus, he 

was looked upon as a benevolent deity concerned not only 

with the causing of rains but also \vith feeding the people. 

Nachhendranatha was also called Bunga .Deva.§./as his 

original abode was supposed to have been on the banl~s of 

the Bung a rna ti river . He has also been refer red by t\vO other 

names: i~.aru9-amaya and Lokanatha.l/ He is supposed to have been 

introcihced ir: .\lepal from .c';sa;n about the delle of the seventh 

century.~/ A chariot-drawing festival of this deity was held 

every year in the month of ,.-:aisakha; this continued for one 

month . .2./ 

de pal i, The Newars, 1:'. 316. 

~/ Gopalar~a Vamsavali, folio, no. 43. 

11 ~rupamaya and Lol~anatha appear 
Yognarendra halla, Indra Malla, 
Visvajit Nalla and Tejnarasimha 
'I'he Coinage of Nepal, pp.64-9. 

as legends on the coins of 
iranarasimha, 'lis;~u ;\lalla, 

~alla. E.H. ~alsh, 

2,/ S. Levi, Le Nepal, :Part II, pp. 349.-50. 

9/ Gyanmani i.'IJepal, ~'lahiravapa Badh, pp. 41-2. 
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I 

Another important deity of the household was Ga:t;1esa. 

Most of the houses in each town and locality had its own 

. . 101 . Ga:r;esa J.dol.- It was worshJ.pped as the bestower of a good 

husband or child, and was also supposed to remove obstacles 

to human work. 
I 

The Buddhist people worshipped Gal).E~sa as the 

destroyer of all evils.lll He was also regarded to be the 

source of all evils and hence he was worshipped by the 

households and devotees on every occasion o£ rituals and 

at every place. ~he people believed that if he was not 

propitiated, he would create many obstacles anc' prevent one's 

wishes from heina fulfilled. 

The people in the medieval period used to observe.!. ata 

0'"' Tuesdays in honm r of ~ar;.eda .ill ·i'he i'atan Jupa tol _;::tneda 

inscription of' i\. J ~ 167:1 

Ganesa Seva , .. halaKa, whose duty was to help the devotc:es of 

Ganesa 131 . . 

.lQ/ LJ.l:~. L<egmi, hedieval l\iepal f)art II, p. 606 . 

.ill Ibid. 

121 The Nasal .Deva temple inscription at Patan Nhupatol dated 
A.D. 1701. Unpublished, preserved in the collection of 
CNAS, Tribhuvan university, ~epal. 

131 Unpublished, preserved in the collection of CNAS, T.u. Nepal. 
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Bhairava occupied a very important place in the medieval 
I 

society. He was supposed to be a special form of god Siva 

known as Bhairaves'vara JV.lahadevalil' whose iconographic 

representation is just a large sized head with a fierce look. 

Bhairava literally means aweinspiring and the image was built 

with features and details to inspire fear in the onlooker. 

There were numerous froms of l:lhairavas, such as l,ala 

Bhairava' Al~asha .3hairava' Bagha 8hairava' Pachal i nhairava' 

hah;:uikala I3hairava, Unmatta Bhairava, f3atuJc.a Bhairava, ' rodha 

Bhairava, etc. which all were feared, venerated and propi-

tia~ed by the people. It is not possible to envmerate all the 

Bhairavas. 'rhe difficlty of the case can be rE~alised from 

Levi's remarJ'. that there vJere about fi,,e milL;_on , ... hairavas in 

d . 1 . 1 15/ me, 1eva .. epa .-

J3hairavas were worshipped by the people of all sects; and 

in all the ceremonies his propitiation was the most essential 

feature. Cn all occasions Bhairava was worshipped a.lonq \Ill th 

h · t Bh · · d '' ' 161 'H.·e 1 l · d 1s consor , a1rav1 an uanesa .- . was a so 1.vors :-uppe as 

14/ D. V. Vajracharya and r;:• .B. Shrestha, An Outline History of 
Nuwakot (in Nepali), p.S. 

12/ Levi, op.cit. (f.n.B),p. 382 

16/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, op.cit. (f.n.l4), pp.3-5. 
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a godling who presided over physical force. Any object that 

symbolized power was regarded as Bhairava and was worshipped. 

Besides, Bagha Bhairava was worshipped to shield the animals, 

whereas Pachali Bhairava was worshipped as the protector of 

the soil (!£§_§trapala) of the southern reg ion of the universe )2/ 

Unmatta Bhairava was worshipped by women who were suffe2:- ing from 

sexual frigidity or menstrual irregularity. It "tvas believed 

that the mere sight of this deity was enough to render women 

sized with a strong sexual desire.lQ/ This deity has been 

represented also by a huge stone idol with a lono penis in 

erect posture.l~/ ~la Ghairava, represented by a biq black 

idol, was worshipped as the protector of jGstice. Any one 

1;-1anti ng to extort truth from a per sor took hirr or "l.1e:r tr 

deity to maKe a statement. 'The commor, belief was that i - .. 

p!=.:;rson told a lie before this dei tv, he wouL:' diP o · l.'lood-

. t. 201 ... . ~ . tl -1= t' . ..J • t t vonn 1ng.- L:lellei 1 n 1e power o.c: n.1 s uel y was so s :ro :19 

17/ Levi, Q~cit. (f.n.8), p. 382. 

18/ Nepali, op.cit.:.. (f.n.S), p. 304. 

19/ The huge image of unmatta Bhairava, assignable to the 
fourteenth century, can be seen inside the .f'asupatinatha 
temple in hathmandu, J\Jepal • 

.fQ/ Lila Bhakta Munakarmi, J.i§.Eal during the ?·Jalla Pe.:i:iod, 
(in N~pali), p. 116. 
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d 
- . . . 21/ 

that no one ever ared to tell a lle 1n h1s presence.~ 

Heat, ducks, eggs, and liquor constituted the main items 

f ff . . h . h' 22/ o o er1ngs 1n all B a1rava wors 1p.--

Ohimasena was also an important deity in medieval times. 

He was particularly popular among the trac2in~: c1asses and was 

paid the highest respect as the giver of wealth. 231 ln every 

Tole (locality) in medieval period, a temple was dedicated to 
"':;'-

Bhimasena. In lJola!:;.ha, a small tO\vn situated ir the eastern 

part of the Ialley, this deity was so highly venerated that 
I 

even Siva or Phagavati was consi3ered to be subordinated to 

him. 24/ 

Dhirnasena, one of the I.ive l'an:Java brothers of the 

i·Jahabhara ta epic, is famous as a warrior. 

presented in the pose of a war .cior standing on firm leqs and 

holding a club or sword by his right hancL It cannot be said 

how the worship of this warrior came to be associated with 

prosperity in commercial activities. 

------------------
21/ P. Landon, Nepal Part II, p. 12. 

22/ 'rhe inscription of a rest house at Patan Thecho, near 
Balkumari, dated A.D. 1599, Appendix, no. 8. 

23/l~egmi, 2J2..:..Cit. (f.n.lO), p. 612 • 

.W D.V. Bajracharya and T.B. Srestha, An Outline HistoE.Y_of 
Dolakha (in Nepali), p. 7. 
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People belonging to the artisan class in the medieval 

.,. . ' -period worshipped god ih~vaJ;;;.arma whereas the lower people i<.usle 

(iQgi) worshipped Gorakhanatha as their protector. 

The female divinities of the medieval period were as 

numerous as their male counterparts. ~very god was believed 

to have his female associate. .Cven the Ecddhist lantheon 

was not without its respective Taras. All the female 

divinities of different sects were worshipped alike by the 

people. Among them, Ajima and Tul"aja (Taleju) \vk:re highly 

venerated. Ajim~ was regarded as the goddess of small-pox 

and infant diseases. 3he was also known as oitahi. to the 

Hindus and Harati to the 0td.dhists. 3he has ~een described 

as a deity 'who rides on a donlzey, has ;::;u_ch err:ble:T,s as a 

__,_. , . d 25 I '} =an on ner nea .-~ ~~e was considered ciot:ts 

and her blessing was sought to protect chiLJren under attacK 

of any epidemic disease. •'lhenever a child. fell sicl;;., people 

almost as routine worshipped this deity. Cn all occasions 

of performing family ceremonies, she was worshipped and 

offered food. 26/ 

-----------------------·----------
25/ J.N. Banerjee, Hindu IcogQgraphy, p. 382. 

26/ D.P. Lamsal (ed), ~ha9a Vamsavali, pp. 41-5. 
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Taleju was the hul~·deity of the royal families of 

medieval age. 27 I She was introduced in Nepal from ?·:i thila 

in the fourteenth century. 281 The Halla J.;:_ings showed their 

high veneration for this deity by inscribing Tale ju l•ia iu, and 

'r · s h- h · · 291 --' ,. , · · · ~ · 1 ale]u a~ on t e1r Colns.- No l'lalla r:.lng or tns raml y 

member started his daily work without first worshipping 

goddess Taleju. 30/ 

Other worshi:es1...= 'rhe cow was held in the highest ·veneration 

by the people. They worshipped her identifying her with 

Lak~mi, the goddess of wealth and prosperit~. 3he was 

generally called Go M~t§ ' h \ 31/ ·-\ cov1 mot. er J • - Cow illing was 

considered to be one of the five great crimes for which the 

punishment v1as death. 2very house ha,:1 a cow as -"~ mart of 

devotion. 321 'l'he cow ·was believr:::d to help the dead nt.er 

heaven b·,- opening the door with its honrs. Hence the 

l.V It is Clldei ty of T;qntric origin who is even t.oday widely 
worshipped in ~~epal as another manifestation of 1·arvati 
or Durga. 

W P. Dahal , History of Nedieval Nepal, (in I·~epal i ) , p. 19. 

12/ Walsh, Q£.Ci1. (f.n.7), pp. 61.3. 

30/ Gautam Vajra Vajracharya-:aanuman Dhoka l<aj£.9.£~, 
(in Nepali), p. 17. 

31/ 'rhe Svayambhu Hasingal inscription of A. D. 1647. 
Appendix No. 9. 

32/ Regmi, ~cit. (f.n.lO), p. 538. 
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Hrahamana was offered a she-calf when a man was on his death 

bed. Cow-dung and cow's urine were used by the people for 

the ritual purification of the house and the individual. 

Besides the daily worship, the cow received special 

religious attention on harti1<;..a Amavasya. Gai jatra, the 

festival of cow, was also performed once in a yea.r on the day 

- . - 33/ of Bhadra k~~r:a 1-'ratlpada.-

.C.:lephant was worshipped by thE~ medic-oval people as the 

I 

vehicle of Indra and also as representing the form of •.;a l).esa , 

named ,.isi Sane (Elephant Gal).e~a). Elephant worship was 
I 

performed by the name of 'r·.isipu ja • on r.arti~:a Su!~la Ovadashi. 

Elephant dance named f ulal<;..isi was also arranged ciur i ng I' dra 

,) atra. Elephants were some·times of.: ered to the :r ahma na which 

.L- ,> i taroi t:r a 

_:ha,c.tapur bore the titles • c2:thmanasa t~·,rtama tta . . 
Gajendra' and ·~atrasatkrta Gajendra• as he awarded elephants 

to the priests and courtiers.11f 

I- -

33/ Gopalara ja Vamsavali, L''olio no. 61. 
, -

34/ Saiikarman I<ajvamsi, "'rhe Copper Plate inscription of 
i•landra Simha" (in Nepali) Purnima no. 2 ( 2021) p. 58. 
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Dog, crow, p1g, ram, snake, peacock, horse (figure no.21) 

etc. were also venerated. The ram was worshipped as a form of 

Bhairava, whereas the peacoc1< was ·worshipped as the vehicle of 

K.-'"mard. The crow was supposed to be the agent of Yamaraja, 

and hence, it was offered Pioda on the seventh day after a death 

took place in a family. 351 The annual 'i•Jorship of the crow was 

performed on the thirteenth day of l~artika 1"rsna fortnight. 

Dog was worshipped on the fourteenth day of l~artika .h.~:;>!'la 

fl' 

fortnight, the day following crov1 worship, regardinq it as the 

agent of Yamaraja or the faithful servant of /tldhi~i;:hira or the 

vehicle of -,· . - 36/ ·:>J1a1.rava .-

-· • V h' • • r , . , ' 
ll() wors .. lp was an 1nterest1no .ct:o'ai:ure 1n t11e r~::>llglous 

life of the people in medieval times inasmuch i11 pn.:?sent. 

times it is a taboo for the higher caste::: ,.)eoph:' t.c t :1ch a pig. 

In ·those days not only v1as it \¥Or shipped but 11as also offered 

to the Brahmanas both in gift and in meal. 371 I:r:> ~;haktapur, pig 

sacrifice was an indispensable part of the worship of goddess 

,,ava Durga. This animal was VE:?clcl· a te-:..1 O f '· ~ 

Bhukhadeva, god of earthqua1<e, and also as the 'ifaraha 

incarnation of Vif?I].U. 

35/ This tradition is still in vogue among the Hindu i'Je>vars of 
Kathmandu Valley. 

36/ Some images of Bhairavas are seen mounted on a dog. 

W .l?l@rapau, preserved in the f\;ational Archj ves of Nepal, 
No. 225 ( 4). 
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Snake worship (Nag a Pi:ija) was another important feature 

of medieval Nepalese society. People believed the :'ia<_::jas to be 

the agents of rain and custodians of treasures. Besides, they 

were also believed to help the people in many other \vays, such 

as to cu.re illness, to give health, to ensure peace, to bestow 

riches, to protect the house and to bless the people with all 

' ' 
1~inds of material prosperity. The fifth day of Sravar;a Sukla 

fortnight was specially meant for the worship of the serpents. 

Pictures of snakes under various names were pasted on the lintel 

above the doorways and worshipped in every house·hold. An 

i~scription of kin~ Pratapa }~lla dated A.D. 1650 records 

that the }>..i ng bui 1 t the ternpl e to house the image of V i:isuki 

Z~aga. 381 l n medieval times people \Wr shipped speciall >" b.Jel ve 

i'iag -qods of different coloLrrs and functions. These were 
I 

Larkot:-al:a, Vasui;:i, Taki?al::..a, ;:;ie:;>a Fadma, " <.:.:mbala, .\.sva tra, 
r 

0h~tara~t:-ra, .::.>atlb.hapala, r aliya,. ;. i0.c:;ala, 

honour and veneratior::. i .. ar:,ota1·:a was associated with the 

origin of t1:1e .o:..jepal va11ey Uathmandu); after him the valley 

38/ J.H • .~..-<egmi, l"1edieval ;\epal, l·art III, ins. no. 65. 

39/ Satya i"..ohan J·osi, Nepalese Festivals (in i.Jepali), pp-93-5. 
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in ancient times was named l\iagahrd, the abode of serpents, 

whereas ITasuki Naga was associated with Pa.£upatinatha. 40/ 

Taksaka Naga appears to have been a much favoured one in . 
the local Buddhist scriptures. 

i.,'roq was also venerated by the medieval people on one 

. . ( - - . - 41/ day ln a year wh1ch was the Sravaqa FUrl}lma.- The day on 

which frog worship was performed was called Vya~l.janaldgu.lli 

Frog was regarded as the godling of rain and hence, the L'yapus 

(peasant group of people) were mostly connected with its 

worship. It was believed that the croak.ing of the frog was 

d ' 1 h d ' "' - h. h - ' " 4 3/ rea l y ear oy .1.nara w lC mad.e ra2n possJ.:ole .- , ~:ogs were 

worshipped by offerinq food in the fielc:1s. 

vther objects respected by the people 1vere t.he :£ulsi 

plant, Peepal tree (ficus reliciosa, _:udraksa (seed of ----- ·-~~- ~- --·-- ,--

~ocarpus qenitrees), rivers, tanl<:s, etc. l:.very house was 

supposed to grow TuJ,si for daily 1wrship, whereas the .Peepal 

tree was worshipped once in a weeK, on :.:>aturdays. It was 

40/ Levi 22~· (f.n.8), p. 323. 

41/ Regmi, op.cit. {f.n.38), ins. no. 103. 

42/ ·~'laddell "Frog Worship in Nepal", tndi~ Antiguary XXII 
(1893), pp. 292-4. 

43/ Benaal District Gezetteer, Vol. I I, p. 33. ;;Juoted in Nepali, 
.Q12.Cit. (f.n.5), p. 328. 
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considered to be the mother of hachhendra natha. 44/ H.udraxsa 
I 

-was iden.tified with Siva. Every stream, river, tank, well and 

confluence of rivers was sacred. All these were believed to 

be either the incarnation of the female goddess or inhabited 

by the Nagas. s. Levi writes that there is no river, no stream, 

no sprinq nor any humble thread of water \>Jhich does not have 

. t d ' .- . ' . ' 45/ ,, - t. l s legen s, lts .\iagas ana lts own qualltles.- ·1ne .r:.;;agma l, 
I 

Vi~~umati, Rudra~ti Ik~umati, Sali and other rivers were 

sacred. Among these, Bagmati received the highest honour from 

all the inhabitants of the Valley. All +.:.hesF· rivers and streams 

were believed to help tne people in many ~>Jay:.~ .i o:cl :_;di t·C; cure 

of· illness, and providinq ;.•oo::' health anri peace, l:'O"~al pmver, 

rich clothes, abundant harvests, happiness, love, beauty an.' 

destruction of enerny etc . .12/ 

.1.1/ J:'he Peepal t.ree at Laqan tole in ;.atlnlandc.. i c:J~'Eci.ally 
considered to be the mother of _ a.chl1endranatha . 

.1.2/ S. Levi, ,b§_1'-iepal Part I, F. 326. 

46/ Ibid. 
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Pop~ beliefs: 

The medieval people always desired for a happy and 
I 

prosperous: life in this world and Sivaloka and Vaikuptha Lol~a 

in the heaven after their decease.£/ Although the people, 

excepting those ·who belonged to feudal classes, hacl to struggle 

for a pittance of existence, they were always aimed at a 

happy life. rrhey thought that they were stationed on this 

earth for a short time only and ultimately will have to go to 

the unbounded void where only the pious and virtuous are 

honoured. ;:)o the cnedieval people perfon:-te(] rttany relj ous 

and pious deeds. 'l'hey were devoted to reli'~1ion and spent their 

earning on building temples, performing t'LUas and ':Jlll'-10_!:i and 

maJ~ing donations to deities and creating endowments for their 

worship. lt rest houses (Dharma~~l~s. ~~tis and 

sattals, etc. I and water co~duits for public welfare. The 

contemporary documents show that religious and pious deeds 

were performed either for one's own or family's happiness in 

this world and a place in l1eaven after deatb E"ur perpc:-tua-

ting the memory of their departed relatives. It '\vas Del ieved 

that a dissatisfied soul was never liberated and caused troubles 

47/ AbhileJ~ha Sangrah, Part IX, p.20. 
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to the family. The pious rites were performed u.nder a notion 

that the departed would be benefited if acts of pietY stood 

. h . 48/ 
1 n t e 1 r names.::::.!;!/ 

'rhe people lived in a world of superstitious beliefs. 

They believed that all human calamities, such as mishaps to 

a man's life, economic hardship, physical diseases, drought, 

etc. were due to the play of evil forces of nature. even 

forocious diseases, such as small-pox, plague and cholera, 

1.vhich carne in an epidemic form and took a huge toll of human 

lives, were supposed to be caused by evil forces, Hence 

people seldom consul ted a 'laic;~ ( meo.ical man) but used to 

spend their Doney and energy on 'l'antras and hantras. :rhey 

believed that the actt;al visitation of suffer in~-:; \vas i~nown 

earlier through certail" ominous in.cidents. nomen a 

st::.ch as the appearance of r::~ ::1eac:1 sna'~e inside a temple, 

vultures 9erching on the roof of a house or temple, taking 

out the finial from the temple in unusual circumstances, 

seeinq of flames on the pinnacle~ of a rel iqiou~" Ecdific ivE:re 

consL:iert:::d to forebode evils. 

omens and interpret them so that preventive rnc~asures might be 

48/ Ibid, pp. 24-5. 
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taken before hand to ward off the imminent evils. 0'or the 

propitiation of the evils many Yajnas and worships were 

performed, Brahmat:tas were offered gifts and sometimes temples 

were also erected. As advised by the Tantrics the people 

organised feasts and drinks to ward off evil spirits. 

People had considerable belief in planets and stars and 

their movements which were thought to cause trouble. Graha 

Puja was often held to ward off such calamities. Belief in 

astrology was a notable feature of the society. ,;ver/ aspect 

of man's an.d woman's life was co~,fered in full t~ astroloqy and 

there >•7as no action, ritual or al:herwise, which was free fr:-om 

it. Cne could not do anyt:1ing new without consul tinq ar, 

astroloqer. un the advice of the astrologers. ~attl~ 

fouqht, ceremonial occasions were fixed up a;:' d .1 , ;s 

:':'loment for any rel io:Js anc~ pious deeds was selected. 00 

csreat man thought of setting out on a journey or undertai~L--:c 

any business without having an auspicious moment SfcH:ct.ic2d. 

'l'he time to lay the founciation of a tc~11plr: o.r home or Chai tva 

was also fixed by the astrologers. 'l'he horoscope of a baby on 

its birth was prepared by an astrologor. ·~. . - h d ,_ 49/ .::ilmllarly Gra a asa.-

was seen by an astrologer and if there were some disturbances 

49/ See glossary. 
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in nature and planets at a particular time, the astrologer 

could read their consequences. The astrologers gave their 

suggestion on the basis of calculation made according to the 

recommendation of the ancient treatises. 

Observing Vrata (fasting) and hearing hatha (story) 

constituted an important aspect of domestic rituals in 

medieval .i\lepal. .Y~ signified the observance of certain 

abstinence such as partial or complete fast for twelve hours 

or twenty hours or a month, the duration depending on the 

nature o-r= the Irata being observed. The .rliranas a:K1 other 

sacred texts describe in detail the method of };eeping fasts, 

their or icin and the benefi-ts which accrue from then:. It is 

maintained that by observing fasts, c,:;ver: a si .~:ner i:A:a ins 

salvation and a poor person qets a lot o'~ ,,,eal t.h cc:!.d pn:;per 

A barcen woman is blessed with children. :tt is also said 

that affluent. per sons lose wealth, if thE:y do not observe the 

fast. It was generally believed that 1J~- : :ot obscr vir:'-! fasts 

evE~n saints will go to hell, fertile women become ;c;tc~ rile 

an:J hE~al thy persons become sick. 

The medieval i~epalese people were very scrupulous in 

observing Vratas. They used to spend the whole day in fasting 
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and praying. The important days generally observed by the 

people included Ekadasi, PUr~ima, Prado~a, Chaturdasi, Saptami, 

SaiJ.Jcranti, 1\:iangal vara, and Guruvara etc. There were other 

Vratas such as the Chaturmasa, .i:\:artika i.Jpavasa, hrsnastami, . . . . . 
sivaratri, r:tamanavarni, ~··laghaupavasa, each associated with 

some particular deity. All these occasio~s were considered 

sacred days for prayer and worship. 

To manage the different Vratas and sacred days there were 

organisations of people in a particular locality which was 

called Sevakhalaka ;neaning a qrou.p of people e in 

the work of renderinq service to the religlous activities. 

l'he Lvabahal inscription of A.0. 1711 speal'"s of the 

prayers and worships on Thursdays. Sinilu:rly the Charr 

ChatL,rdasi Sevakhalaka. The Chabahil inscri 

t . - t' , - - . . ' -kh 1 k 5 21 men l ons or ne i.· u.rnamasl ueva a a a.-

.£21 i:<.egmi, 2J2..!_Cit. (f.n.38), ins. no. 116. 

21/ Unpublished, preserved in the private collection of 
Dhanvajra Vajracharya of hathmandu. 

52/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.38), ins. no. 125. 

the 
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Hearing of scriptures, such as Satvanaraya@vrata~zatha, 

Bh~wavata ~urna, Gi ta, Pra ina Par ami ta, Svavambhu l-•-lrana, 
r 
Sivadha:rma Sastra, Devimah~mya, and ~asaf?tasati was 

necessary on days of fasting, and for this elaborate 

''"3 / 
preparation and observances 1vere reqt.irect.-2.::::!! dearing or the 

Puranas was considerecJ necessary for a person before his 

death (fiaure no. 24). Sometimes these hearings were followed 

by a pilgrimage to holy sites (figure no.22). 

~:a ina..z. meat1inq sacrificial offerinq of a ·r;:ixe:: 

S. 1]'·-·.··.stan .. ce c 11 - ('h- 541 t '7. ' ar· al c 1 tl . . - ' - . a e d '- .a r u- 0 T. l r 8 so;:-; , \v s s l r 'l 

·rJ:i tJ:1ot . .'c '{a ina no 

cererr;utJ.y, however biq or small, was complete. 

the occasion of ina· r:_;t..,ral CE~remol'Y or a newly lt r 

a famil:• samsJrara, _aj[§ was perfc.::Jrwe as the last rit:_1al 

order to please the particular god or the fire ·od for 

~lessinas sought for the successful completion of the 

ceremonv. raks-h t' ·.ra-1-:)a 56 / ~_, ,. a,. u 1 .. _ J L , 

are mentioned in the documents of the medieval period. 

At the end of any ceremon-~ gifts ivere offered to the 

brahma.J:).as. Liberal donations of landed property, dress, 

ornaments and food grai!l.s were a common feature. Images of 

W Hemaraj Sakya, l;edieval iJeE.al: lnscr iptions and Coloohons, p J; 1-J 

54/ See glossary 

55/ Surya Likram Gyawali, ,\eoal U,2at)·ak.a>:o l·,adhya/~alin 

56/ 1 a tan lbavahi Coppe.r Flate inscription, dated iL ,J. 
Chittadhar .i::tridaya, ~'el?al-Bhasa Sahitya'.a ..:J~, p. 

57/ Gyawali, QJ2.cit. (f.n. 55), p. 237. 

It i ha s ,; . ! 3 7 

1427. 
13. 
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gods and goddesses, religious texts and paintings of different 

Kinds were also donated by the king and people. i·J.alla records 

contain ample references to such offerings, Bhumidana, 

are mentioned in the medieval records, :ShD.m;b_dana was the 

donation of land, whereas ll.alpaY!.}ssadana was performed to 

meet the challange of death. hing l'lahindra Simha mac1e a 

Kalapuru§adana in A.D. 1720 to ward off death, fear and 

disease. 58/ Elephants were also given to the .3rahmanas in 

cyift which \vas supposed to be a great religious donation. 

I,_atta t7ajendra' and 'PatrasatJ<..rta :.;ajendra' as he donated 

elephants to the priests and courtiers. 59/ 

Amonq the differeni:: :::\onations, Tuladana was coDs idered 

to be of the cJreatest merit. 

silver by a person eqt1al to his/her waic<ht, t}:(.' prc,cious metal 

being distrihuted amongst the l:lrahmar;as. rhe ! alla <:.inqs 

frequently made this type of donation. 

made 'l:uladana two times in his life time, first i:1 cLO. loSE; 

( . 25\ , . 60/ -'"" - -f1gure no.. 1 ana second 1n 1664.- A Chanqunarayar;a copper 

58 I i(e g mi , QE.:..£ it • ( fIn. 1 0 ) , p . 7 2 9 • 

59/ Rajvamsi, op.ci~~ (f.n.34), p.58. 

60/ Balachandra Sharma, Neealko Aitihasik .l:·zooprekha, p. 169. 
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plate inscription of A.D. 1694 commemorates the occasion of 

a ceremony of Tuladana, performed when the repair work of the 

temple was completed. The ceremony began with the ~nisthapana 

(fire lit) and ended with the offering of an elephant, 108 

horses, 1D8 cows, 108 she-buffaloes, 108 goats, 108 sheep alone~ 

with ornaments, clothes and cereals to the 

.t·-~aking different donations was supposed to car J~:y one 

directly to heaven, freeing from the clutG~es of the hell. 

rJy offering rruladana one earned great merit, and happiness 

came to him in this world and the other. 

Zestivals:-

Nepal is a cou:nt.ry of reliqious da s anJ -::ie:i. es. It 

dS man 

temples as there are houses and as many idols as t~er~ are 

men. every inch of the sacred soil supports a shrine or an 

ima<,:Je and each day has its own special local significance. E2.
2/ 

In the medieval period <;Jreat reliqious days and c~reat religi.ous 

deities were the life and blood of the people. Che number of the 

§)/ N. P. Khanal, Historical Haterials of Cha_Qgunarayagq, 
(in Nepali) ins.-r10.-146·:------ ·-
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festivals in the medieval period was large and all were observed 

strictly by the people. The festivals provided entertainment as 

well as an opportunity for the expression of devotional attitude 

and religious feeling. Nepal was known as the land of festivals 

and hardly a da.'v- passed when some race or community did not 

observe a religious ceremony or festival; they i.vere 1 avishly 

celebrated in an atmosphere of popular rejoicing. 

Most of the festivals were seasonal and were dominated 

bY religious consideration. As such, the deities played an 

important role in them. Ger~rall~ the festivals had a 

rel iqicus ori:=iin and are related 1vi th the processions of the 

gods and goddesses venerated in Lathmandu Valley. l)ften in 

connection with the preparations for a processio throucr.h the 

city the images were cleaned ur; ur removed :rom 1.:.heir s;,nsctuo-

ries. ;:)ometimes the lma;::;e was carril~d t»anually (LcsL:i ;als of 

Iachali ~hairava Fur ~Jirna) , sorc-:c.:tirnes it was bauldeci 

in a chariot (festivals of t-.i.ed l·~achhen~~lr ana tha, !isJzet, 

lndrajatra, etc.) and somt.:times mounteo on a 1-ha~, a palanq·.;in 

on two long bamboo poles. Elaborate rituals often preceded 

its removal, which were attended h/ costumed priests, and a 

large number of devotees. In some cases only on that particular 

occasion during the year image was on public display (Saiikhu 

Jatra, Visket, Pachali Bhairava, etc.) 
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During the celebration of a festival cultural uctivities, 

such as dancing and singing, repeating lares and leqends and 

performing ceremonial rites and rituals, were a very fasci-

nating phenomenon. Religious masked dances were sometimes 

stac;les in conjunction with chariot-drawing ( :.:uddha Jayanti, 

Indra .:Jatra, etc. ) but were generally associated with those 

festivals which were designed to chase away demons (G~i u~tr~, 

Pisacha Chaturdasi, etc.) or which celebrated the triumph of 

C::JOOd over evil ( Dasai n, '{ omar i Pun::ima, etc. ) . 

l'iany festivals were the occasion for great assemblies of 

people at a particular temple or holi site (figure no. 22,23). 

Hundreds or even thousands of pE::>ople vlere c:Jat.hered to perform 

or observe a special worship ceremony in honour of the day's 

presiding deity. l·ublic display of special imac;es of th~:o 

oods and ··;o6desses \.vas another aspect or sor'c of the na jor 

:festivals ( Visk.et, =.;unla, ln:Jrajat.r:a, .ccichali ,:)hairava, 

Dasain, etc. ) . 

The numerous festivals of 

1n t · t. . , . . 62A/ ·r' r= • wo maJor sec 1cns: soc1al ana re11g1ous.-- ·· ne :cest1va1s 

of a social nature are again classified in following 

catagories:-

----·---·---------
62-A./ 'lne list given here is based on inscriptions, chronicles 

and contemporary religious texts. A collection of old 
statement made in the Pura:t).as, 'I'antras, and ParajiJ.;:,as on 
the classical background of the many yearly rituals 
comprising the festivals of the year is avaible from 
_:{~(!kriya U'<ational Archives, Nepal, no. 845) composed 
somewhere in the seventeenth century. The description of 
some of the festivals is based on the traditional practice 
of present Newars of Kathmandu Valley. 
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(a) Observed for the rememberance of the deceased family 

members, 

(b) Observed to avoide the evils and epidemic diseases, 

(c) Observed to honour the family members of one's own 

family, 

(d) U:}served to symbolize eli fferent social activities. 

The festivals for the rememberance of the deceased 

family members included: ,:;§i jatra, BaLi Chaturda~i and l'Iataya, 

etc. '3~ii 0 atra (procession of cows) was thE:: t.lr:·ical ;"esti val 

of the medieval people. This type of ff::;sti··'al is nut: ~ounc:3 

in any other community. It was celebrated o.n the first day 

of the dark half of 3hadra. A relioious procession u~ cows an 

pec:>ple wit:i1 a pec,liar head-dress paintec.~ with the :f.:~ '~t::.:c::s of 

cows used to go rou10 the city, specially 

:(Blati ves of the 3eceasec1 of that ear used t:o se n::1 r c:'l iqio ; s 

groups to participate in the procession. 

63/ procession passed by the royal palace,-

All the people in the 

'l'his festival is supposed to have o.r i ~~ina ted i , .. ancient 

times, but its first reference is found in the Gopalaraia 

Vamsavali under the date A.D. 1384 by the name Sayat. 641some 

other medieval documents also use the name _§ayat to denote 

--------·----
63/ Vajracharya, op.cit. (f.n.30), pp, 163-4. 

64/ Gop~Uara ja Vamsavali, folio, no. 61. 
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the festival of Gaijatra. 65/ According to a legend, the cows-

procession was intended to show a queen, 1.vho was grief -stricken 

at the death of her son, that not only her child but others also 

died and that life and death are natural phenomena beyond human 

control. 66/ 

The people also believed that from Sithinai~l§. day 
I 

(Jestha Sukla Sasthi) the aates of the Kingdom of ,"ama, the . . . . . __. 

god of death, are closed and, therefore, those who die after 

that date are unable to qet admission to heaven. So the cows' 

festival '\vas orqanised, on a day, when the cow is 1.:_'!::'1 ieved to 

be able to thurst open the doors of "J'"ama' s abocie 1vi th s horns. 67/ 

Accardi nc; to ualdf ield the cows' festi '-lal was associ a ted with 

h f . ~ . 68/ t e ·estlval o:r: t:Lger-dancers.-

Whatever may 0e the le::::;ends ":J " , other 

was not desianed for material gains. ~ather, it aimed at 

fulfilling one's oblic}ation towards the dead relatives. 

There were three more occaslons to sho1,, o;:F~ 's Jic::at n 

towards the dead relatives. Cm the second day of the dark 

fortnight of Bhadra, the :Juddhist group of people used to 

celebrate the Ivlataya festival in honour of the dead, in many 

ways analogous to Gaijatra. A procession of Buddhist Newars 

65/ D.F~. Regmi, Medieval l\Jepal, III Appendix, no. 3 

66/ T.C. Majupuria, Nepal the land of ~estivals, p. 81. 

§2/ Nepali, op.cit. (f.n.5), p. 353. 

68/ H.A. Oaldfield, §]£etches from ~.ipal,II, p. 38. 
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was arranged, the processionists carrying lighted candles or 

tapers for the dead. They were supposed to ma1"'-e the grueling 

course at as fast a pace as possible, for the more suffering they 

endured that day, the less the souls of their relatives would 

suffer in the after life. 

en the full moonday of haYtiJza, the buddhist group of 

people used to visit the temple of Svayambhunatha scattering 

small pieces of Saki (Bulb of Arum Colacacia), sweet potato, 

radish and five kinds of grass in honour of the Jeceased family 

members. 691 The Hindus observed the 3ala Chatut·dasi festival on 

the fourteenth Jay of the dar1<. fortni9ht of t~,arga for the 

rememberance of the deceased fard ly mercbers. 70/ '2hey celebrated 

it by scattering Satbeei (seven Jdnds of seeds) .round t~1e 11 

I ' -of ~asupat1natha temple. 

The festivals which were celebrated t.o avoid the ls, 

/ 
and epidemic diseases include Ghanta\~arp.a, Pachare ( P isacha 

Chaturdasi) 'rachare, and l'lhapu ja. 

The Ghaotakaroa festival was observed on the fourteenth 
I' 

day of the dark fortnight of Sravana. It was believed that 

Gha~takar~a was a fiendist, bloodthinty and sexcracy demon. He 

.§2/BhaJ~tapur Royal Palace i'i.alati Cho1~ Inscription of 1\.D. 1698. 
~egmi, op.cit. (f.n. 38), Ins. no. 103. 

1!11 Ibid. 
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strongly condemned fatalist ideas and· would not li1(e to hear 

the name of the god. He carried a ringing bell on his ear to 

avoid hearing prayers of the gods. Hence he was named Charitakarna. 

Once he visited the valley of Eathmandu to devour its inhabitants 

and depopulate the valley. But before his plan could materialise 

he was killed by the people. This festival was celebrated in the 

memory of the victory over the bloodthirsty demon,ll/ 

The antiquity of this festival is obscure. The dOCLlrr,ents 

of the late medieval period, particularly the inscriptions of 

A.D. 1688W and 1698, 73/ the Tantric text ~,:udrayamala and some 

of thE: ..Qh.§!_rapaus are full of references to it. 

how it was introduced in ~epal, but it was definitely known in 

. ' - - ' - ,_ -;-the early medieval per J.od, a::; the _iQpalara 1a lat;llS~,l Clf:>ar ly 

refers to it. 74/ 

71/ l\1a.na!z.armi, .Q.l2..!..Si t. (f. n. 20), J?. 18 3. 

72/ Dhaktapur Royal Palace copper plate inscription of A .. .J. 1688. 
·~, . ' ( f /3R 1 ' 98 .~:-egmJ. , op. CJ. t. -. n '- , , 1ns. no. , . 

]!/ Bhaktapur Hoyal .1:-'alace copper plate~; i:1scriptior, ": .li. :l. 1698. 
Abhilekha Sangrah Part IV, p. 6. 

74/ Gopalaraja Vamsavall, Folio no. 61. 
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In the later medieval period, as evidenced by the Bhaktapur 

Palace square inscription of A.D. 1688 and the lvlalati Chok 

inscription of A.D. 1698, it was named 'Ga,them:s.g_C!_l~', which means 

the bundle of reeds straightened in a cross- like fashion.' It 

was celebra tee;!., as the Tantr ic text l.:;:L!dravama1)3. says, b~c erectinc; 

the demon's effigy from the reeds at every cross road. Boys of 

Pode caste demanded Jsgat ( toll) from the passers by. Towards 

the evening a man of the untouchable Pode caste, representing 

the demon's descendant, lvalked about the town crying '~C,ha_!J.t~J<~C!!...:'lf!. 

is dead. The toll they collected was meant to be spent for 

::;hantakarna 's funeral. . . In the evening the effiqy of ~hantakarna 

was tied up with a strong rope and dragged away to the river side, 

where it was burnt. dhen it was burnt, after thf'-" sunset all the 

doors and windows of every house were closed. 'This \vas observed 

qt:i te strictly. it was thought that the day was an occasion for 

the devils to ~oam about. So the str'C~ets \•;en:> almost ~.1 eserted, 

every body beinq confined to his house. 

'The principal motive involved in the celebration of this 

festival was the expulsion of evils anci protection of the 

community from the wrath of the evil spirits. Early in the 

morning every nook and corner of the house was cleaned and 

was clearly scavenged washed and broomed two times in the 

morning and evening. 
. 

The whole house was perfumed with incense 
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of sandalwood pieces. rrhe celebration helped people to beware 

of epidemics of small-pox, typhoid and cholera. It also marked 

the end of the sowing and planting time. 

'rhe Pachare festival was celebrated on the Pi~acha 

Chaturdasi, the fourteenth day of the wanin9 moon of F'halt;;Ltna. 75/ 

The word Pachare is derived from Pasachava, a corrupt form of 

Pi~acha Chatu~~i. This has been explained as meaning the 

celebration of guests ( Pa = guests, Chare = celebration). 

It was believed that on this day Lord Siva became a 
I 

Pisacha (evil spirit an~:i hid in :cnclean placEoS. 
I 

was callej Luku ~ah~deva (concealed Lord Siva). ~any stories 

ha·ve been woven around this tradi t.ion .. 

refusal to take meat, ·arlic and alcholic 
I 

to join her. Siva, allegedly to please P~rvati, took har to a 

lonely field, where they could hide, and took the forbidden 
I 

foods. People offered unlcean foods to noj Siva nt: this iay t.o 

12./ E:>haktapur i<oyal Palace inscription, dated A.D. 1698. 
Abhilel~ha Sangrah, IV, p. 6. 
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satisfy and pacify the Pi~acha (evil spirit) lvhich possessed 

him, so that he might remain tranquil and protect the area from 

diseases and misfortune. 

Another tradition ,Says that it was 0ut of fear of demon 

I 

nhasmasL:ra, that Lord Siva hid himself in the dirty place. It 

is said that den1.on .bhasmasura fasted, r:1editated and attendee; 
I 

all lord Siva's festivals for many years in order to ain power 

over his enemies. I • h So Lord S1va granted the demon t e boon that 

all persons whose head he touched would turn to ashes. .aut the 

demon doubted the efficacy of his newly-acquired power and 
( I 

attempted to test his new power on Siva himself. Siva ran to 

save his own life and hid himself in a hole amongst garbacje 
I 

and filth. s explains \'l'hy .3iva 1vas called .Luku '.ahadeva. 

2he antiquity of this festival is :Jn}:-.nmvn. hs ited in 

the ~\lahal~alatantra, the worship of god Siva irl his corrupt form 

an~:; the horse race are said to owe their origin to the sayin9 
I 

of Lord Siva. Dr. 3 .. ~=zegmi connects t.hi Festi·,al 1.::ith the ad-
I ~r; 

t .t::: t" . .. d • t r, 1 - t -~ 1 _.'J / O . t ven. 01 n.e l',ew year accor l n() o :::>:4 ·:a a maD a L-a ene;cr.y .-- ,::,u 

• • I 
ln .~epal 1ts first reference is found in the 1:;asupati Copper ate 

76/ Regmi, op.cit. (f.n.lO), p. 645. 
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. . . 1 1 . . . d 77/ ~nscr~pt~on of A.D. 44 ~n med~eval per~o .-

I 
On this day people worshipped the f'i~acha Siva by offerinQ 

unclean or forbidden foods, e.g. meat, garlic and alcoholic 

drink. A significant feature of this worship is the fact that 

even orthodox :Juddhist ;Jewars (the Vailras anc' , __ das) vwrshipped 

Lahadeva in the form of Luku i\"ahadeva. 78 / It was a day of 

merriment becat.:se on this day the evil spirits arK': S::)hosts were 

believed to be driven off. 

I 
Besic1es Lord Siva, rnany deities, specially female 

deities popularly };:nown as 'eight sister <;!OddessE:=s' >vere also 

worshipped. Animals were sacrified to them. 

~ext day was the Horse ~acing day. According to a 

lectend, 79/the festival OLiginated to celebrut.e a victori over 

a dernon r"amed l'U1.19i. The roedieval people bE-:li~::oved ·that if 

horses run very swiftly on this day this was an omen, 

foretelling that the people of I\epal would be succc:ssfu.l in 

overcoming U1eir ener:ties, and that sease and sery woulJ 

be dispelled. 

77/ The Pa~upati Copper Plate inscription, dated A.D. 1441. 
Preserved in the collection of CNAS, T.U., hathmandu. 

78/ Regmi, ~cit. (f.n.10), p. 642 

1.2/IvJunaJ(armi, op.cit. (f.n.20), p. 156 
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At midnight the idols of the 1 Eight Sister ·3oddesses 1 

~ere brought to Tul)qikhel,al'l area just outside the city, and 

a religious ceremony was performed. 

The social significance of the Pac~ festival lS notcl.wrthy. 

On this day houses and courtyard were thoroughly cleaned and the 

dirts were thrown outside the city. Houses and cities wE::re 

decorated to welcome the Luku f.1ahadeva in the form of guests 

or even relatives. Special significance was attached to the 

custom to invite married daughters back to parents' homes for 

farnily feasts, so that sisters might meet one another in good 

fellowship. 

l'he four tee nth day of thE: dar i"~ half of l<JJ.Sha was celebl: a ted 

1 eople . . -on tll.l,c, ciay pr pE~ace 

and protection of their family. I'he com.uon Iva)• t.c obserVE2 it 

was to ~aKc su0ar-canes and ex oje them t. 

the ground. 'l'he sound thus produced was bGl ieved to drive out 

the evil spirits. i:··ut as: t' r·'le naor.1e.. i'ucl1a- '""' ( T'1: m<-"" :.·lc; - · · •• ~ca '~E· ' -~ - • ' - ~"- -~ ··-'-'""-- ;_;,'.<•,•d.L ~!-:; 

itself shows originall"· it must have been celebrated to mar:V;:. 

the occasion of the end of the period for barvest"inq su.gar-cane. 

We do not know how the celebration came to be adopted in Nepal, 

but its antiquity can be traced upto the times of the 
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Lichchhavis as one of the inscription of Lichchhavi period 

hints on it.12.Q/ 

1·1ha~uja, meaning the worship of the self, was celebrated on 

the first day of the bright fortnight of KRrt~-~~ on the new 

year's day of 11{epal San•vat which is calculated as commencing on 

Uctober 20, 879. 811 'l'his festival was celebrat.ed for c;etting a 

long and prosperous life. It was confined completely to the 

members of one's own family. In the evenin~r on this day all the 

family mernbers used to sit in a row ir; the order of seniority 

by age. The eldest female member of the family t sed to 1,wrs!-tip 

the mernbers one by one. 

The festivals, which were observed to honour the family 

members of one's o\vn family, i:-1cl ucle: ~~tatr i tha, J.QkiJr..:Qa i~._mH, 

Lee jii Pu ja etc. 

day of· rnothc::r. ;K:cordi ng to the chronicle: on this day the 

rnedieval people 1Jsed to make every effort to please tht:c;ir mother. 

For those whose mother was dead, it was a reminder to pray for 

their souls. They useJ to visit the• i'.a showe 

their veneration by walking around the sacred tank .. Some people 

used to perform the Sraddha ceremony for their deceased mothers.2ll 

80/ D.V. Vajracharya, Inscriptions of Lichchhavi Period, 
(in Nepali), ins. no. 94. 

81/ Dahal, op.cit. (f.n. 28), p. 2 . 

.§1/ Nunakarmi, op.cit. (f.n. 20), p. 176. 

83/ 1.J2i:_g, p. 177. 
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- I ' The .f.3h.~¢!.£.§....AUl],SJ~ was lcnown as the da::/ of father. The 

day was traditionally supposed to indicate one's love and 

respect for one 1 s father . .§.::!./ 'l'he i>Jepalese people used to 

maJ.._e every possible effort to please their father and served 

them with <'lll. the best Slveet meats. Feople, whose fathers 

I -were alread~" dead, used to go to thE.: c>o"l-~.a.:nesvora ~:ahadeva 

and worshipped the god.BS/ ·rhe day \vas also supposed to be 

the best time to offer the Pi~ to the Pitris. 

<ee ja .eC, ja, meaning the worship of the ;::,:rother, was 

observed on t~1e s:::?c\m:l da_i cf the :~,r iqht fortni 

l'i1e sisters -tsed tc honour anc', vo.cship their 1)rutllC:o 8 __ u 

long and prosperous life, 

~achhendran~tha, etc. 

day (first day of Vais~kha) of Vikrama era. 

ir 

period it was celebrated colourfully in the &aktapur kinydom. 

Two flag poles were erectdd on the last evening of the outgoing 

year. On the new year 1 s day three cars of Dhairava, i)rahmayal)-i 

84/ uOSl, op.cit. (f.n. 39), p. 80 

85/ Svasth2mi Vrata Kaiha IV. 
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and Ganesa were pulled through the diffferent parts of the city 

to a larqe open area where the f 1a~1 poles had been erected. 

In the afternoon the poles were pulled down to the ground 

siqnifying the end of the old year and the death of the snake 

demons • In the I<antipur Y,ingdom this festival was celebrated 

. , th ~ --~ - . -,- .... - 86/ ,-. th. . d unoer .e name OI iiuma]u ua~ra. - un _ lS occaslon qoo ess 

Dumajta (Lak~mi) was worshipped and a chariot procession went 

h • • P7/ L rough the dlfferent parts of the Clty.~ 

ends a 1")out the orl.·:JHl of t~1e Visket 

festival. :~"'~nerall:'l the ~1an:e c:;f the vis;\.et fest.i val is t.a:-:er' 

to ~:_,e 5erived from the , ewa.ri worjs Bi for s:1aKe and 2.:z~ 

for c::;lat·r:hter , the tc::Til' i:yi:1s: a celebration to 

commer::;o1:.·ate the dc:~a t.i-1 ·:)f two serpent ::lemons. 

a uund a poisu.rous 

reptile crawin oct from his wife's nose to take his life. 

:iefore that tlo nq \vas ::l.estinec1 to rule f 01~ n:ore than a day. 

As soon as he \vas asleep i 11 the 1. oyal appa":trnc::.ot~, Uie• s -·,or inq 

of the queen would send a serpent wrigging which would bite 

the new ruler to death. 

86/ Vajracharya, op.cit. (f.b. 38), ins. no. 98. 

87/ ~- . d .,:kQL, p. 155 . 

88/ r.:unal~armi, Ql2.!..£i t. (f. n. 20) pp. 149. 50. 
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. h hr . 891 1 . Accordlng to anot er c on1c1e- t'le two poles are sa1d 

to represent }:.ing Sivadava's spiritual tutor and his wife 1vho 

both had committed suicide when they were transformed into 

python in ancient times. Later, when the 1dng ca:-ne to }>now 

the sad news he commemorated the event by erectinq ti>Vo poles 

on the last day of the year. 

B11t the ·word 'fis1zet seems to be a corrupt form of the 

word 'Visva~· or 'visva Dhvajotsthanam' meaninc:J the banner 

of the world. 1'he practice of celebrat:i 

was popular in ancient ._imes 

lLv down 

uf the flag as in the case of the lisket fc:sti ',tal ,__,.c thE: 

:nedieval period. So the mai :1 ~mrpose of t restiv<-:l was 

ise the celf;:r-atio:1 of t_he :\ew ·ca.r's day. 

'The name Vist:;.et appears for the first time in an insc-

. • " .-, 16op 91/ ,,,."' , rlpt1on of klou, - 1)-J, l.lle Sanskrit chronicle 10 the 

possession of ~r. J.R. ~e that. the practice of 

.§.2/ J"osi, op.cit., (f.n. 39), pp. 75-7. 

90/ A statement attributed to Hanu in the Gautamitantra 
supports this view. 

!i.~ -~~~~ tq\ifflff<"41 =tf 't' 
~ lf~'iil<t t:3 ~f'A 

Cf. rlegrni, op.cit. (f.n.lO), p.650. 

91/ ReQmi , op, cit, (f. n, 38), ins. no. 98. 
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observing the visket festival started since the time of ]{.ing 

Visva Nalla about the middle of the sixteenth century. 921 _;Jut 

the practice of celebrating the new year's day of the Vikrama 

era was popular in the fifteenth century, if not earlier. The 

Pa~upati copper plate inscription of A.D. 1441 mentions the 

tradition of celebratin~j the new year's day of Vil\..rama E~ra as 

the auspicious day. 211 The 'li}<:.rama era was introduced in ""epal 

. h . . h . . . 94 1n t e beg1nn1ng of t e th1rteenth cent,ny or a llttle earller-, 

and possibly the new year's day (first day of Vais~kha) 

eel ebra tion was started about thE:: sa:ne time. Ho1·JC~ver, the car 

dra1dn~i CE'rernony of this festival was introduced in the me 

.c -, . -t' . . 95/ OJ_ uaqajyu l ,_alla .-

A noteable feature o.: t'.:-1is festival is that it Kds tl1e 

only festival in medic·val '.e a1 

to the old lunar calendar. It was always celebrated on tl£ 

first Jay of the Vaisakha, the new year's day of the ama 

era. This also supports thf::' suqgestio th.at the Vis:~.et 

festival 'ivas st..:arted to celebrate the new year's day. 

92/ He~nni, QP.cit. (f.n.lO), p, 652. 

93/ Preserved in the collection of CNAS, T.L., fathmandu. 

94/ D . .d. Regmi, ~ieval Nepal I p. 75 

95/ Surya Vikrarn Gyawali, The medieval History of 1\epal, Valley 
(in r-Jepali), p, 105. 
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I 

'rhe humara Sasthi, the birthday of Siva's son LarttiJ~eya, . . . 
on the sixth da::, of the bright fortnight of Cye~-t;.ha, was 

celebrated under the name Si -t;.hinaJ<.ha, possibly using ;.;)i thi as 

a cor rc;pt fvrm of q>asthi or Sixth day, whereas l.§)<.hel imJ,Jlies 

a celebration. It is supposed to be a very old festival which 

was popular in the Lichchhavi period as well. 96 / In the t:ledieval 

period its first reference is founr3 in the i~asupat.i copper plate 

. . t. f ~ ... 1441 97 I . . . . . 98/ , 1nscr1p lon o- A.D. _ .- ;Jorce other 1nscr1pt1ons- an':'. 

Thyasaph\, 99/of medieval period also mention this fE'.:stival. 

L 11 t:l.1is clay Leli LC;us cere1no e::> \<Jere per·forrned 

offer in to , artt iJ.<e:,ra, six types of caLes, s types of ::r f'a d , 

VF~aetc:d::les an:'! "rains, wll 

also ur;;a nised. J:: a 

procession mO\!ed. around t.he 1vind.inq cj street!::~. 

of happ) musicians, thurnpinq dl:urns ar5 c..:la LrlC.:~ ls 

followed in its wake. 

On the same day lotc:cs-shaped miniature p::1per windmills 

were fixed on roof tops to spin in the breeze, or made to 

96/ The Handigaun inscription of A.D. 606 notes the 1vorship of 
:Sasthi Deva, which in medieval period became popular under 
the· 11ame Si thinaJ<.ha. Vajracharya, op. cit. ( £. n. 76), p. 304. 

97/ Preserved in the collection of Cl'JAS, T.U. i'Jepal. 

98/ 3ha}'-tapur .-(oyal Palace inscription of A.D. 1453. 
D. 1/. Va jr a char ya, "Defence arrangements dur ill.(:; the i·.all a 
period and the duties of the people"(in .. epali) Pu.roima no.2 

c 1966 >~~ zo-3ia ~ l ; r ~~11 ~ • , 
"' lJ"C(t '1., '*'"' q I 54('(1"i!'Of~ 6 1 'B '4 ~ :..S ._. 

99/ ...... ~ '!~" ~'"160 I ft:l f6 q tNMT6 t\ <tnf an- I " 
AkhyataratnakoSa National Archives, Nepal, no. 412 (*V), 2 A. 
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whirl by little boys as they run through the streets. This 

windmill was symbolic of the end of evil times ana the usherin1? 

in of an area of righteousness. 

But the day was important more as the mar~ of ~eginning 

of the rainy season than as the cele1)ration of the birth 

anniversary of Lumara. 'rhe medit::val peasants 1verc Sl~p1,osed to 

' ' t' ' "'T 0 tl ' 1 
'" l.QQL (~ 1 t' ' d t' 1 J Degln nelr worh. on_ 1lS c.a1 . '--·'J nls .__ay, ney p aceo 

their musical in:::truments in the costody of .:asadeo or Lord 
I 

Jiva represente::i as the god of 0,"'nce anci l': :sic, ;::>ecause no 

major festival woul:l. interrupt their work of rice ~)lantins 

for three months. vasnndhara, the gockJ.es;:; of £arth, was 

Norshipped oy -t:he ac,ricu.l tur ist on the same ::<ay to sc'e·:: her 

i)lessi ng. 

:Chis da: ·was considere:J to !)e auspicious for cleaning 

wells, ta~:s, ponds, houses and streets. An inscription of 

king Yak~a Malla, 

100/ D. v. Va jr acharya, and T. . Shrestha, lm outl i;:K -iist:.ol·', of 
Dola1\.ha (in L'-Jepali), p. 71. 

101/ Bha};:tapur 2oyal Palace inscription, dated A. D. 1453. 
Vajracharya, op.cit. (f.n. 94), pp. 20-3. 
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would be completed by the day lest calamity befell the project, 

usually corning in the form of monsoon rains which quickly 

undermined the unfinished mud-brick buildings. 1·ve learl} from 

the same source that BhaJ~tapur was surrounded by a thic1->: 

fortifying wall and moat, the maintenance, renovation cHlc, cleani :-19 

of which were the responsibility of all the people living ln 

the town, regardless of their caste. Any person who failed 

to complete his share of worK by the Si~hinakha day "\,,as duly 

punished. 'I'hus, this festival v1as important not for its 

relic)ious performe:nce but as provic1inc1 an occasion f(Jr cele-

~rations having social significance. 

l'he day of 'was known . - .. - . -1CI2/ as 0hanya J:.-ur nlma--· -' 

and ·was celebrate:::-J eatinq omari, a special l:i iLC} C'a.K.e. 

dE.cnce t.his Jay was also called ·romar i .r· nhi 

i\cccrding to the y,~;laKalpatantra and i<antrantara, ... ;era, 

::;al.)e;;£a ancJ Su')hadra are to be 1-mrshipped on this day 

offerin~j Yorrari. ln ::;orre areas maskE'.J dancers pe1:·:tormed a 

variety of folk and relgious dances. 

This festival '\vas generally observed as soon as the 

new harvest was stored, and thus it actually marked the end 

of the season of harvest. It must be a very old tradition 

102/ Pasupati Copper Plate inscription dated in the year A.u. 1441. 
?reserved in the collection of Cr~AS, T. t. "~epal. 
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as i'~epal has been agricultural country from very early times. 

Its first reference belonging to the medieval period is found 

in the copper plate inscription of Pa~upatin~tha temple dated 

in the year A. D. 1441. 103/ But it is not known how the practice 

of eating omari on this day began. 

The festival of ~achhendran~tha was celebrated very 

enthusiastically. 'l'his deity was regarded as the god who 

blessed people with rain and bu_rnper crops. 'I'he chariot-

dl- awinq -Eesti val of this deity was held every ·year in the 

month of 'fa isal~_ha an::_ conti.:1ued for one 

Religious :estivals:-

.. 
·J~o.~r ~~/ •,.: tl c..~ . ..:. d 

. .... -,, 
\.....- (~: -I... 

l:'hese t;: a i nal fest 

104/ rnonth.--

vwrship of ferent deities, while soxc ar0 associated ~ith 

the place of pilgr ima :;e sacred to the dei 

festivals ar<:~ umerous, their method of ct?lerbatio 1:;; :no.;.-c or 

less the sa:ne, namely chariot procession of the god concerned, 

dancing and playing of instruments and waH:;.ing throw:~'h 

diffE::rent parts of the city, visiting different temples and 

offering prayers to the deities, taldng fast and feasting 

103/ Thi:..9· 
104/ The nature and importance of ~\Jachhendranatha bave been 

discussed in page no.9-10 
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the Brahma0as, etc. ~Je give below the important details about 

the traditional religious festivals observed durinQ the l"lalla 

period:-

Buddha Jayanti:- Celebrated on Vais~kha PGrni~5 as the 

day of Buddha's birth, ~nl 

and Death. 

Ava loki tesva.ra Jatra:- Celebrated for eight days, from the 

first to the eighth of the bright 

fortnight. to vr:::.nerate 

/ 

Lol,.esvara. 

r<1ustly l n 'l'himi. 

It was a riot prnces 

full mean Jay of .ye~tha. 

Gunl2:-

half o:L Jr avan to the dar!<. haL~ of 

Shadra. It is s1 ·pposed to ~e the 

sacred ffionth of Lord Buddha. The 

3uddhist ~roup of people enthusiastically 

observed fasting and penances and 

conducted holy ceremonies and pilgrimage. 
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1'-1aga Panchami Celebrated on the fifth day of the bright 
I 

fortniaht of Sravana to venerate serpants. 
·-' . , 

~~itarpa~i:- Celebrated on Srava~a P~•nima. It is known by 

several other names, such as, Guru P"'nhi (Furl?-ima), 

The C:)vi ja 

peopl~ On this day ·2sed to chanqe their .::Jartai 

(sacred thread) after ta1dng a bath ir1 a :._- j_~_rer. 

In medieval period the most popular and holy 

place of pilgrimage for this occasion was 

UosaL;:.m).qa situated at an altitude of 14324 ft. 

in the 
1 0"'/ 

north of x.athmandu • ..:!:..-..d Those •.;ho could 

te'.'tple . -- 106/ 
, n '"atan -il- .l ., d ~ ~ • 

l'}lc Duddhist -.~roup 

of L-::xr d Di..L.::.ih.a 's cr\rer 

.. ar as. I_ rtH~?c~ieval t s pec.lple regar Jed this 

day as the occasion to eat Qua~ti, a kind of 

specially prepared soup of c:ifferent ··i:::s 01: 

cereals, ~ca~s and 

Krisna Jayanti:- Celebrated on the eic:hth day of the :3ar"l: "'"ortniCiht 

of Bhadra as the birth anniversary of Lord \r isna. 

106/ Sankarma Rajvamsi, "Documents to the time of Yaksa >lalla" 
( in :,;epali) Plirnirna no. 10 (2023) p. 39. 

- .. 

10.§./ Lali tpur -~ umbhesvar inscription dated in the year 1\. :J, 13g2 
riegmi, op.cit. (f.n. 38) pp 31-5. 

107/ Regmi op.cit. (f.n.lO), p. 664. 
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Celebrated on the ninth day of the dark zortnight 
-

of 3badra by shopkeepers, for J:;himsen was 

regarded as the god of merchants. 1081 

Ga~esa Chauthi:- CJbserved on the fourth day of the bright fot.tnight 

Indra ._) atra:-

Durga Puja:-

of Bhadra 

un,.::er the 

/ 

to venerate god GaDesa. 

- ''1 t' . 109/ name _OJ. a c :lOll n1. --

Itl.;ras C.t'lebra ted 

It \<Jas a very spectacular festival in wec1ievc-ll 

period and was celebrated for eight days(from 

the twelfth day of the bright fort~icht ~h~dra 

to the fourth day of the darl:. :"'urtnic:'i1t As~>Ji :1a; 

festival which was popular duri1~ the time of 

-.· '. ' . t 111/ 
~l1C1 l Clf1 fllS CJX' • --

:-lalla, the last ~-~alla r :.::.1ar o: .athmand.u, 

}·j+-

Celebrated for fifteen C ron; tiw :' ir st day 

- ' 
of the ~right half to the f~llmoon ( ,-, 1 

u~- dSVl na 

In :. 

hundreds of he-buffaloes we.ce sacr ieed to 

goddess Taleju, a form of Durga, by the _:vlalla 

l~ings, goddess 'Tale ju being their family deity. 

108/ Vajracharya and Shrestha, QR.02it: (f .n. 24) inscription no. 28-53 

1Q.2./ t3haktapur .Royal Palace inscription dated ) •. D. 16gB. Z\bhilekha 
.3angrah, IV, P.6. 

110/ Gopalaraja Vam~a~ali folio. no. 29. 

111/ Asvaghosa, 3~ndar~nanda, IV. 46. 

112/ Vajracharya, op.cit. (f.n. 30) p. 176. 
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Panchali bhairav:-

Laxmi Puja:-

- I 
~lar i bodhi ni Ekadas i: -

Gujeswari J~tri:-

Celebrated for two days,the fourth and 

fifth of the bright fortnight to Asvina, 

to venerate Pachali l3hairava, the 

malevolent form of Lord Siva. 1131 

~ '· Celebrated on the day of EartiJ<;.a lmns1 

in honour o£" godC:\ess Lal~smi . 114/ 

Cbserved for ten days from the s tY:. to 

1 th , , . h . .. 115/ e even aay oe1ng t e major cay.--

It 1.;as celebrated to mar:.,:. '!ism.:' s 

return from his foJr-mon~h rest below 

o! t~e serpe~t Sesa. 

a ~:ed for th.r ee davs _, orr the day 

tl) tllC' 

C3. 1 t.h, 

\'~Lll 

eilrth ·odd9ss asu~dhara Qr ;.a ~·-.)\_:rna .. . 
tL \/..; 

-' 

f emalc3 co:.1nterpa.rt of c)fJairava. 

00served for two days, th~"" ,1inth and 

tenth of the dark fortnight of ~·-arga to 

venerate goOdess Sati. This festival 

113/ Svachchhandalalita Bhairava, i~ational library, ~'Jepal ,~o.224(l) 
S.N. 206. 

114/ Bl;aktapcrr I<oyal Palace inscription of A. D. 1698, Abh~lekha 
.Sangrah, IV P.6. 

112/ Sakya, op.cit. (f.n.53) p.70 
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is supposed to have been introduced 

by the hall a h.ing Pra tap . all a (A.D. 

1641-74) 116/ 

Observed for three days from the 

thirteenth to the fifteenth of the 

dar}<. fortnight of •. arga to honour 

goddess lndr§ya~i, als 

,::ijima, the grandmo·ther-go:i3ess \>Jho 

cures dysentery. 

L;esi c:tes, liol i \\'as al c-;o observed 

. 117/ tunes. 

s people ma irrt.c; ined a 

t.radit.ion o: sis and rnutuc:l toler<:1tio~1 u.C _,i ~ :::~crent 

aiths. 

' :3i\r~l l'2r, a·1·~.': I>u:\:lha §r i,rrnJt~lal .rcco~~J11itilJrl arJ.c-~ ,:~2~.c:lla:L.:_•;5C c.1£ 

~eliefs and rituals were evident ffiore as camparcd with cor~lict. 

.,, 1 . ' . ' 
~eop e always 80SJrea a happy a;1c' life: u: this 

' lvor lc1 anc~ in .:ii valo~ arKi fail,..up:l;:.ha Lo~ in tl1<:'? 1 · ·· a }('Elt.h. 

They were devoted to religion and spent their earning on ldi:rKJ 

temples, performing t~~~ and Yai~~~ and making donations to 

deities and cereating endowments for their worship. Although 

I 
11§/Narahari <':ath, "3uhyesvarya Itihasa " Sanskrit 3andesa 

no. 12. pp. 26-32. 

117/Abhilekha Sangrah, IV p. 8. 
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most of the people had to struqgle for earninc; the bearest 

minimum for their existence, they were always keen to live a 

happy life, and for that objective they performed to their 

best means many religious activities. In this way religion 

dominated the social life and social acti 1lities of the penr:•le 

in medieval times. 



CHAPTER - SIX 

CONCLUSION 

In the previous chapters we have given a fairly detailed 

account of the social life of the people in the medieval period. 

Here we propose to reiterate some of the salient features of 

the society that distingui$$h it from others. 

The people in the Malla period, particularly the Newars, 

have impressed the world as unique and interesting people in a 

number of ways. The caste organisation o§ the Newars in the 

medieval period is itself unique in the sense that it maintained 

two different wings of the Buddhist and Hindu groups. Though 

- ( . we hear of the Var~asrama system even w1th reference to the 

Lichchhavi society, the religioUs grouping under the caste 

organisation of the common group was a unique feature of the 

period. Likewise, though the policy of caste organisation 

which prevailed in the Lichchhavi period, was continued in 

the medieval period, it was imposed in such a revised and 

organised form that a drastic change in the hierarchical order 

of the castes different from that of the Lichchhavi society 

- -
came into existence. Even the ~ichchhavis, Koliyas and Abhiras 

who were regarded as high Ksatriyas in the days of the 
,_ 

Lichchhavis, w·ere treated as Sudras and counted in the fourth 

order.!! The division became more occupational in character. 

Each caste was associated with certain types of hereditary 

function, some relating to religious events and others to the 

community. 

1. See Chapter II pp. 60-1. 
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The social structure in the medieval period is again found 

to have changed when the Shahs of Gorkha came to rule over the 

Kathmandu Valley. It is interesting to note that, though caste 

was the principal criterion of social hierarchy among the 

Newars in the medieval period being based on the same principles 

as found in the contemporary Hindu social life in India, these 

people of the Kathmandu valley in the medieval period were 

counted in the Vaisya order by the non-Newars after 1769. The 

medieval people had strictly maintained the distinction between 

a high and a low caste, and the high castes were prohibited from 

drinking water from the hands of people of lower castes. But 

since 1769 most of the unclean castes of the medieval period 

listed above £/are regarded as clean castes. The high caste 

people not only drink water from their hands but also establish 

marriage relations with them. 

I 

The SreShas were regarded as K~atriyas in the medieval 

perio~/, but after the decline of the Mallas the word Sre~~ha 
' became so common that even rich Jyapus (Sudra) assumed this 

title • .11 

2/ See chapter II,pp. 62-6. 

11 See chapter II,pp. 52-3. 

i/ See chapter tt,p • 53 
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Similar changes are found in other spheres of the social 

life. We can cite the example of Yihi Samska~a. Originally 

this custom was confined to the peasant and other professional 

castes, who did not suffer from the evils of child marriage.21 

But after 1769 it has been so widely adopted that all the 

Newars, excluding the Deobhaju and the untouchables, observe 

this ritual. Likewise, the practice not to take the bridegroom 

in the marriage procession, which is common among the Newars 

at present, was confined only to the lower group of people in 

the medieval period. 

We have seen that the Mallas were not only defeated by the 

Gorkhas but were also dominated in different aspects of social 

life. But it has to be admitted that the contribution of the 

medieval period to the development of culture and civilization 

in history of Nepal can not be ignored. The medieval people 

demonstrated their ability in almost all walks of life. They 

made considerable significant contribution to the culture and 

civilisation of the country. The multiroofed temples and other 

monuments of Kathmandu Valley, on which the tourists from all 

over the world feast their eyes, bear testimony to the artistic 

skill and craftsmanship of the medieval period. 

2( See chapter III, p. 114 
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Many festivals celebrated in the valley of Kathmandu at 

present are actually Newar festivals which originated mostly 

in the medieval period. A good part of the time of the people 

was spent in the celebration of festivals and feasts. The 

Nepalese people since very early times have been the lovers 

of merrimant and in the Lichchhavi period we see them observing 

many festivals, but the Newars in medieval times seemed to be 

creative; creative in the sense that they introduced many new 

festivals and modified the ancient ones in some piculiar form. 

Thus, the Kumar Sasthi of the ancient period was celebrated as 

Sithi in the medieval period with a reduction in the role of 

Kumar as compared with other parts of the rituals.§/ Likewise 

the Visvaketu festival of ancient times was celebrated by 

Visket with changes even in the main principle.ll The Indra 

Dvajotsava of the ancient times was celebrated as Indra Jatra 

in the medieval period. 

Though the people were divided into two different wings, the 

Buddhist and Hindu groups, there was more mutual recognition 

and exchange of beliefs and rituals than conflict. They lived 

in harmony for centuries, worshipping in the same temples and 

celebrating the same festivals. 

§/See chapter V, p. 244. 

l/ See chapter V, p. 246 
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The people, excluding those belonging to feudal classes, 

had to struggle for a pittance of existence. The peasants were 

not better off as the returns from agriculture used to go mostly 

to the kings and other feudals. Though from very early times 

Nepal appears to have been actively engaged in tran-

Himalayan trade reaching Tibet and Turfan in the north and 

the plains of India in the south, a large majority of traders 

and monks were Indian and Tibetan. The institution of slavery 

and the system of bounded labour led to rural mass indebtness. 

Even if efforts were made to improve the social status of the 

people, the imposition of heavy taxes on trade and the 

involvement of the royal family in most of the profitable 

pursuits rendered them fruitless, because finge benefits used 

to accrue to the royal family members. The economic backwardness 

of the people affected their social status as well. But the 

notable thing is that though they had to work very hard for 

their livelihood, they did not show their unhappiness, but 

spent their spare time in merriment and entertainment. 

*********** 



QLOSSARY 

Abu& Father 

Baji: Flattened rice 

Bhata: Husband 

Bhansar: Custom 

Bhariya: Porter 

Bhavi: The divine astrologer 

Charu: A mixture of grains of barley,rice, sesamum all 

soaked in ghee. 

Chdwkis: Custom office 

~la: To bring girls from outside for marriage 

~olaji: To bring boys from outside for marriage 

Duwalaya: A special kind of cloth used in religious rites 

during a marriage ceremony. 

Ghat• Burning place, cremation ground. 

I - • • Grahadasa: The good or bad effects of the pos~t~on of 

planets on any individual 

Jagat: Custom 

Jajaman: Client 

Jantra: A kind of necklace 

Jhara: The bounded labour system 

Juju: King 

Kalab: Wife 

Katha: Story 

Kheda: Hunt for catching elephants 

Kula Deva: Family deity. 
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Kuruwa: The measurement of half k.g. 

Lami: Mediator 

Ma: Mother 

Ma~hyaha: Illigitimate issue 

Mohar: Half of a Mughal rupee. 

Nakap: A piece of cloth, covering part of the head and 

Chin during the mourning. It was washed on the 

tenth day of the mourning. 

Nini: Father's sister 

Pathi: Measurement of 4 k.g. 

Pi~qa: A small ball of boiled rice offered to the manes. 

Ponga: A kind of cloth with which the dead body was 

wrapped before it was cremated. 

Rajguru: Royal Priest. 

Ropani: The measurement of land covered about one-thirteenth 

of an acre. 

Samanta: Administrator 

Si: Wood 

Sindura: Vermilion 
I 

Sraddha: Ceremony observed yearly on the day of the death 

according to the Hindu calendar. 

Syabaji: Flattened rice Parched with sands over the fire. 

Taya: Boiled paddy grains without husks 

!hyaha: Legitimate issue 

Tole: Locality 

Tulo a Balance 

Umaravas: Officers 

Vrata: Fasting 
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Co~per l ate inscri ption , i ns ide the Navadur ga temple , 
I·'achali , Kathmandu . 

~. :F 1tri iff ~ ,-.e;~att -,qi "Gctt \ifJ'TLfTm \f~~-

~. 1T , ~Ttflti f.i::cf"{~- ~TR tfllUTT-;::;:p:r: I I tfJ=Cf~ 

~. OO\l ~TtfT~ ~~tft tf.:r:zn· ~--1 'Cl1o:ftr 
~ ~ '.:1 

<j • 1~~ '[{ZT'i'f , ~T~DT ~~ "{l'jq-crr~ , 'i-
'.l . ~T~TfmCi trfCI(ff'{, ~-;:'{"{Ti'm~ '=if ~q rtf , v.:_q 

c.. . jc;.:J ~ Qfd ~Tzr;;r tr't:fOUT -m \iRT "fT<iiT~ -
~~ .. ~ 

-
~. tf06q '11nffl "tT\ifTfcn'T~ ~ ~ ~ 't1 -

• C'fT~~<:i itf"l'i (, r~, c:r~ ~ -

t. m, m~~ <fi"T"lSQ911~ ~, tfitJTitf 

~0 • ~ qr~zrt· \il<l1, ~ -prr ~~ 14\~ ~ 
~ ~ 'tft~ ·~rFfffr'~ , ~1<:i 'tTT~ ~ -

.. 
-~~ "tfT~T ~·'t?it ~ ~ ~ T5G~C!cfT ...., 

~~ . ~ t;i'~tff ~i, ~ ~ tt0 T ~-

~ ¥ • (TOT ~ ~ JTO,.$ n TUT , ~T(ff ~ -

~'1 . '{UT IDlfT ·~rrnrf~T1 . "t'ClT ~-

1 1 qfct SO'~,. iJf\ifl-f r iT1T n~ 

, ~~CJ r~\ { 'fCT ·err~ tf'tt;-1 c ...., 
..,_ 



ppendix '11 . 

~ tone i nscripti on , i nscri bed i n Dhandeu Chaitya , ~haba il . 

'· lr ~: ~(~) fl«tTq II Mr\'d If "!fql( I"- MPlf:t 
l. -- 's' Cfi I"'J¥11,, pqfft tttPII 1411, "ftfW:ft" ~ 

'· - ~. ifWt ft'l<, ~Tf1f -- "'-

V • ~ (':f) \Tti'l"' 'I Aipi AI II II lfm 1\it 11\itiut 1ft" 1ft 

l. ~~ ~ WA *I l.tt .. ift'IFih 1\ICI II U1ttra ~-

(. - ~ *ltU f'ttn~ 1ft "*" ntr<an ~.,, fq~Ji Tr' 
"· ~ "l'"- "" .. ,..,.,,rn m '"' .. ' ~ 11111 
c: • cr ~ 'ITWT '4i13flcA'l ' tl'1'r' 1q'f I 1 JfT Pt ni-
t. w *i u;wqft, '+lft*IT:r:r, 1ft ' q~ *I trr-11 1ft" 
to. ~1ft ' cttlll§ ~ q 1q11 li'RO~, lflqwt•4 .... 11f

t t • q j'q=t, ~':ft Yffl 110 I, ~ 9\UU {j llf.':f 1Ift ' qa( 

tl. tHI~ 121\ifH,A an'ttFIS"'HHT •• 

t'. crt~ <41 ~'t II II tl't t&:Ct 46U, 1ft ' qaf qy -

tV • p ltf!t &11@1 rt 1nl qn t( tceou( .JIIt'T-
t'L. 'I~ 11tt tt~<liT ~ f I II ~ ""( I I ~ 1ft 

t 4. -- 1ft 1ft" .rr ffCif fl' tM '' rn tcf:IrM, tt~ <'CIT !-
'". \l , ~, ~ Wl tttlatt., rn lf'lR if \1M, *I r-.rr n 
cc:. 5 l I ~ ·;r-y 'A li-=m'-:r ~ f\4 < ttl II I II If( • 
ct. 1Ft'~ 111 

• 



.. ppendix 12 . 

,..tone inscripti on , i n a p addy field ,. nef ar Chavahil. 

t • .. -.r: lft.iillll•q a c.- II t .. a we .. , nfi;; It llfcA4t il • 

'· aftcMf _...,. a .. &"'r\"T'il't "~ ~••tor U' vt-
•. ""''' Qrin·ann' e~an ifl"'<t"'*" ''6tnt, ~ ~! -=s 1ft • 
v • - ~ 41 1 <"' ct • f'l ;:q~ t'fita < q r <t:ai'a a 'l'f e'"' n '1-lf 

'l • - . • 9 tli 41 W lipf lfJWDT ~ Tl''l I f'4 <Till lit l ..rt~ ~ 1J8TCJ If• 

4. tcaa. fCI r-lllflli( I~ t"iililf•f 1IW lfl•l wcMIIf Of'l\iliT 11'111 

'-'. 'I!Lf< Cllll .. lt( 1ft 3ftt'cc iilfl Gill fVWt'!LA ctti"'l#(( Jft1'f-

c •• '('1'-rqf{f lfrf"'"" "'"''"'ii''' 1ft • qlqf'C1 ~ If -
t. w;f.:r q <a:t Aitt lfT\4 f ~ '"1 4tfG'if=t ,._.,. nie 1JIIIf 31l 
~o. qaftJ;~ "f"fA ~ +a:ftT'I 1 f'til:t 11T44rat"l lfJ f'ila lf)'-

~ ~ • \ liT iN ,., iil lfl'iili < l=t q eif=t •ic r-ta q tM=t 1'PY ~ 

~'. lfT; m q(; A1a1 p-r • ~tt I"'I(IIJttt !W ' tt ~ 

~~. ~ Clf\NH...,UI !Wf p lfr ' qaft ~ ~ 5ft1' . . . 
~V •• ~ CfrtMI 11\VT~ \IM It q ICiilld ~ 1('I'W 

t'L. rcc rta ~ .. awa ~ ! .. ntc11 tnTr~ 'fiT PI 11n1 i -

~ ". liCf1\ q •• 4 ra 'f1'1f 1:fl" ' ~" 1; !LI'fat1=t 't'l .. 41\'1 !fl u 
~". tit \tfi!l r < lf1'1l ~ 11 11 :l(f"i f'6 'Prof n !{l II p '3-
cc. mr-r ~-.qra aq;R q<'lr.a -rn "l•• f't vrur qf<cc nT-
tt. T¥f 311 :Jnl•C4 ;r:w q; CfiPft e·ttr=t ,rc "ttt ·11 rr 1 t 



A;p;pendix 2 13 

Copper p late inscript i on , in the temp le of 

kva ala , Jyavahal . 

~. ~ ~' tf' I 'fll lf'Ttq pq1i'l ~ -
~. ~ icPtl' 'tQ"fitl\ .. \fiNn~ .rr • -

' • lJOf D' js;l" t'RT "'"' eifl d fr 11 -
J 

v. rn~ .. .,... ru ~tT"taRt •uu ~t! a (i" -
'i. wnr wn- ~ lii'l,_ Clill''ldfii, -n- ~ trct:=fl \if -

(. ~ WTtR"fe ~ fclijfit( 1A ccr~ .J-
" 

". e =tl'l < "ft41 .,.,, f't1 •tnit&/t <' ·" 1 \.eel ~ -
c:. ~ n.tt ~ s;r '"~ sm't rt 1 '"fijw -
t. ~a.rr 9Pf ~ ~'A'. 1fif rti4SJI 'lT -

co. ~N=~, <JftictS" '~, " ..-r"4t, ~ 
C ~. lf~T, 111e'l 0" Zfl::tlfr, +H1<T Gf 

c ~. ~ lffll ~ - f*=r ,,, q I <\ -ra. ~odft -

c ~. ~' flll' ~ 1ft-r. ~ ' '~.if tJlral 5 -
CV • "T'fe fi -a. a f'\t::fT ti!f •'tt q I HI p -
C'l. ou fa;;; .11 A:f ••• • •• 



pp end i x 14 

St one j nscr i pt ion , i nscrib ed in the Chai t ya 

'be ar rla r uto l 

c. F ~= "'""q*l ~ •q_a-' <ttRT nsr.ta lsAiw't> 
l • • ~ 8 ahaqa~ l'l=tt:nptvW II 8 ... 11,4T811 ~. ifilql! 

~ :pJ: II 11 '\1f 11 -
.. 

~. -coi- ; ' ..... qq 1 *!qrcwwr· teftf: ~ ~=pta 'ft« •' .. 

IIM\ft-

V. \1T (Uffi) '"tf'iltf1qn1: \Tift~ tA=c ~4111WIII rua 

1tt!l ( l\111 rr«l'f 1ft 1ft ;wq -

'i. \f1'1:J 11 «"ct 9! t4 rt<M AIIICI\~ : 11 cn;qf«: 1ft ta.wocq 

*Mr'=A't q I u.,-, < -

( .• t 41..-..lll"!t!l WC:Ckl , +aq•a < qillf rectI ~,-;r lJTt't erR 

't I J(ct f ff=fllft ¢rwo ITT-

". ~ '11-tt, ~S", 'f'1ij', q-::r{"R, ~m ~ 1JTCIT~ "Gflrt~, 

~'"'fii wr-
c. cs> ncrr, ~ -r;tt4 ~, rut'" o-, CJ""~ -~" a.rr-, 

_,,_,~. 9PI Srw<it q-
t. ~, ~ti1CI FNill, te"''\ct, fl)'4d=tct, 't I'*I<TG1 I I Vfr 

lm:ftR n ctiltnl -

~o • qfaity ~ !{l II ~ttl~~ cr I (iljO"Jirlt fk"N'ifl 

r-Qtrt«n trrG l 1J <¥'t> 
~~ .... , ~, a""'~ "''"Q~=i'ii'l._ fiRM..,.. .. ,,au ru-. 



~ ~, 1' I rt•tfl t f.!ld ft, 1fr-lt I rt"' il=c;q AI -u ~ Ut 'l1lf 
1RPTT! ~ g rwo 1 in -.. 

C~, ~T 'fcr-1 ~'t' II '{ll'ir&, ~ \tC'l afl•t*l It tiiO I q\'t 
3'tlct I M ( fatft, \1 it •1 t -

CV. <11ft~ ce.n~, 14M f( II fliT !"'! \'ctlif N q~ 14 .. -=flt"M, 

~m11 (liT) 

C'l. l''t=J M@~=t, tct~qlifl't=t Mttl'll qraq=e.::r, ~ ~T 
... ., Ofllf, ! tt ' 

c 4. •if1 ..... ree m ~o ~ 1ft" ~ ce.-11 "ra:e, w ~q ~T 
~ !Iff C(llt41 

~. il'tVTTJ ~ ct•~=t !9Tq'1 lllct"'T< 4-~a=t \'fCITq 5 ~ ~ 

cr:. .. rcq fl1l nrcr ytrf=a d"f I t ¥" II '(it.,. ro ~-:y sr~ rt II 
ct. 'tt!l4f'rq ~ c ilt¥1a tf c •M~t ••• 1:l(trr ·caa4ql<, 'Cit60 

lt, qy~ C ~Nitti& I'TlPm: ~ II ~ ~~ nct=trt? 

\Wt=tj ~-
~ C , fOiiU I q r=t " 1f'ff1' I aft;e::r 1IT1RTW !ft' II ~ <'4ewt\ll1 ~- 11\,-. 
~~ • .,..;( ~qCII~ !;yy-=f t:w•41iln 'l'l*{~T, fiii@ii(~ I, cfr -
~'. eet(«n, !lfetlct 11 ll et(at r, !' ~ .....V:rr ~T lft~ 
~ iifeiCfl'q 

w. n• ~ 11 ~~ ~qq4at ~~. rt~•'q••~ t'HG ~ wr
l'l, tf1T 1I1'WO T1IT soatcr d " rc: q 'CIT1IO T1n' ~ 'Cfr (e) . 

:lr<<a 3f8 1fr-

l ~. ~ "0'• ¥J'1f ~ 'I.Cf' ~ rtf 1ffWDT 5"+il 1fi1IFf , GFIM I~ ~
~, ~(Till \flll ~::r( 3 r5< I tl'cil r- \ii¥1=M•a I ::rac;:rt 1ft 
1C. \lil , q"{cft' , I" rca ret cft•q 1 ~, :rr "M*"'ti a( ~ sl1f 
~E.. ~ ••• \tnt *Of J:P11 I I fM f1 II e-.·<1 II o II 

,o. M - 3u nt'*ltct ~... ~ lffl(4 r .. :ft~ '• u 



ppendix 15 

Stone inscri ption , inscribed on t_ e p linth of 
a chaitya , near t·:aruto l . 

'· P" ~ v~,r:rf r-t""NTg now: 1 ,.;.,,., .... ~ iliNf( 

':ftt -R: II 11 '1'f 11 • 
.. 

~ • 'tfJ'f - · ; \' '1'4s;:G 'll'W I 'i\fl ,._,l\\.,_fll, ""' '41114 

qtfwt re 1 1 wa 11Tbr lPn- -
'. err (tr{q) n falqyq n1: Tf"( ..-:::c: • ~ =c r-t<•q 

-

tWI'irt»l, 'm\·lillf'C«TGf 1ft J1t., 1J • 

V • tn<M ri'Ait 1fl tf ll(fll ,._\JfCiU~: II ~~: ifl+ I 60'1 I'UM '11T.rt 
ifiOC ctt't-

'L. t 1fT• =tlif'Jt! 1 we: oq, • 1 "~' n q..., ftct r :1" r 'T~ zrn't ~ 
rrti(41 r 'R3tt ~ 1fT -

(. ~f 'ltfr, ~ ~' 1fif6q1(T;r, '!F'"l~ VTm"SJr "121'iR'T;r, 

~~ 9PI' 

"· (!) 1Wr, ~ r«tfA Sift, nAtctfi, ~ ~ ~. 
Ml'l ~. 1Jtt*i5r'ed1 q-

c • A1 fr, trl<fr Cll <'tiit, ( ~q, CJ<f) ll~, "' f'ittH I \11 II ~ 

QT~ ..... t'fl'l-
t. tft'Ft I ~ Ft' II ~ fU tlrqd \tCY Cf' I f»JOT znt Jl" ~ 1 

fti1"14T ~. l 1J (pt) 

co. q I r~' 01PR ~ ~ 1J lcnfr ~. FfA4~ wr 'IVfTf ~ 

••• 



'' • WOT f'A Sl't II 'I!' ~ 1Pn( ~t 'ltaT Ef1t t.., I q"' , 
~~~~~-l..,..,fCI,..J' ~, \Jii'TT• 

... 

t ~. D«l\ .. ..,. •. I*" It' ' I ~ !=§ ~T tzm' ~ 
1r ' 10 I (I at (IJT•) 

tV. tto;r '"tttf=t, fCI ~'i:t 1~1 Mill'l flnt ~. t1, mi60T, 

w't ~. ~' 
tt. Y'ft ~ afTM m t'O ~ 1ft" ' il¥411 1\ rtl=t, W?111TWDT 

'1!1 F <1'1111• 

t (. tft - n-=r ~ '5" ~ q •fat'tt=t SVTtR lll«Ptl < cc• rea=w "RRT~, 

t ~ -

"'. 1ffGf tm l'TCr .... ~ d'f" 1 < ¢ , , .,,.;re ~o;r sr=ent " 
cc:. 1Uf1()q 5 t "'IM<t ~ t 9MI\"11 ••· tpfur 414'11\, m WO 

tt. liT?: t ~ 1ft'TW IICI'tlt ~' II ~ \c!mr 6\ct=tfa ~ 1-
'o. "fo 1fO(qfa '~ 1Jl:TILI'tat141CCCCI<1 Ft I 'A-~~~ lftTW-

~t. - l-=rT~ e~q<n' 1~ ~~~ h ,c( .. ,,lfr 'T't, ~ ... M~T iff· 
~l. 8 ~, ~ ~T, f:fl (N.41 I 'I!' ~, G!ltl•';ff ~T ttn"Tf'lrt, 

~ sm''lfl'11- .. 

~~. "t'W !ft I I ~~-:( 1fT ~ 1Nit ~IO:t, rq...,·4 It I\, ·~ 

~Nt'CII • 

?V. 1m llnOfliT socecr e .-t-rt W lfTWOT1rT 1P1J '1" (n) !1PitC"Ci. 

~·-
"'· o \,..!CIT 11 sft ~ ~ v-.T f'CWt ~ • ..n'=f ~-
•(. unTGJ ws•a~=tr .JTS<nl•acll'\ ~"N=te·aa.-. <PPfr ,.r« 
~. Til CJ<i'M, .-r Tr« cf'tt' q-rq. :rr1a quf .., rr ~ 
11=. ~- Wrtl861 Ifill II fMfd Vai"cct II o II 

,t. it f'l (I 'Ill( ~-~ 'fl\4f q"'fl@'l ("A 



ppendix '1 6 

Stone i nscri ::tion , near Asokan Chaitya , Itumvahal . 

c. F :OW: 1ft' 31"' tat I II: II Jilt rti II ~ \ICC '"I •I -Jf1't 

,...,~. ""at'~ 
• • 'l8 ""'' 1llr tn&fti ~ ~-..uof ......... '"· ......,_ 

tt nt"' vr-ten 

'. r-.lt are"' "~'' nt •• lfl•l r=t~~r< .. ,,.,, r< 1 rwtctr=t, 
drti4'a I \411 I Mil ... -t'fl a I -

v. ~ wn r-twuqn'i'ttl<latl r'4<Tat-; f'lcc»q ·,.cPtrot ·1fr1ft

"tr'l<~=c ..n ... - ~-

'i • tfTCl' q-a;j ~ f4 It< fCI ~ "tl'\Fill I I -n "1'4 fti "'If I w=t\cf 

ew• ru•, vcr "'''" -
(. 1J'=I ~ q I<TCfd *ttl,..., I<< I rttraoa, ,..- <ett fen, Cfti'll( 

"'1~. ~ .... 
"• ;rrw· e\t I • r ~ ll-..o ~ lfr ' t rMi it :W" liliiM t\ 1ft ' lf9:1'11 

~Niil , l'lt rwt:ft • 
c. <• <:t 11Te1T ~ .......... , , m"" • qo 1faiiT HO 

~~~-1;'TV-

E.. wr arw 41@1(1..,-( ¥Mrtti"1 ~..,.AIM __...T 
!ft II lfr-l~~-

co • ifT ti I( '=rt' lft'wDi rti&tcU , nrftrr· 'lti I ,._ r*0\1, . 4*'1 ftct I , 

...... ,..iil lflscn"' 
c c. 1"f!!r lf'A1 ,.m raiffr, 5f'=lil1 lf'A1 11 :ftt<-IWIPft" nq, 

1f1'trt mtr 
c •. ~, if IJU SJ1 11144 rtlifl "'aq a\ct a"R 1f1111"A11 

"""1 lflwt=flrtlt ' !'it 
c1. ~. 9PJ " llliMPt'wtl lfl\ct;cfa, ~ t1:ai'4"1 lfr f 

Jlii'., c:q frra=t 
••• 



"· 'v. • AtH< ~::ft<tt:f liTWOVT f(ctf«CI1 t=twrwea ~T ~'t 11 

t=te1'cct ~-

''i• ~ ~\¥ti";R ns ll {~ •1q'11'tf ~T"I f'ft flirT fl '414int II 
o'fr 

C (. 3 ..... 1 *IT, II!' tP.Ir-r .J<Ntet411 ~ ~'R, N I t'41 T8IIT T1!IIIT 11T_, 

"~-
"'· W 11W Ill .. ~ ~ 'II*IT ;n-t'l' V'W'Y t"trl 'i'li(C4f ftlf 

~· ~-
,c. • • flfl~ctr, ''~"" ~te•crrq -mr ,tt u ~ q••• ft(~ 

1'AJ f::mi-

'E.· ~ 3r;;u ~ 'Cfl"'6 \W !f"t II II lf-.r fct(flqfa 

!=tCI1!-
lO. 1llfn r=tqrct \ 'lif~~R v ~ ;rqf'e-.IPfvm o f'RoT 

~ (. t1_1J VT11'1~ i"1T-=f 1'n 1'rt ctl¥15 f'I'':IIO ~ 
~l • ftT ift1G 3'{1( llnOT lf1'1:1 \'Ai r-l"'Ml cftfZ ~ 

~~. ~T ~"t'W ~ II fPI\il II o 1f 



Ap p e nd i x 17 

Stone i nscri p tion in the p edestal o f the image of 

Vamananarayana , Tachapatol , Bhakt apur . 

' . • I' ~ a w nt'e 111'\l, ~trr =t rt'e 1fTft ~ "' r.\it=t q~~ 1!11 
\Tif'r-1 1fT -

•. "{~ ~ vmr nw:~~;, ~ t=t 1ft' 1ft 1ft ~"Pf=n =t a <T11U1' 

lrti80141 

~. _,T I I (=IT~ ll~T -eft q ~I qrw tJr. ti co c In'~ 1:I'C ~ \t II 



ppend i x 18 

, tone i n scr i p t ion i n the p ed e s t a l of the image o f 

La~smi , Tachapato l , Bhakt apur . 
f 

, • ~ it =tte t re·e 'II <., o 1 'fir fliT 1tt'TtrT ~ .-A -

' • :n;:r lR'IT H liT s..tl._if.t .. ra •• 1I'RD Tlf .,_ 

r-'"i I'W I !ft 
~. • ~~ me ~T lf ,.,..1 1ft a1Pft tcrac; m -
'· •, ~ a:nnqrw t'n'W 11 eGta co, ~ 1t1f ~ 11 



ppendix '19 

Ganesa Temple inscri r, tion , Bode , 

c. "r\'d 1ft" ' q ''"" ..-1' 11'{ -

~. IIT':f ~I ~ "'{lq rtt'tPII 

'• =tt@r( ~ ""5tTwt , '4i ("PI, .tt 
# • 

v • .,.<~ .... ,. ... ir"!!!1" ttn, "< '""..,. <"" 1 rae, -nr -
't. m ~ -.,., tuwttqat n 
(. trn, rti<cac , yrr~, !" ne 'a ra 
\3. !'~" -tCf I nfe .... ~ tan 
c:. '1"" ru'e qn, ti 'l'f< lfrll ~ ~ 

t • 'l1ft' ~ ~ :IJIJ ct I { 1rCfi 

~o • .-A \iNr ~TCJ CJirtiWOI ~~T ~ 

( c • .--mr. ,..,-r 111 a:qa c:o ( I' 



FIGURE 1 

( Performing Bhimarath rite ) 



FIGURE 2 

{ Performing Bhimaratha rite ) 



FIGURE 3 

( King Jayasthiti Malla ) 



FIGURE 4 

( King Siddhinara Simha Malla ) 



FIGURE 5 

( King Pratapa Malla ) 



F IGURE 6 

( King Pratapa Malla and his Queens 



F IGURE 7 

• 

( King Sriniwas Malla and Bisva na th ) 



F IGURE 8 

• 

( King Ji tamitra Ma lla ) 



F IGURE 9 

• 

( King Parthi ve ndra Ma lla ) 



UQURE 10 

• 

( King Bhupalendra Malla ) 



F IGURE 11 

( Queen Bhuvana Laksmi Malla ) 



FIGURE 12 

( King Bhupatindra Malla ) 



FIGURE 13 

!. 

( King Jaya Prakash Malla ) 



[IGURE 14 

( King Yaksa Malla ) 



FIGURE 15 

• 

Q 

( Ear Ornament ) 



U§.QRE 16 

• 

r 

( Kalya ') (Leg· Ornament) 



.FIGURE 17 

• 

( Neckless Tika ) 



• 

( Neckless ) 



F IGURE 19 

• 

( Neckless ) 



F IGURE 20 

• 

( Armlet ) 



FIGURE 21 

( Man Worshiping a horse ) 



E:l£URE 22 

• 

( Festi vaJ. in Riverside ) 



UQQRE 23 

( Festival in Riverside ) 



FIGURE 24 

• 

( Hearing the Puranas ) 



FIGURE 25 

• 

( Performing Tuladana ) 


